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MEDICAL EDUCATION FUNDING.-BY MEDICARE

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEAX.TH,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
. Washington, DC

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room SD-
215, Dirksen Senate Office' Building, Hon. David Durenberger
(chairman) presiding. .

Present: Senator Durenberger.
[The press releases announcing the hearing, the opening state-

ment of Senator Dprenberger, and a background paper prepared by
the committee staff follow:1

Trost Raleas* Na 84-1E9)

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITIICE ON, HEALTH SETS HEARING ON MEDICAL-EDUCATION
FUNDING BY THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

Senator Dave Durenberger (R., Minn.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Health
of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the subcommittee will
hold a hearing on the status of medical education funded under the Medicare pro-
it-am.,

The hearing will be held on Friday, September: 21, beginning at IQ a.m. in Room
SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

In announcing the hearing Senator Durenberger noted that, "When the Congress
created the new prospective payment system for inpatient hospital aervices under
medicare, cost reimbursement was retained for medical education and capital." In
doing so, however, the Congress indicated a clear intent to consider new payment
mechanisms for capital-related costs incurred after October of 1986. No suoh intent
was expressed or implied with respect to either direct or indirect medical education
coats. In fact, the so-called "medical education indirect coat pass-through" was not
only retained but doubled because of our concern that the current diagnosis-related
groups payment mechanism may not fully reflect the more intensive cases, pre-
sumed to be attracted to this Nation's teaching hospitals. The current method of
financing medical education costs under the medicare program may or may not be
the best or only way to do so. In fact, there is no intent off our part to accept the
status quo without question. Certainly, in fulfilling our oversight responsibility and,
in order to chart a course for 'the future, it is important to understand how the
system is working.. The purpose of this hearing is to do just that The Subcommittee
would like to review the current financing mechanism from the standpoint of which
problems it has solved. it may have created. or it may have overlooked.

Senator Durenberger stated that the Suticommittee is interested in hearing from
the Administration with respect to an overview of the current financing mechanism;
and the medical education community with respect to what they believe to be the
benefits and the problems with the present system and the objectives that will have
to be met no matter what the financing mechanism. The Subcommittee is not inter-
ested at this time in any new financing mechanism but rather as complete an un-
derstanding as is possible for the present one.
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SENATE FrNANCE SUIWOR1/411113: ON HEALTH REIACHEDULES HEARING'ON MEDICL
EDUCATION FUNDING' HY THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

11'nes Release Na O4-169, Revised]

Senator Dave Durenberger (R., Minn.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Health.
of the Senate Comtnittee on Finance announced today that the hearing which had
been scheduled for Friday, September 21, 1984 at 10:00 a.m. has been rescheduled.

Z'he hearing will be held at 2 p.m. on Monday, October 1, 1984 in Room SD-215 of
the Dirksen Senate OffiCe Melding.

' 0
StATEMENT HY SENATOR DAVE DURENVERGER, CHAIRMAN 00 HEALTH SI4413COMMITTEE

The Social Security Act Ameedments of 1983, provided for radical reform in the
payment of hosp`tels under Part A of the Medicare Program. The new prospective
payment system ated by the act was designed to phase-in over a 3-year period.
By the end of the p in, the Medicare rates for hospitals will be set according to
a natiorral average payment per diagnosis-related grouping.

In recognition of the disparate locations and service and training mix for hospi-
tals, the Congress provided under the new scheme for urban and fural variations in
payment; pasrethroughs for hospital incurred capital costs; and puss-through for the
direct costs allocated with graduate medical education and other clinical training
activities. An additional adjustment was allowed for the indirict costs of graduate
medical education incurred by teaching hospitals.

This adjustment for indirect medical.education expenses accounts for the high
costa of teaching hospitals due to factors such as a .sick patient load, a more elabo-
rate and expensive medical technological capacity, and those additional costs allo-
cated with the training of residents.' The DRG system, used for Medicare prospective
payment, is relatively insensitive to verity of illness so this indirect expense
part a prdsy for severity. As improved methods of establishing sev'brity-are devised,
these developments will be incorporated into the overall DRG payment system.
These refinement's will make some portion pf this indirect expense unnecessary. The
remainder of the adjustment, based on broad assumption, about, the nature of teach-
'rig hospitals, also requires close scrutiny.

Congress has set the end of the phase-in period for prospective payment 2 years
from today, as the deadline for setting in place a new methodology under which the
capital portion of hospital expense will be. paid by Medicare. Events now requires We
do the same with the Medicare fundieg fog the-direct and indirect expenses for
graduate medical education and other clinical training activities. The hearing today
is a first step in that process.

Let me share with you several reasons why I believe the direct graduate medical
education pass-through, as we now know it, will be eliminated within 2 years, and
the indirect adjustment for medical education expenses will require refinement.

First, the pressure to reduce the Federal deficit combined with the impending
bankruptcy of the Medicare trust fund demand and end to these types of open ended
subsidies. There are only three ways to reduce the costs of Medicare to the Federal
Treasury. These are to reduce payments for Medicare services to providers, to in-
crease cost sharing fol. Medicare beneficiaries, and to increase taxes-for all of us. I
assure' you, before additional cost sharing is considered, the beneficiaries will place
great preasu're on the Congress to eliminate subsidies paid both under part A and
part B to providers.

It is worth noting that Medicare covers only half of the total health care costs of
the elderly and disabled, and we know from members of the( Council of Teaching
Hospitals, the group of the largest teaching hospitals , that 70percent of the support, '
for the direct costs of residents came from patient care revenues. These two figures
will not be lost on these involved as the debate over cut-backs begins to intensify.

Second, traditionally, third-party payors have been willing to inclade graduate
medical education as justified expense in paying teaching hospitals. At the same
time, though, insurance plans placed no significant incentives for patients to seek or ,

use lower cost medical facilities. Both these factors are changing le the current en-
vironment. A

In a competitive marketplace, third party payors and rnative delivery systems
are less willing to pay for graduate medical education rialisire steering plan mem-
bers away from the more expensive teaching institutions. -

These trends were illustrated for me at a ecent conference I 'attended in Minne-
apolis on the financing of graduate medical Wa cation..ft one attendee, who heads a
major HMO in the Twin Cities put it, "They (the HMO's) want to purchase only
those services which directly beneI t their patients." It was obvious from his 14-
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marks and others we heard that the new environment is not supportive of the
status quo for greduide medical education or teaching hospitals.

It is important to stress in the developing health care environment, that it is not
only the HMO's and PPO's which wilt be placing the squeeze on teaching institu-
tions. The consumer will.begin to be'player, also. To cut costs, employers are now
increaseing cost sharing for employee;. This trend is likely to speed up as efforts in
the Congrestecontrive. next year to oap the burgeoning tax subsidies, now over $.30
billion provkded for employee paid health insurance. A, more of the costs of services
are covered by individuals, they will be lesa,prone to seek the services of high cost
teaching`institutione.

All of this is not to say that either physician training or the unique set of tertiary
services provided by teaching hospitals is unriecessary. However, it does reflect the
fact that Americans are going to be less/willing to pay fur either of these activities
from their premium dollar. Therefore, we now have a tough set of questions to
answer- who will take responsibility for graduate mOdi4a1 education, and how much
will We pay for it'?.

Third. as we learned last Friday frotn our hearing, we haste as of yet failed to
resolve the tough questiorrof "responsibility" for our indigent health care problem.
It was poiriled out at the hearing that the courts are beginning to settle this issue
for u;4. But, I feel stiongV it is the Congress together,with,the other governmental
Lents which must take the "respensibility" and set explicit policies to assure access
to quality and cost-effective care for all Amkricans. .

The solution to financing care for the pobr will greatly affect teaching hospitals
an'd. the financing of graduate medical education. It should not be assumed as a
.given that as financing mechanisms are arranged to fund the health care of the
poor that they.will either be encouritged or choose to. seek care in teaching hospi-
tals.

The Association of AmeriCan Medical Colleges (AAMC) in its'testimony on Friday
pointed out that the nonfederal Council of Teaching Hospital members incur 35 per-
`cent of the bad debts and 47 percerit,of the charity care for the Nation's community
hospitals. This level of commitment is laudable but it also fits with the need for

ny of the institutions to have teaching material for their student physicians. I
ave concerns about the provision of cure for the poor and whether or not the teache

ing hospitalris the best environment for. them to receive necessary services.
eard on Friday from Dr. Janelle Goetche'us that the care in teaching hospi-

tal. t least for the poorlacks continuity and in depersonalized. Evidenceindi-
vette; it is also more costly. Today, we should learn more about these issues. .

Fourth, the deficit crunch we face nest year will cause the Congress to reexamine
greet Federal priorities. Many cuts era )ikely, and this' may mean reductions in
the Federal funding for undergraduate ands ,graduate medical education.

Ms' process may include such "sacred tows" as-the Veterans' Admin)stration
health expenditures. Currently, the Veterans' Administration hospital system has
5,(S)4) full-time equivalent residency slots and 77 percent of the 172 VA. hospitals
have affiliation with medical schools. This significant commitment needs to t)e eval-
uated in light of the health needs of an aging veterans population as well-1.&s the
constraints we face on Federal appropriations. Limited Veterans' Administration
appropriations must be spent frit. the good of the beneficiaries first.

Along the same lines, the Federal commitment to funding training of the Nalth
profession must also always be scrutinized. This year, Title VII of the Public Heblth
Services Act is likely t(2 be reauthorized at levels above the 19S4 budget. The author-
iz/itions area moderate but will need to be revisited next year as we consider overall
new policies on the financing of graduate medical kiecation.

Fifthter believe there is a growing concern about equity and fairness across our
health care system. We see this concern to some extent between urban and rural
areas in the determination, of prospective payment rates .for Medicare. It may

furtherrther exacerbated by the Medicare waivers under which high cost States
have adopted status ti uo-otie n ted..A11-payor systems. Under these waivers, the high
cost of graduate medical education had care for the economically .disadvantaged is
locked in for all payors including Medicare.

It is not fair that the cost shift we have experienced in the past to fund graduate
medical education and care for the poor be structured into the payment-scheme for
all-payors States while in others the pressure of entipetition ends this same shift.
Instead, we should have explicit GovernMent policies which enable appropriate
funding for graduate education and the econamicakly disadvantaged.

These are a few of the reasons we are here discussing medical education today. I
see a growing consensus that the direct and indirect subsidies for medical education
have helped produce a substantial surplus of physicians. This surplus has brought
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with it inflated, economic returns to certainpecialtie4 without solying many of our
problems of maldistributions of physicians by specialty and geography.

The issue of financing graduate medical education is definitely on thefront
burner ". The Department of Health and Heiman Services has contracted- with /
Arthur Young to do a major analysis of graduate medical _education costs. This
study. due this fall, is late but we should begin to get preliminary results over the
next 12 months. The Commonwealth Fund has commissioned a set of thought'
papers' on graduate medical education and the cost of teaching hospitals. These
papers should bet completed early next year and will provide an 'important resource.
Finally, and mist importantly, the AAMC has appointed a-committee to reexamine
the policy of the academic medicareommunity for financing graduate medical edu-
Z-ation. I look forward to the options which this committee will present.

The hearing today will provide us with important background on medical educa-
tion. A second hearing will *its on medical education from the point of view of its
various types of consumers or those who benefit; the students, the community hospi-
tals, the teaching hospitals, and the patients. It will also examine the issue of physi-.
cian distribution by specialty and location. A third hearing will examine options for ,
establishing explicit responsibility for the financing of graduate medical education
and other clinical training as well as define the federal role in the financing of
these activities.

I appreciate our witnesses taking time to be with us today and look forward to
learning from their testimony.
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. The Subcommittee on Health, Senate Cemmittee on finance, has scheduled a

hearing on holiday, October 1, 1aft4, ot the financing of medical education cost.,

under themedicare program. This document has bean prepared to mast you in

reviewing:

--The nature of health education activities and the role of teaching
hospital in medical education, including the aleaCieted costa and
and current sources of financing;

r.

--Medicare's historical and currant policies for making paymenti to
hospital for the costs of education activities; and; .

--Key issues that have bean raised concarniny current ind.future
financing for medicil aducatiow activities.
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SACXGROUND

Health education programs for the training of physicians, riurses and allied

health perionnel combine classroom training and learning throuish "hands cr e

esperiince. Classroom training is generally conducted in a university setting

and the "hands on" or clinical training is generally hospital-based.

Contemporary medical education (the trairning of physician s) generally in-

cludes the completion of four years of medical school and residencypivgral

lasting three years or more. Most of the undergraduate training of physicians

is cond4pted in the classroom at the medical school. Clidical education at

4 thii stage is primarily in'the form of hospital-based clerkships, which intro- *

duce students to clinical medicine in the various specialtiei., The traditional

medical school curriculum requires third-year medical students to spend a fixed

amount of time under the supervision of faculty and residents in the basic

specialty areas which typically include internal isedicine, Surgery, obstetrics/

gynecology,.psychiaZry, and pediatrics. The fourth-year student takes pri-

mariiy elective clerkships, which provide either additional exposure to the

basic specialties or introdu.ctions to other specialties.

Generally, the graduate education of physicians takes place in hospitals

through residency programs, although a few residencies such as preventive

medicine and occupational health are based primarily outside the hospital

and family practice programs emphasise ambulatory care more than inpatient I

'4

care.

Nursing education has evolved from what was once primarily three years of

hospital-based training to several curricula which are becoming more closely
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affiliktad with or sponsored by colleges or oalveriiries. While the classroom

training is now more likely to be in a college or university, hospitals remain,

the primary sites for the undergraduate clinical training of nurses, whether

e nrolled in associate or baccalaureate degree pr hospital-based diploma pro-

grass.

Training for most allied health occupations (e.g., dietitians, physical

therapists, speech pArstfologists, laboratory technicians, safe.) follows the

same general model: two or more years of classroom training in a university

or specialty school, foilowed by practical training in the hospital.

The principal focus of this background paper will be graduate mediCal edu-

cation (the training of physicians in hospital residency programs) because the

ovarwhalming majority of the costs of health education activities in hospitals

e re accounted for by such programs. Inliddition, very little data exist on the

costs to hospital of nursing and allied health programs..

Discussion of Medical Education in Hospitals

. Characteristics of Teaching Hospitals

Clinical training for both undergraduate and graduate health manpower ed-
,

ucation in this country is generally conducted in the hospital setting. \ifflowever, .

only a minority of hospitals offer teaching progras and those that do vary Conn

iderably in terms Of the sire and diversity of thisir teaching programs. Teach-

ing hospitals may have programs for the training of physicians (generally called

,

graduate medical education, conducted through residency programs), nurses, or
4

such allied health personnel as dietitians, esfsgency medical technicians,

occupational therapists, and physical themipists.

-12
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Hospitals and medical *encl. helm Mrieloped several different celatiod-
%

snipe for its cdoduct of graduate medical education. At one extreme, a frie-
d"

steadies reeishlecy program may be establisnee, staffed, and controlled by an
.

individual hospital. At the other extreme, a residency program say be offered
1011/

I by'e medical ac4wl.O1 tbrOnsR Asa or sore' "affiliated" hospitelp. Between these

axtraie is variety of hospitsl-iiedi411 eFhoel raletionshipe..

The number of teaching hospitals in this country varies depending on the

'

definition of teaching 'hospital used. ApproximateLii14:300 hospitals (1,B' percent)
'

participate in at least Cole 'residetcy prosram. Over 1,000 of these hospitals are

aiffiliat with medical sct'lactls. Approximatelyimately 400-of thesetea4hing hospitals

ise,t the r.aquitements for membership in the Council of Teaching Hospitals (COTH)

of the Association of Alaerican Medical Colleges, which include eponsorshigh of

at least fauxappromad resident programs 1/ 110 recommendation for membership

by an accredited medical school with which the hospital is affil d. Although

data gathered by COTH from its umbers focuses on hospitals with majo% teaching

programs end understate the amber and variety of teaching hospitals lolls@

country, little other data ablaut teaching hospitals exist.

Major teaching hospitals are generally committed to et least three dis-

tinct objectives: providing patient care' training health profassionais, and

conducting clinical research. The interrelationship of these three s:act;v1tise

within the teaching hospital creates an institution which is in many ways dif-

ferent fro. the single purpose non-t ng hospital. This interrelationship

also sulkss it difficult too ,aeparate the activities and costa 'of a ntral educe-
*

[ion ins teaching hospital from its other activities, particularly patient care. r

-

1,11t

1/ That is, those accredited litheqccraditation'Counc il for Graduate
Medical Education or by the Residency Review Committee for the specific clinical
pecialty.

13,
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According to 1960 Council 9$ Valet Himpitals'(C)TH) data on itiesmeber

hoopitaleo, valor teaching hospitalshad the fallowing charecterietice: they

Wife sponsored by non-profit corporations, they vere/disproportionsMly concen7

tratad in the Wortheas4 reeion.of the_country, over 75 percent were located in

4
metropolitan areas having at least a half million population, they were-generally

large hospitals (75 percent had °ler 400 Buda), and Om average they eeployed

over five times the number of foll-rtime equivalent personnel employed in COW"I/

smear hospitals.

In terms of service C4precteristics, teething hospitals provIded a wide

range of hoe ital services, easy of which (such as burn care unite, organ bank,

and bpen heart surgery) are typically unavailable in nonteaching community

-hospitals. Teaching hospitals also cared for a large number of poor persons

(COTH members had 19 percent of the Natiores'ehOrt stay beds but 25 percent of
/PI

v -

/ .
.

g-

r
echo eediceid admissions) and had an above average share of patient bad debtn.r.
and charity cars (bad debt and charity care were 9.4 percent of patient rave-

nue, in COTH member hospitals compared to 5.1 percent in non-COTH hoalltitala).

Measuring the Cost of Medical Education in Hospitals

Teaching hospitals incur certain direct and_indirect costs resulting from

their educationl,activities. The direct costs (those dOectly related to the

teaching activity) include salaries and fringe benefits fa; faculty, residents

' And interne, and support staff; conference and el...roma space within the hos-

pital (together with any .overhead costs for saintenenc and utilities); and

additional equipment and supplissi These direct costs are generally identifi-

able and separable by Accounting method' fro. the costs or patient `tars in the

hospital. The easiest- educational coati to identify are the stipends and bone-

,/
fits paid to graduate medics! education trainees (interns and residents). The

14
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. .
'average amount that COTH member hospital Spent on resident stipends and bona-

-.
fits in 1982-1983 was $3.t millima, or approilmately -5 percent of the average

....... .-
teaching hospiratis total budget.

ia addition to the direct costs of medical education, the presence of
.,1

teaching activities can indirectly affect 42 hospital's costs. These indirirct

coatd can arise `from reduced productivity in. patient .service departments (e.g.,/ k
, treatment takes longer, demands on, other staff are greater), increased overhead

for such activities as thkeepins of -medical records. increased compIoxit7

of hospital ma-assess t, and the teadilky of residents to providi more servicestp

\Ind to conduct eon tests than are strictly aecessaity for patient care alone.
1It is. vary difficult to separate out; and quantifythe indirect costs of

radical education in teething hospiCala because patients are bolas treated
-.

and students are bolas trained through the same patirat care activities. Costs

for ,inpatient cars or for particular Cervices are generally higher in teaching

hospitals than in non-teaching hospitals. Simple cost comperisons, for example,

show that in 198'1, the average cost of care in COTH hospitals wee S3,281 per
.

adjusted admission, nearly twice as high as ttmt average of $1,683 in non - teaching

hospitals, ,for a difference of $1,591 per adjusted admission. Wised on these
4.

averages, if direct coats of madic1 education account for roughly 5 percent

of total costs in teaching hospitals, than 'direct teaching costs cannot explain

sore than 10 percent of the difference in overall cost: per unit. However, these

simple cost coapecisona do not 'answer the question of how much of the remaining

difference is due to the indirect costs of teaching or to other factors such as
se

a cm -load which includes sicker patients, more elaborate and expensive wadi-

cal technology, higher prices for labor and supplies, or perhaps less &Violent

Operation. Thus, although studies have been able to isolate the direct costs of

.1A
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teaching activity, the indirect

to OltiO4[41 with precision.

11

cost filteaching.activity has proven diffiCult.

Some studies have suggested that indirect costs say be qwite large. For

example, in a 196) pilot study conducted by Arthur Young and Yolicy Analysis,

a
Inc" total coats per admission (excluding direct coats of medical education)'

were analyzed for individual patients in four iagnosis Related Croups (tyt

m4Gal.end two surgical categories) for seven aching and two non- teaching

%

hcispitals. The analysis indicated that, on average, total costs per admission

vera sore than 60 percent higher in the teaching hospitals 4fissi in the non

teaching hospitals. Most of the observed difference in cost was attributed to

differences in the use of ancillary tests and procedurec, further analysis of

a subset of patiants for who severity of filmes. had been measured' indice4d.

however, that acme portion (but not all) of the difleraoce may be attributable

to differe nces in severity of illness. Other studies have shown a wide /sage

of results. areare roughly comparable to the A th Young study while others

show almost no difference due to teaching activity (after controlling for aAver

ity of illness differences). Due to the lbritatiOns of the available studiss,

however, the sirs of indirect costs remains unclear.

V

Source. of Financing, for Health Education

Patient care revenues are the prilary source of support for both patient

care and education programs in COAC ing hospitals. For example, accordieg to.

the 1983 COTH Survey of. House Staff Stipend., benefits, and Funding, patient

ears revenues (including medicare's payments) provided 1 percent of the support

for the direct costs cilt resident stipends and benefits. Other sources included

the Veterans Administration (17 percent); State appropriations (5 percent);

** medical schools (2 sparcvnt); municipal appropriations (1 patient); and other

a

I
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source, includiog physician fees, NTH, Federal agencies, grants and volunteers,

and endowment, (5 percept).
A

In recast years, questions have been raised concerning the daeirability

of using patient care revenues to support hospital-based clinical education.

The third-party payers for medical-care (for 'temple, eedicar?, medicaid, Blue
S

Cross, end ccamercial inaurpre) have been under tremendous-pressure to control

ris hesith care espenditures. Although the medicare program is currently

coserit,ted to.psying fnreedical education costs in'iconnactioS with its paysents

for patieSt cars, other third -party piiski do mat aiiesearily haw such comiit-
.

Sent'. Some StAse.medicaltrprogremeleid frome.11ue Cross plane disallow or die- 4

count certain educatioaa4 expenses (suctr's resident tipends'or teaching physi-.

. . .

clans' salstlee) when riimbursins hospitals or patient cafe.
... l i . .

..

In addition to diract sdical education eupport to hospitals through pa-

tient care reveouse, the Federal Government also provides financial support for

.haalth 'duration throughgrests to Medical and nursing schgole tad 'direct student
.. ,

1,

remittent. in th.iform of leaps, loaf guarinteeez and scholarships. Within tAit .

Department of HealthiLnd'Human Services, such support ificludes progtass Jot Health

41, 'N.

Professions education (Title VIS'of the Public HesItA service Act), Nurse Training

(Title VIII of the Public Health Service Act), and the NationalMOth Service

Corps NNSC) and NNSC Scholarship program.

Health 'Professions !duration

Title VII of the Public Health Service Act Authorizes Federal

- support for health professions education at e4hoole of medicine, neteopattr,

dentistry, veterinary medicine, op try, podiatry, pharmacy, public health,
,

and for programs of health cars admini atiod. Under this authority, two

17
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kinds of assistance Maus been provided -..inatitutional support

fa-salons schools and student assistance in the form of loans,

and scholarship, for Studerits enrolled at these echogla. For

for health pro-

loan guarantees,

the past several

years, observers have Rated the success which these programs have had in in-
.

creasing enrollments et health professiciem schools, in Increasing the supply
ro

of health profempionals providing tare in the Nation, and in improving the geo-

graphic distribution of health personnel throughout the country. As'a result of

this success, and forecasts that the nation will have a surplus of physicians

:in the near future, aggregate funding fo;'title VII progress has decreased in

recent pure. In addition. available Federal support has been redirected away

from general subsidies for the training of physiciansiand other health pro -'

fassionals (cenitatibn grants) awarded td acts:tills on the basis of the number

of students enrolled at schools, and targeted tnifard aducstional progrims which

are intended to address specific problems such as the geographic and specialty

aldistributon of health personnel. The FY l9fl4' budget level for this program.

is $129 illion.

Nurse ;Training e

1

Mures training programs authorised under title VIII of the Public

Health Service Act have provided Federal support for nursing schools and students

'Noce 1964. Congress consolidated and expanded programs of nursing pupport in

response to perCeived shortages of professional nurses in the country. The

nurse training authority of title VIII has provided institutional support for

nursing schools and financial assistance for nursing students. Since the es-

tablishment of title VIII authority, the supply of registered nurses has in-

creased from S50.000 to about 1,600,000. Maintaining that theme increases have

resulted in a current and projected supply adequate to meet mstionwiciehealth

41-175 0 E35 2 18
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care needs, recent administrations hey sought trIbreduce Federal support for_

nurse trtining. FY 1984 funding for nurse training programs is $42 million.

L,

National Health Service Corps b

In 1972, P:1:92-585 tuthoritiPthe National Health Service Corps

(NHSC) tb be staffed by officers of the Fub1.41c Health Service and other persorr-

nel as required by the Secretary of Health end Hunan Services. The Corps was

established to provide health cart services to perione residing to health maw-

power shortage areal' through the placement in these areas of health profes-

sionals and health care fesources. As of Deceeblr 31, 1983, DHHS had designated

2,180 prisary health care shortage areas, 987 dental shortage cress, and 273

vision cars shortage areas. P.L. 92-585 also established a NHSC scholarship

program to 'obtain health professionals for placement in health manpower hort-

age areas, Under this program, health professions students agree to serve "in a

W4alth manpower shortage area 4/ return for scholarship and stipend support.

The scholarship recipient is required to fulfill hisimpuice Oligsiion through

the full-time clinical practice of his profession either as a commissioned

officer in the Regular or Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service (after a

finding that he or she is qualified) or as a cIllian nesberof the Corps, or,

at the discretion of the individual, in private practice in designated health

manpower shortage area. The FY 1984 budget includes $91 sultan for the NHSC

and, $b.3 lllion for NHSC scholsrships.

dr
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nills2A11121211LILII.15 medicsl tducaclot Costs in Hospitals,

Since its inception. the medicare prosiest has recognized in its principles

of cost relieureement certain expenses associated withthe operation of apprOved

medical education progress in hospitals. ' Although not reqiiired by law, con-

grasional intent indicated that the medicare program should pay its share of

the net cost of education/activities conducted in hospitals until the cow-.

&unity undertakes to cavort- these costs in some other way:

Many hospital's engage in substantial edueptional activities, .
including [he training of madical-atudeAte,_internship and resi-
dency programs, the training of nurses, and the training of
various paramedical- personnel. Educational activities enhance
the quality of cars in an institutSoo, and it i intended, until
the coesualty undertakes to bear such education coats it some
other way, that a part of thenet cost of such activities (induct--
ins stipends of trainees as well as compensation of teachers andother costs) should be considered -as an element in the cost of
patient Care, to be borne to an apprOpriate. extent by the hospi-tal insurance program. 2/

Medicare regulations .(CFR, Title 42, Sec. 405.421) indicate that a pro-
: .00.

vider's.(e.g.,,te.hospital's) allow/ibis costs for purposes of ttedicare riimburae-

merit isay include the net cost of approved educational activities. Net cost is
defined as provider's total direct and overhead emits of approved educational

..
Activities (including trainee stipends, compensation of teachers, and other

direct and overhead costs), minus revenues the provider receives from tuition
IIand from grants and °nations- designated for the educational activities. How-

ever, fqr cost reporting periods beginning on or after Jdnuary 1, 1978, grants

2/ U.S. Congress. nate. Social. Security Amendments of 1965. Report
111 .ktrie Committee on Fin a to Accompany H.R. 6675 to Provide a 'hospital Insur-

ance Program for the Aged . June 30, 1965. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.Off., 1965. (89th Cong., "Sess. Senate Rept. ND. 4(34, Part I), p. 36.
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and donations designated for internship and residency peogrems in family moil-
.,

ciao, general internal medicine, sod general pediatrics are not deducted in

calculate net costa,.
*s.

Approved education activities are defined by regulation as formally organ-
.

ixed or planned programs of study usually engaged in by providers in orded to

enhance the quality of pitient cereid an institution. These activities must

be licensed where required by State Law; where licensing is not required, the

institution oust receive approval from the recognized national professional

organization for the particular activity. Approved programs include medical,

oiteopathic, dental, and podiatry internships and residency proven and recog-

nized nursing and allied health education and training programs which include:

cytotechnology, dietetic intertlehipe, hospital administration residencies, in-

halation therapy, Medical records, medical technology, nurse aneithstiete, pro-

fessional nursing, practical nursing, occupational therapy, pharmacy residon-

elm. physical therapy and x-ray technology.

,t

,Payment Under Cost-eased Reimbursement

When the medicare program began in 1966, medicare paid for its propor-

tional share of hospital's direct medical education costs toeether with other

allowable costs under medicare's cost-based method of reimbursement. Over the

years, as the medicare program began to establish limits on the amounts it paid

to hosp ale, the costs of medicelleducation received special consideration.

U r authority contained in Section 223 of the Social Security Amendments

of 1972, the Department of Health, Education and Wolfer,e began in 1974 to estab-

lish annual cost limit on reimbursement of certain routine hospital operating

costs. The 4.410rosts of hospitals with significant medical education 4CC11/1-

N
41

ties were recognized by the medicare program in the late 1970s when an exception

21
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to these hospital cost limits was 116wed for holinitele whose costs of education ,

activities exceectbd. the norms.

4,

17 d

Explicit 411os/soca was wade for medicel.education costs, effective with

hospitalcdet -rportiog periots which began July 1, 1979, when the direct costs

of approved medical education programsnre excluded from the costs subject to

the medicare hospital costs limits. the direct eadica; education costs were

excluded so that the baste on which the cost limits were applied in teaching

and non-treachisig hospitals wo4ild be comparable.

On April 1, 1980, the Department proposed that a new adjustment for the

Indirect costs of medical educationljeroirses be made to indicate hospital
, /cost limit.. The proposed regulations stated. that

Generally, hospitals with
..

epproved graduate &cal
.
educe-

I,. ttpn programs 'incur higher per dies operating coats than non-teach-
"" ing hospitals of, si lar bed size and geographic location . . . .

We believe these ins 111141111141 in per diem cost occur-because, the pro-
visos of graduate ical education causes increases in certain
types; of costs that are only indirectly'related to education pro- a
grams. . . . To prevent a disproportionate number of teaching
hospitals from being adversely affected by the limits, wi have, in. the proposed schedule, provided an automatic adjustment for the
costs generated by approved medical education programs. Based on
the data we used to derive the proposed limits, we have estimated
that a hospital' general inpatient routine operating costs may
be expected to increase by a factor of .047 (4.7 percent) for each
increase of .1 (above zero) in the ratio of its full-time equivalent
(FTE) internariand residents (in approved programs) to its number of
beds. 1/.

.
-

It should be noted that the proposed toeulations stated that to obtain

this adjustment, a teaching hospital would not be required to identify expli-

citly the costs for which the adjustment wa,,bsiing made Instead, the hospital
would be required to report only its number of full-time equivalent interns and

residents in approved program* dhich, together with the hospital's bed site,

would be used to compute the percentage by which the hospital' reimbursement

3/ Federal Register, April 1, 1980, p. 21584.
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.limit would be Increased. This sediCal education adjustment, which later became
. w

known as the indirect medical education adjustment, became effective for

hoepital.cost reporting periods uhic(began On July'l, 1980.

The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Ac[ of 1982 (P.L. 97-248, knolfn

SG TEPRA) mede certain changes in the hospital cost limits, including expansioR

of the lt(its to cover total inpatient operating hosts (not just routine costs)

so that ancillary end special care unit coete.wer now included under the

'limits. Wows* of this change, the hospital cost limits which DHRS established

effective for hospital cost reporting periods beginning on OctcWMr 1, 196;, in-

cluded an increase in the peccentage amount of the indirect medical education

adjustment from 4.7 percent to 6.06.pernant.

TEFIRA also created a new ceiling on the allowable **nue' rats of increase
N.

in operating costs per came for inpatient hospital services. As with the hos-

pital cost limits, the hospital costs subject to those new rate-of-increase

lieits excluded the direct costs of approved health education programs.

Payment Under the Progrotive Payment System

Title VI of the Social Security Amendment. of 1983 (P.L. 98 -21) estab-

lished a new method of hospital payment by the medicare program, known as the

Prospective Payment System (PPS). Effective for hompitAl cost reporting periods

that began October 1, 1983, the medicare program has been paying hospitals, with

Jertain exceptions, according to predetermined rates for each of 468 Diagnosis

Related Groups (DitGa), rather than on a cost basis. The prospective payment e

legislation and regulations, however, continue to provide for special treatment

of direct and indirect medical education costs.

2 3

ti
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Direct Medical tducation Costa Under PPS
war

The diTect costa of medical education in hospi hi ls are excluded 11 Iv

law from the prospective payment ystem and are paid for separately on the

basis -of reasonable costs.' In its December 1982 reportto Congress proposing'

Vapital prospective payment system for 0e-dicers, the Department favdred
\s.excluding the direct costs of approvio medical education protrams fr6m the

prospective rates and isimburaing them cko the basis of reasonable cost.. As

stated in the report: "This approach will assure that the base rate is related

to a .patient cars outcome and not significantly influenced by- factors whose

atristanc is really hasej on objectives quite Apart from the care of tarticu-based

lar patients in a particular hospitsl. This approach will allow for cIpetinued

Feaeral support or medical education through thmedicare program while clearly

identifying that support as separate from patient cep." 4/

Indirect Medical tducatipn Costs Under PPS

P.L. 98-21 requires that additional payments be made to hospitals for
1the indirect costs of medical education, computed in the sane-sanner as the ad-

jostment for indirect medical education costs was calculated under the medicare

hospital cost limits, except that the educational. adjustment factor would be

doubled. The Report of the Finance Committee on,,,the Social Security Act Amend-

manta of 1983 indicates that the adjustment for indirect medical education coots

is only a proxy to account for a number of factore which may legitimately increase-

coats in teaching institutions. The Report also states:

gla

4/ U.S. Departatnt of Health and Rumat Services. Report to Congress.
Hospital Prospective Payment for Madicare Dec. 1982. pp. 47-48.
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This adjustment is provided in Ch. light of doubts (ex-

plicitly acknowledged 6y Abe Secretary in his recent raikrt to

Congress on prospective payment) about the ability of the DRG

caws classification system to account fully for factors such

as severity of illness of patients requiring the specialised

services and treatment programa, provided by teaching lastitu-

, clone and the additional costs associated with the teenhingof

reeiaeats. The latter coats are understood to include the
additional tests and procedures ordered by residents as well

as the extra demands placed on.other staff As thiy participate

in the education promise.

The committee euphemises its views that [Nese indirect .

reaching expenses are not to bs subjected' to the same standards
of 'efficiency" implied' under the AG prospective 'yetis, but

'ruse* medical education of physicians which the meics
rather that'they are legitimate expensa e

dinvolved

in .the .

program has historically recognited is wgrthy of support under
the reimbursikent system. 5/

As provided in mid scare regulations, the indirect medical education pay-

sent e,quals 11.59 percent of the aggregate payment to a hospital from the

federal portion of its prospective payments for each 0.1, increment in the hos-

pital's ratio of full-time equivalent (127E) interns and reXidents to its bed

.44 miss. Regulations define the number of PTE interns And residents to be the

sue of the number of, interns and residents employed for 35 hours or more per

week; plus one -half of the number of interns and residents working less then

35 hours per week.. As required by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (P.L.

98-369). for cost reporting periods beginning on or after October 1, 1984,

,interns and residents aie Not required to be employees of the hospital in

order for the hospital to qualify for the indirect medical education adjust:

sent.

, 5/ U.S. Congress.' Senate. Social Security Amendments of 1983. Report

to Accompany S. 1. March 11, 193. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1983.

(98th Congress, 1st Session. Senate Rept. No. 98-23), p. 52.
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()that' Provisions for Teaching Hospitals Under PPS

'441

In addition to the xplicit provision; in the prospective peymant

legislation for dirac:In4 indireNsed/oal-6ducation costs, provisions re-

. .'

Latins to paymant for atypical oases also benefit teaching hospiltalsv both

the Finance and tha.4.1ays and Means Reports indicate that the provision of addl.-
% .

Lionel payments for atypical cases which have either' extremely long lengths

of stay or extraordinarily high costs ,(known as "outliers") would benefit teach-
. ..

ing hospitals since the committees believed it reasonable to expect that such-
,'

tames would occur more commonly in teaching hospitals this; in other hospitals.

. .
, *

Cast to Medicare for Medical Educatioh in Hovitals

The Report of the 1932 Advisory Council on Social Security (December 31,

1982) states that historically, expenditures for the education and ;raining of

healthlprofessionals have represented between 4 and h percent of annual medi-

care Health Insurance (HI) Trust Fund expenditures. The Report itdicates that

in 1980 the HI trust fund spent an estimated $1:i billion for the ditec; and in-

direct coats of medical education programs; for 1983, the estimate is $1.8 bil-

lion; for 1987, $2.8 billion is estimated.

26
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A number of key issues heVe been identified in response to the current-

pollig and payment methods for Medical education adopted in the medicare hospi-

talprospective payment system (PPS). In addition, broader questions have been

raised about Elie potential impact on medical education in hospitals of certain

grates -,wide chetxges in financing and delivery of medical care. These issues

are briefly described and discussed beloy.

Shoul t4edicaree'Paj for "fedical Education Costs?

Questions have been raised whether the.sedicare program, which was designed?

to pay for ,eiedical services tct ItediCare beneficdas.ries, should continue to nadir-

wri Cs tha`cost'ii.'eadicel 'xidUariors through itayments to hospitals. In view

of the financial crisis facing the incites(' program, low (for. example, the 1982

Advisory Council on Social Security) have recommended that medicare's support

for medical training be withdrawn as other sources of support are identified.

Others have argued that Medicare's.Hospital Insurance trust fund is an inappro-

priate source of medical education subsidy because those who benefit (priaarily

duc.tors) will generally earn incomes much higher than the employees who ,pay the

medicare payroll tax. Still others question whether ,edicare should jontinue to

make money 'Mailable for medical education when there appears to bean adequate

supply of physicians.: and other 'health care .prqessionale. except in a, few areas of

targeted Federal support, such as primary care. Finally, some critics have noted

that finaiknial 'aLipliort for medical education cannot be efficiently targeted as

lung as it swains embedded in paym;nts for patient care.

Thosi'who favor continuing meAkera's support for medical education f

that if medicare were to limit or ccapletIy. withdraw such support, the train-
a

ing of hs4lth professionals and the provision o patient care in hospitals

27,
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would both suffer. These problems could be intensified if other thicit-party

payers were to follow medicera's,lead in eliminating support for medical *duca-

1

tic*. Another problem Ls whether other Federal. State or local sources of
4

support for medical edpcation could be found to replace medicare's payments.if

they were withdrawn. Also if medicare were to eliminate payments for medical

education, sate 'argue that additional **dicers dollars might be required to pay .

for physicians' services needed to replace the care'currently provided by tri-

)

terns and residents.

Incentive Effects of Current Medicare Policy

As required by law, under the odicere PPS system, payments for the in-
,*

direct costa of medical education acti3ity are based on a tem&ing adjustment 4

factor which is twice as large as the estimated *mount required to cover thews

Cost. (11.59 Oeecent instead of 5.79S percent). As a result, some observers

argue that residents and residency programs now generate more income for the

hospital then'they coat, In addition, the extra payment for indirect costs of

medical education is the for ;itch additional resident regardless of which

specialty or year of re y is involved. Since the resource demands side

by residents vary with the area of clinical specialization (e.g., surgery, pedi-
-

attics, pathology, etc.) and the experience of the resident. (year of training),

some residency programs are believed to be much sore profitable than °cirri.

Thus, some observers argue that current policy creates incentives for hospitals

to provide more medical education train more physicians) and to train

a different mix of physician specialties than would be consistent with societal

needs (e.g.. too many general surgeons and not enough internists). Others

point out also that the policy of slaking essentially unrestricted lyments for

ilkgraduie Wel education Activities of hospitals conflicts with other Fr
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health peruses' traisieg policiiS (u)14sr title VI/ of the'Pealic Rea ith Service

Act) ',hick lisle fedora/ upport to areas le which a national nut is rcelvild-
e a

Faiment for Mighor Costa of Teaching' Hospitals

The medicare program is currently making additional portents to teachis,g.

hospitals for (1), tha direct costs of medical education .activitlas and (2)

any additional coats which teaching hospitals Lochs: either isdiredtly from

their coaching activities or perhaps from other factoxs which are4disot

slvelys towed in teaching hospitals, such as their-moors complex, pettiest 'came six

or their role La the latrodUctloa and use of the latest md east expos/am tech-
..

soIogias.

Should the seedicara program sake additional paylidats for the higher costs

of teaching hospitals, even if those cost are oat necessarily ralated to ['wh-

ip& sctiltioT If, so, is the indirect teaching odjustseat focula, which uses

A measure of direct Coaching activity (interns aid residents per bed) as a proxy

for indirect costa, s suitable !say of paying for higher costs in teaching hot-,

alto's? A goal of the prospective payseat system is to encourage afficissit hos-

pital behavior by paying a fixed prires for hospital urvices according to patient

diagnosis. Is tha .odic are program paying for in.fficLpactaa is teaching hospitals

through the indirect teaching adjuatessot? Maw can the edtcare prograa detereint

if its payouts; to teaching hospitals are adequate or too generous?'

Effects of Reisbaresesent Changes and Coepetition

Pacisdt care revenue have been the primary source of support for educa-

tional programs in coaching hospitals. to the past, when hospitals we r paid
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whatever their coatis or charges wore, neither tps costs of their medical edu-

cation programs or the coats of teaching hoszital4 relative to non - teaching

hospitals were perceived to be a problem. Recently, in order sr,o decrease their

expenditures for hospital care, many third-party payers havechinged their

methods of reimbursing hospitals for ogre provided to their beneficiaries.

Much of the reimbursement focus is on the price the payer is willing to pay for

hospital services, rather than the cost to the hospital of providing the serv-
ices. If the payer determines that the price. should include nobitting more than

the cost of patient care, than teasbetig hospitals, with their additional costs

attributable to their teaching programs, may be at a disadvantage both in terms

of the adequacy of the revenues they receive and their ability it) compete with

non-teething hospitals. Hospital responses to shortfalls in reimbursement are

generally to charge sore or to alter or eliminate services, either of which

could put teaching hospitals at an even disadvantage competitively.

The elimination of services and activities witch bring inadequate-reimikursement

to the teaching hospital could also run tonnter to public policy if such ter
ices are deemed Laportant.

Locus of Medical Edbcation Training

Moat of the graduate sedical educatron io this country is being, conducted
$ gin the inpatient hospital setting. Rowever, a trend presently stXlsts to pro-

vide patient cars in a lees costly ambulatory care setting: If this trend con-

tinues, sore medical education than at present say need to be conducted in an

ambulatory care setting. Under these circuestancs, some suggest tha[ a certain

amount of payments for medical education should be made to ambulatory care sat-
)

6tinse instead of hospitals.
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Senator Du UFA iik:liG R. The hearing will come to order.
Its 2 p.m., regardless of what the clock says.
I have as rather lengthy opening statement, and then we have a

problem this afternoon in ghat the Senate isn't sure what it wants
to do between now and the election. So there Will be at least one
more vote during the course of the afternoon which will necessitate
my briefly recessing this hearing.

The net implication_ of all that may be to limitI really don't
want to put a crimp in the testimony of any of the witnessessome
of the questions from the Chair and the submission of those ques-
tions in writing. So just to alert all of you that there will be several
coffee-breaks during the course of the afternoon.

Let me start by trying to put what we are doing today in context.
Viet me put it first in the context of the 1965 enactment that
brought us the Medicare Program. As it relates to education, "edu-
cational activities," I'm quoting the law, "enhance the quality of
care in an institution and it is intended until the community un-
dertakes to bear such education costs in some other way, that a
part of the net cost of such activities, including stipends of trainees
as well as compensation of teachers and other costs, should be con-
sidered as an element in the cost of patient care to be borne .to an
appropriate extent by the hospital insurance program."

That, I understand, still to be current law#The SocialsSecurity
Act Amendments of 1983 provided for a radical reform in the pay-
ment of hospitals under part A of the Medicare Program. The new
prospective payment system mandated by the act was ,designed to
phase in over a 3-year period. By the end of the phase-in, the Medi-
care rates for hospitals will be get according to a national average
payment per diagnosis related grouping. In recognization of the dis-
parite locations and service and training mix for hospitals, the Con-
gress provided under the new scheme, for urban and rural vari-
ations and- payments, passthroughs for hospital-incurred capitol
costs, passthrough for the direct cost allocated with graduate medi-
cal education and other clinical training activities.

An additional adjustment was allowed for the indirect cost of
graduate medical education incurred-by teaching hospitals. The ad-
justment for indirect medical education reflected such things as a
sicker patient load, expensive medical technological capacities,
costs allocated to training residents, the insensitivity of the present
DRG system to severity of illness and similar factors.

.As Improved methods of establishing severity are devised, these
developments will be incorporated into the overall DRG payment
system. These refinements will make some portion of this indirect
expense unnecessary. The remainder of the adjustment, based on
broad assumptions about the nature of tea_ ching hospitals, also re-
quires close scrutiny.

Congress has set the end of the phase-in period for the prospec-
tive payment system for ha:tals 2 years from today as the dead-
line for setting in place th w Trietboodology under which the cap-
ital portion of hospital expenses will be paid by Medicare. We must
consider that events between now 'and then may require us to do
the same with regard to thcocurrent legislative:mandate for Medi-
care funding of direct and 'indirect expenses, for gracliTte medical
education, and other clinical training activities.

.
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The hearing today is a first step in addregsing that potential.
Let me share with you .several concerns that I have; reasons, I

suppose, why I am coming to the conclusion that direct graduate
medical education passthroughs, as we now know them, may be
eliminated within 2 years, and the indirect adjustment for medical
education expenses refined.

First, the pressure to reduce the Federal deficit, combined with
the impending bankruptcy of the Medicare Trust Fund, demands
an end to open-ended subsidies. We need look no farther than the
Advisory Council on Social Security and their recommendations in
this regard.

There are only three ways to reduce the cost of Medicare to the
Federal Treasury. These are to reduce payments of Medicare serv-
ices to providers, to increase cost sharing for Medicare beneficiaries
and/or to increase taxes for all of us.

I assure you before additional cost sharing is considered, those
who are beneficiaries of the Medicate Programand they are al-
ready doing itwill place great political pressure on the Congress
to eliminate subsidies paid both under part A and part B to provid-
ers.

It is worth Ticking that the elderly and disabled in this country
who use Medicare pay approximately 50 percent of the cost of the
services rendered. At least that's what' I hear on the floor from
Teddy Kennedy every time we debate these issues.

And we 'know from the members of the council teaching hospi-
tals, the groups of the largest teaching hospitals; that 70 percent of
the support for the direct cost of residents in graduate medical edu-
cation comes from patient care revenues.

These two figures will not be lost to those involved as the debate
over cutbacks, deficits and spending reductions begins to intensify.

The second concern. Traditionally, third-party payers have been
willing to include graduate medical education as justified expense
in paying teaching hospitals. At the same time, though, insurance
plans placd no significant incentives for patients to seek or use
lower cost medical facilities. Both these factors are changing in the
current environment.'

In a competitive marketplace, third -party payers and alternative
delivery systems are much less willing to pay for graduate medical
education or any other subsidy, and are steering plan members
away from the more expensive teaching institutions. These trends
were illustrated for me at a recent conference in Minneapolis on
the financing of graduate medical education. A5 one attendee who
had the major HMO in the Twin Cities put it, and I will quote him,
"They," referring 'to the HMO's, "want to purchase only those serv-
ices which directly.benefit their patients."

It was obvious from his remarks and-others we heard from that
the new environment is not supportive of the status quo for gradu-
ate medical education or teaching hospitals.

It is important to stress in the developing health care environ-
ment that it is not only the HMO's and PPO's which will be plac-
ing the squeeze on teaching institutions. The consumer will begin
to be a player as well. To cut costs, employers are now increasing
cost sharing for employee's. This trend is likely to spked up as ef-
forts in the Congress contrive next year to cap the burgeoning tax
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subsidies now over PO billion provided for employee paid hfLaltll
insurance.

As more of the costs of services are covered by individuals, they
will be less prone to seek the services of high, cost teaching institu-
tions.

All of this is not to say that either physician training or the
unique set of tertiary services provided by teaching hospitals is un-
necessary. Quite to the contrary. However, it does reflect the fact
that Americans are going to be less willing to pay for either of
these activities from their premium dollar.

Therefore, we now have a tough set of questions to answerwho
will take responsibility for graduate medical education? And how
much will we pay for it?

Third reason. As we learned last Friday from our hearing on
health care for the economically disadvantaged, we have, as of 'yet,
failed to resolve the tough question of the responsibilityfor the in-
digent and their health care. It was pointed out at t4t hearing
that the courts are beginning to settle the issue for us\

But I feel strongly it is the Congress, together with the other gov-
ernmental units, which must take the responsibility acid set explic-
it policies to assure access to quplity and cost effective care for all
Americans:The solution to financing care for the poor will greatly
affect teaching hospitals in the financing of graduate medical edu-
cation: It should not be assumed to the given that its financing
mechanisms are arranged upon .the health care of the poor. That
they will either be encouraged or choose to seek care in teaching
hospitals.

The Association of the American Medical Colleges in. its testimo-
ny on Friday pointed out that the non-Federal council of teaching
hospital members incur 35 percent of the bad debts and 47 percent
of the charity care for the Nation's community hospitals. This level
of commitment is laudible. But it also fits with the need for.many
of the institutions to have teaching material for their student phy-
sicians.

I have concerns about the provision of care for the poor and
whether or riot the teaching hospital is-the best environment for
them to receive necessary services. We heard on Friday from Dr.
Janelle Goetcheus that the care in teaching hospitals, at least for
the poor, lacks continuity, and is depersonalized. Evidence indi-
cates it is also more costly.

Today we should learn more about these kinds of issues.
Fourth. The debt problem. The deficit, crunch we face next year

will cause the Congress to reexamine !current Federal priorities.
Many cuts are likely. And this may mesh reductions in the Federal
funding for undergraduate and graduate medical education. The
process could include such sacred cows as the Veterans' Adminis-
tration health expenditures. Currently, the VA 'hospital system has
SAO full-time equivalent residency, slots, and 77 percent of 172 VA
hospitals have affiliations with medical schools. This significant
commitment will be reevaluated in light of the changing health
needs of an aging veterans population, as well as the constraints
we face on appropriations.

Lirtiited Veterans' Administration appropriations should be spent
for the good of the beneficiaries first.
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Along the same lines, the Federal commitment to funding train-
ing of the health profession must also be,scrutinized. This year,
title 7 of the Public Health Services Act islikely to be reauthorized,
at levels above the 1984 budget. The authorizations are moderate,
but will need to be revisited next year, which is not an election
year, as we consider overall new policies on the financing of gradu-
ate medical education.

And, fifth, I believe there's a growing concern about equity and,
fairness across our .health care system. We .see this concern, to
some ,extent, between urban and rural areas in the determination
of prospective payment rates for Medicare. I.t may become further
exacerbated by the Medicare waivers under which high cost States
have adopted status quo oriented all-payer systems.

Under these waivers, the high cost of graduate medical education
and care for the economically disadvantaged is locked in for all
payers, includMg Medicare.

t is not fair that the cost shift we have experienced in the past
to fund graduate medical education and care for the poor be struc-
tured into the payment scheme for all- payer States, while in other
States, the pressure of competition ends the same shift.

Instead, we should have explicit Government policies which
enable appropriate funding for graduate medical education and the
economically disadvantaged. Otherwise, all graduate medical edu-
cation will be financed in the high cost health care States with
high cost graduate medical education.

These are a few of the reasons we are here discussing medical
education today. I see a growing consensus that the direct and indi-
rect subsidies for medical education-have helped produce a substan-
tial surplus of physicians. This surplus has brought with it inflated
economic returns to certain specialties without solving many of our
problems of maldistribution of physicians by specialty and by geog-
raphy.

The issue of financing graduate medical education is definitely
on the front burner. And I hope those of us who care about the
future of medical education can keep it there.

The Department of Health and Human Services has contracted
with-Arthur Young to do a major analysis of graduate medical,edu-
cation.costs. The study, due this fall, is late, but we should begin to
get preliminary results over the next 12 months.

The Commonwealth Fund has commissioned a set of thought
papers on graduate 'medical education and the cost of teaching hos-
pitals. These papers should be completed early next year, and will
provide an im?ortant resource.

anc most importantly, the AAMC has appointed a corn-
Tnittee to reexamine the policy of the academic medical community
for financing graduate medical education.

I look forward to the options which this committee will prAent
because I agree with the American Medical Association in the testi-
mony that they will provide today that we not change the present
syStem until a better replacement can be found. That's precisely
why you see a very generous transition in the prospective payment
system for teaching hospitals. It's precisely why you saw me fight
with HI -IS on a more realistic reimbursement formula for hospitals.

But 2 years from today, things may be different.
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The hearing today will provide us with important background on
medical education.

In a second hearing, we intend to look at medical education from
the standpoint of the consumers, community hospitals that need
the specialized tertiary care provided by so 'many of our academic
medical cepters and their teaching hospitals. The professionals, the
he Ith ca4 professionals, we will ask theni about the quality, the

and the appropriateness of today's medical education. And we
wi I talk to con1mers of health care and their representatives at
the State-local government level and the private level about the
quality and the availability of professional care.

Hopefully, our final hearings will examine options for establish-
ing explicit responsibility for the financing of graduate medical
education and other clinical training, as well as define the Federal
role in the financing of these activities.

I appreciate our witnesses taking time to be with us today. I
have read most of the statements, I think, and they are the educa-
tion that all of us need. And all of those statements will be made a
part of the record.

With that, I'm sure that's about the longest opening statement
that I have made for any hearing:4d the purpose of it was to par-
tially scope the hearing and also to say that we are beginning
today what I trust will be approximately a 2-year process, and that
there will be conclusions at the end of that process.

I would judge from the testima4 we have seen so far and the
willingness of the entire community interested in this subject to
not only demonstrate their concern but to work together to try -to
find some solutions; that this will be a very helpful process of inter-
change between all of us, because I think that better replacement
is going to have to be found.

Our first panel consists of Dr. Henry D't=smarais, the Director of
the Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage of HCFA;
Dr. Robert Graham, Administrator of the Health Resources and
Services Administration of the Public Health Service.

Let us begin with your testimony.
We are going to try for 5 minutes. If it takes a little longer,

that's fine.. As I indicated in the beginning, because of the nature
of the afternoon, it may be that there are going to be limited ques-
tion4 from The Chair.

Why don't you proceed, Dr. Desmarais?

STATEMENT OF DR. HENRY IASMARAIS, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF
ELIGIBILITY. REIMBURSEMENT, AND COVERAGE OF THE
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. ALLEN
I)OBSON

Dr. DESMARAIS. My name is Henry Desmarais, and with me is
Dr. Allen Dobson, who is the Director of the Office of Research at
the Health Care Financing Administration.

As you have requested, we are here to give you an overview of
how Medicare currently reimburses hospitals for medical education
costs. Traditionally, Medicare has paid its share of those costs, and
that was all built on the historic precedents of Blue Cross.
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The medical education story really has two chapters. And the
'first one is the direct medical education costs. Basically, it's a
direct cost passthrough of all approved programs. And that in-
cludes things such as stipends of trainees, compensation of teach-
ers, classroom costs, blackboards, et cetera, and associated over-
head: And there ,are some accounting conventions and Medicare re-
imbursement principles that determine the amount of the cost
passthrough that is reimbursed under the Medicare Program.

When the prospective payment-system was proposed by the ad-
ministration, we urged that this current arrangement of a direct
passthrough for direct medical education costs be retained. And
Congress did agree at that time.

The second part of the medical education story deals with the so-
called indirect medical education costs. And this is based on an ob-
servation that had been made that costs in teaching hospitals were
higher than costs in nonteaching hospitals. And the factor that was
used to examine this was the intern-and-resident-to-bed ratio of
hospitals.., And it was observed that the higher that ratio, the
higher the costs in that particular facility. ;

might add that the exact cause and effect of that observation
could not be deciphered based on the data available. There are
those who feel there may be some case mix contribution; it may be
the result of additional tests being ordered by inexperienced phYsi-
cians or it may be the result of some kind of inefficiency, or was
there a judgment about whether those costs were appropriate or in-
appropriate.

At any rate, based on these observations, for every,0.1 factor of
interns and residents to bed, the cost limit per case allowed was
6.06 percent higher. This predates the-prospective payrnent system.

These Observations were taken into account as we advanced the
prospective payment proposal, and again, the report to Congress
recommended no change; that these indirect costs be recognized
separately under the prospective payment system.

The Congress agreed with this. But I might _point. out the Con-
gress chose to double the formula that had been used to calculate
the indirect medical education adjustment. And when we did that,
using the most current data available at that tirrre; the double for -
mura produces an 11.59-percent increase in the payments, Federal
payments, under the prospective payment system. So it is 11.59
percent of both the PPS rate as well as the outlier payments, the
Federal outlier payments, for every 0.1 percent increase in the
ratio of the interns and residents to beds.

This is described as a lump sum payment, but it's probably more
accurate to say that its divided and paid under installments, which
is more correctly known as "periodic interim payments."

The other thing that's important for us to talk about today is
which interns and residents could be counted in coming up. with
this particular formula. Originally under the prospective payment
system and the interim final regulation that was published, only
those interns and residents actually employed by the hospital and
providing sewices at the hospital were counted in coming up with
the indirect -Payment amount. However, responding to criticism
from various sectors that this was inequitable, in the January 1984
final regulation of prospective payment, we expanded this to in-
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elude those interns and residents who were working at a hospital
but were employed by another entity, which had had a long-stand-
ing,lhistoric medical relationship with the hospital. I think a clas-
sic example therevery familiar to the chairmanis the Mayo
Clinic. And that institution and those interns.:employed by that in-
stitution were then included fol.- purposes of calculat ig the indi-
rect payment amount.

Congress made further changes in 'the, Deficit Re uction Act
which was enacted this past July. And in that case, Congress di,
rected that all interns and residents be counted if they were pro-
viding services. And there is no importance attached to who em-
ployed them or who paid their salary and so on.

Obviously, if we are going to count every intern and resident, no
matter in which facility they work or how many hospitals they
work in, we have to be very careful that we count them approprk-
ately so that every intern and resident is only counted once. And\
we are prepared to monitorthat situation and collect the data that
is necessary in order to do that.

Let's move on and talk about the effects of all of theSe policies.
Obviously,, the prospective, payment system was set up on a budget
neutrality mode, and that clearly says that the more dollars which
flow to one facility, whether that's a teaching or nonteaching facili-
ty, it means less dollars will flow to the other facilities.

We did a simulation which attempts to predict the effect of the
current policy. And that simulation acted as if all hospitals receiv-
ing prospective payment amounts were paid at 100 percent of the.
Federal regional rate in year one of the prospective payment
syttem. And, actually, only 25 percent of the payment amount was
the Federal regional .rate.

That simulation showed some very inteiksting findings. It
showed that if you look at the .118 sp-called heavy teaching hospi-
tals, they would receive an average of $756 per case in direct medi-
cal education reimbursement. They would also receive an average
of $2,158 per case for indiret medical education. And we would
compare those amounts to tilt DRG payment of $4,079 per case.

There is a 53 percent add-on then to the DRG payment for indi-
rect, and an additional $756 per case' for direct medical education
for those heavy teaching facilities. And we can compare that to the
fact that the average direct and indirect payments for teaching
hospitals; for those heavy. teaching hospitals, would be the same as
t DRG payment for non-teaching hospitals.

look at the other teaching facilities about 654 of them,
yo k that the DRG payments for them per case is approximate-
ly $ o9. And they receive a 10-percent add-on for indirect medical
education, and a further 6-percent add-on for direct medical educa-
tion.

Backing away and looking at it globally, this means that, in
budget neutral terms, About $204 per case must be shifted away
from all hospitals receiving prospective payment reimbursement so
that the teaching hospitals may receive an average of $613 per case
for indirect medical education.

What about the; future? Clearly, we intend to clbsely monitor the
payments and attempt to suggest re cements where -needed. The
Department is also currently sponsor g a major study of the fi-
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nancing and cost of graduate medical' education and findings are
expected in mid-1985;

And, finally, the Health Care Firuincing Administration is i xive-
tigating the case mix measurement improvements to see if im-
provements over our current diagnosis related clas4s4ificiioxi
scheme are poS.sible and whether, in fact, those case m ix aiffer-
ences would explain some or all of the differences in the ccist ir
teaching facilities. That work is very. much underway.

This concludes my remarks. And I would be delighted t..0 ariswor
any questions.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Dr. Desmarais.
[The prepared written statement of Dr. Desmarais follolvs:j
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1 AM HENRY DESmARAIS, DIRECTOR OF THE HEALTH CARE FINANCING

ADMINISTRATION'S (HCFA) BUREAU OF ELIGIBILITY, REIMBURSEMENT

AND COVERAGE. ACCOMPANYING ME IS ALLEN DOBSON, DIRECTOR OF

HCFA's OFFICE OF RESEARCH, l'AM PLEASED TO BE HERE TO

PRESENT AN OVERVIEW OF HOW MEDICARE CURRENTLY REIMBURSES

HOSPITALS FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS.

DACKGROUND

MAra HOSPITALS ENGAGE IN EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INCLUDING

TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS, INTERNS, RESIDENTS,

NURSES AND VARIOUS PARAMEDICAL_SPECIALTIES; THESE PROGRAMS

CONTRIBUTE TO THE QUALITY OF PATIENT CARE WITHIN-THE-

INSTITUTION AND ARE NECESSARY TO MEET THE COMMUNITY'S NEEDS

FOR MEDICAL AND PARAMEDICAL PERSONNEL. THE COMMITTEE

REPORTS WHICH ACCOMPANIED THE PASSAGE OF THE MEDICARE

PROGRAM IN 19b5 RECOGNIZED THAT UNTIL THE COMMUNITY

UNDERTAKES TO BEAR SUCH EDUCATION'COSTS IN SOME OTHER WAY, A

PART OF THE NET COST OF SUCH ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE-CONSIDERED

AS AN ELEMENT IN THE COST OF PATIENT CARE, FOLLOWING THIS

DIRECTIVE, THE MEDICARE PRINCIPLES OF REASONABLE-COST

REIMBURSEMENT SPECIFICALLY INCLiTDE MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS.

THE ORIGINAL COMMITTEE REPORTS ALSO RECOMMENDED THAT, WHEN

DEVELOPING THE PRINCIPLES OF REIMBURSEMENT, MEDICARE SHUttil

DRAW UPON THE EXPERIENCE OF PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS,

PRINCIPLES FOR SEPARATELY RECOGNIZING MEDICAL



. EDUCATION COSTS WERE MODELED ON A LONG-STANDING COST

RELmBuRSEmEHT PINGIPLE USED BY BLUE CROSS AND OTHER PLANS

IN REIMBURSING MEDICAL EDUCATION,
0

/

HISTORICALLYI, MEDICARE EXPENDITURES FOR THE EDUCATION AND

TRAINING OF HEALTH PROFESSIONALS HAVE REPRESENTED BETWEEN:4

AND o PERCENT OF ANNUAL HOSPITAL INSURANCE OD TRUST Filio

EXPENDITURES.

. .

WITH CEMENTATION T:t, PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM'

BEGIHNI G ,IN FISCA 8EAR)984, THE COST OF MEDICAL EDUCATIONt
pRoGRO IS EXPECTED' TOGROW. THIS WILL RESULT BECAUSE

'DIRECT: MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS ARETAIDTON THE BASIS OF

REASONABLE COSIS, AN AN ADDITIONAL SPECIAL ALLOWANCE,

DOUBLE THAT PROVIDED UNDER THE PREVIOUS SYSTEM OF COOT

"LIMITS, IS MADE FOR'THE INDIRECT COSTS GENERATED. BY INTERN

,,, AND RESIDENCY -PROGRAMS, ,THEREFORE. THE. SYSTEM C3 WT4NS*NO
f

DIRECT INCENTIVE TO RESTRAIN THE GROWTH OF MEDICAL EDUCATION

COSTS,

ZIRECT EDICAL EDOCATION,CoSIS

THE TERM "mEDiCAL,EDucAYION COSTS" ENCOMPASSES NOT ONLY

THOSE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH PROGRAMS TRAINING PHYSICIANS BUT

ALSO A'.RANGE OF HEALTH PRoFESSIONAL'AND PARAPROFESSIONAL,

TRAINiNG PROGRAMS, IIEDICARE REGULATIONS SPECIFICALLY

RECOGNIZE 13 APPROVED PROGRAMS ifiiDDITIoN, TO PHYSICIAN



TRAINING PROGRAMS, RANGING PROM NURSING AND CYTOTECHNOLOGY

TO MEDICAL RECORDS TRAINING. -*CERTAIN ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS

MAY ALSO BE imcLUput.

P-

DIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS SUCH AS STIPENDS OF TRAINEES,

COMPENSATION OF TEACHERS, AND CLASSROOM AND ASSOCIATED

OVERHEAB OE NORMALLY ALLOCATED TO SPECIAL COST CENTERS

UNDER MEDICARE'S COST REPORTING SYSTEM, MEDICARE'S SHARE OF

THESE COSTS IS DETERMINED, USING, THE SAME PROCEDURES THAT

WERE DEVELOPED FOR COST-DASED 4EINDURSEMENT TO ALLOCATE

PATIENT CARE COSTS TO MEDICARE.

WHEN DEVELOPING ITS PROPOSAL FOR A PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT

SYSTEM FOR HOSPITALS, THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERVICES RECOMMENDEDAND CONGRESS APPROVED CONTINUING TO PAY

FOR DIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS ON A COST-RELATED OS'S

SEPARATE-FROM THE DIAGNOSIS - RELATED GROUP (DRG) PAYMENT PER

CASE: ALLOWANCE OF THIS PASS-THROUGH OF DIRECT MEDICAL

EDUCATION COSTS RECOGNIZES THAT_THE OPERATION OF MEDICAL

EDUCATION PROGRAMS ANU THE ACCOMPANYING COSTS ARE

CONCENTRATED IN A LIMITED NUMBER OF HOSPITALS AND SUCH COSTS

ARE GENERALLY NOT RELATED TO EFFICIENCY OF,OPERATIONEA

NEARLY /300 HOSPITALS COVERED $Y THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT

SYSTEM HAVE MEDICAL RESIDENCY PROGRAMS,



INDIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS

THE PRESENCE OF MEDICAL EDUCAITON-PROGRAMS AND THEIR

TRAINEES ALSO GENERATES ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR SUPPORT

SERVICES AMD OTHER ACTIVITIES WHICH CANNOT RE EASILY

SEPARATED FROM PATIENT CARE COSTS, THE HIGHER' COSTS

ASSOCIATED WITH TEACHING HOSPITALS MAY INCLUDE INCREASED

DEPARTMENTAL OVERHEAD AND THE HIGHER COST OF TREATING

PATIENTS DUE TO INCREASED LABORATORY TESTS-AND SIMILAR

SERVICES. SOME PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT THESE HIGHER COSTS MAY

BE DUE, IN PART, TO GREATER COMPLEXITY OF CASES NOT CAPTURED

0 OUR CASE-MIX MEASURE. UNDER THE TOTALLY COST-BASED

PROGRAM, SUCH COSTS WERE GENERALLY INCLUDED IN THE

DEPARTMENT IN WHICH THEY WERE PR9VIDED. ORIGINALLY, THERE

WERE VIRTUALLY 40 LIMITS ON THE AMOUNT OF THE COSTS. THAT

COULD HE INCURRED AND THi ACTUAL PLACEMENT OF THESE COSTS OW

'A-COST REPORT HAD LITTLE.;IGN1FICANCE. HOWEVER, WHEN COST

.LIMITS WERE PLACED ON ROUTINE OPERATING COSTS AND LATER"ON

COSTS PER CASE,THESE INDIRECT COSTS OF MEDICAL EDUCATION

BECAME SIGNIFICANT SINCE THE LIMITS WERE DERIVED FROM

GROUPINGS OF MANY HOSPITALS, MANY OF:WHICH DID NOT HAVE

TEACHING PROGRAMS, LEAVING HOSPITALS WM INDIRECT MEDICAL

EDUCATION COSTS AT A DISADVANTAGE.

IN 1980, A FORMULA WAS DEVELOPED TO DETERMINE' ADDITIONAL

AMOUNTS WHICH IOULD B ADDED TO COST LIMITS FOR TEACHING

U
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HOSPITALS, THE FORMULA WAS A PERCENTAGE ADJUSTMENT BASED. ON

THE RATIO OF INTERNS AND RESIDENTS TO BEDS, THE PERCENTAGE

IS DEW,,ED FROM AN ANALYSIS OF COSTS PER CASE AND THE

4RESENCE OF INTERNS AND RESIDENTS IN THE HOSPITAL AND IS

DESIGNED TO PROVIDE AN ALLOWANCE FOR THEHIGHER COSTS

ASSOCIATED WITH TEACHING INSTITUTIONS.

UNDER THE COST.LIMIT SYSTEM, THE PERCENTAGE ADJUSTMENT FOR

INDIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS RAISED THE 'LIMIT ABOVE

"WHICH COSTS WOULD NOT BE PAYABLE, HOSPITALS WITH COSTS

BELOW THE COST LIMIT RECEIVED THEIR FULL COSTS WITHOUT

ADDITIONAL PAYMENT TO FURTHER RECOGNIZE INDIRECT MEDICAL

EDUCATION COSTS. ; "

WHEN DEVELOPING THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT LEGISLATION,

CONGRESS DETERMINED THAT AN AMOUNT SHOULD BE PAYABLE FOR

INDIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION. COSTS IN IT1ON TO THE COST

REIMBURSEMENT OF DIRECT MEDICAL EDUC ION COSTS AND THE .

OTHERWISE APPLICABLE PROSPECTIVE PMMENT RATE44 CONGRESS

DOUBLED THE FORMULA THAT HAD BEEN USED TO DERIVE A

PERCENTAGE INCREASE. IN COST LIMITS SO THAT FOR COST

REPORTING YEARS BEGINNING IN FISCAL YEARS lYS4 AND 185, THE

INDIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION ADJUSTMENT PROVIDES AN 11.5

PERCENT INCREASE IN THE FEDERAL PORTION OF THE PROSPECTIVE

PAYMENT RATE FOR EVERY 0.1 PERCENT INCREASE (OVER ZERO) IN

THE'RATIO OF INTERNS AND RESIDENTS TO BEDS, THIS PERCENTAGE

MAY BE ADJUSTED PERIODICALLY AS MORE CURRENT AND COMPLETE

E
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DATA BECOME AVAILABLE, IN CONTRAST WITH THE ADJUSTMENT OF

THE COST LIMITS, THE ADJUSTMENT FOR INDIRECT COSTS OF

MEDICAL EDUCATION UNDER PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT IS AN ACTUAL

ADDITIONAL PAYMENT TO TEACHING HOSPITALS WHICH IS DETERMINED

RET4OACTIvELY BASED ON THETOTAL REVENIE FROM THE FEDERAL

PORTION OF THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT RATE,

'41

PRIOR TO JANUARY 19§4, FOR PURPOSES OF THE RATIO, HOSPITALS

COULD COUNT ONLY THOSE INTERNS AND RESIDENTS EMPLOYED BY AND

PROVIDING SERVICES AT THE HOSPITAL, THIS METHOD OF COUNTING

CONFORMED TO AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION''SURVEY

REQUIREMENTS. 1N JANUARY, THE. REGULATIONS WERE REVISED TO .

PERMIT A HOSPITAL TO ALSO INCLUDE INTERNS AND RESIDENTS

EMPLOYED BY ANOTHER ORGANIZATION WITH WHICH IT-HAD A LONG-

TERM HISTORICAL MEDICAL RELATIONSHIP AND:WHICH EMPLOYED

VIRTUALLY ALL OF THE' TERNS AND RESIDENTS PROVIDING

SERVICES AT THE HOSPITAL, THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984

01, L. 9b-35J), ENACTED 'ON JULY 18, INCLUDED AN AMENDMENT
%

WHICH, EFFECTIVE FOR COST REPORTING PERIODS BEGINNING ON OR

AFTER OCT,BER 1, 1'684, PERMITS A HOSPITAL TO COUNT ALL OF

THE INTERNS AND RESIDENTS PROVIDING SERVICES IN THE

HOSPITAL, SINCE THE NUMBER OF INTERNS AND RESIDENTS WORKING

IN HOSPITALS DIRECTLY AFFECTS THE AMOUNT OF PAYMENT,NE ARE

CURRENTLY DE'VELpPING PROCEDURES TO ASSURE THAT UNDER THE

REVISED RULES, .A SINGLE RESIDENT OR INTERN IS NOT COUNTED AS

MORE THAN ONE FULL -TIME EWulNIALENT EMPLOYEE REGARDLESS OF

45,
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THE NUMBER tIF HOSPITALS IN WHICH HE OR SHE PERFORMS -

SERVICES.

EFFECT OF POLICIES F9R gUMBURSING MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS

THE PASS-THROUGH OF DIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS AND THE

ADDITIONAL PAYMENT FOR INDIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS HAVE

A SIGNIFICANT FISCAL IMPACT ON THOSE HOSPITALS HAVING

APPROVED INTERN AND RESIDENCY PROGRAMS, THE INDIRECT

MEDICAL EDUCATION PAYMENIT, IN A BUDGET NEUTRAL CONTEXT, HAS

'AN EFFECT ON INSTITUTIONS WITHOUT TEACHING PROGRAMS, TOO.

WE HAVE ESTIMATED THAT IF ALL HOSPITALS UNDER THE /

PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM HAD BEEN REIMBURSED SOLELY ON THE

BASIS OF THE.FEOERAL REGIONAL RATE IN FISCAL YEAR 1984, THE

APPROXIMATELY 118 "HEAVY" TEACHING HOSPITALS (THOSE HAVING A

RATIO OF ONE OR MORE INTERN OR RESIDENT FOR EVERY FOUR BEDS)

WOULD- HAVE RECEIVED AN AVERAGE. OF $756 PER CASE FOR DIRECT

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND $2,15 PER CASE FOR INDIRECT MEDICAL/

EDUCATION, WHILE THEIR NG PAYMENT PER CASE WOULD HAVE BEfN

$4,07. THUS, THEY WOULD BE RECEIVING A 53 PERCENT ADD-ON

To THEIR NG PAYMENT FOR INDIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION AND AN

ADDITIONAL $75b FOR DIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION. THE EFFECT IS

CH`THAT FOR "HEAVY" TEACHING HOSPITALS, THE AVERAGE'DIRECT

AND INDIRECT TEACHING PAYMENTS PER CASE IS ABOUT THE SAME AS

THE ACTUAL ORG PAYMENT, PER CASE -FUR NONTEACHING HOSPITALS.
ft,
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FOR THE REMAINING HOSPITALS WITH TEACHING'ACTIVITIES,

`APPROXIMATELY 654 FACILITIES; IN ADDITION TO. THE AVERAGE U12G

PAYMENT PER 444$1.,f $3,559, WOULD RECEIVE Ak ESTIWED

ADDITIONAL 10 PERCENT FOR INDIRECT AND MOTHER 6 PERCENT FOR

DIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION. OUR SIMULATION INDICATES THAT

APPROXIMATELY $204 PER .CASE WOULD BE WITHHELD FROM ALL
, 4 .

HOSPITALS SO THAT ALL THE TEACHING HOSPITALS COULD REtEIVE

AN AVERAGE OF APPROXIMATELY go PER CASE FOR INDIRECT

MEDICAL EDUCATION,

WE WILL BE CLOSELY MONITORING EXPENDITURES FOR MEDICAL
.

EDUCATION AS THE SYSTEM PHASES-IN TO A FULLY PROSPECTIVE

FEDERAL RATE, AND WE HOPE TO IDENTIFY IMPROVEMENTS WHICH -.

COULD BE MADE IN THE METHOD OF REIMBURSEMENT FORME CAL <7--

OWCATION COSTS. As PART OF THIS EFFORT, THE DEPARTMENT IS

CURRENTLY SPONSORING A MAJOR'STUDY OF THE FINANCING AND COST

OF GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION. FINDINGS ARE EXPECTED IN

-MID-1985;

1 ,

IN ADDIT ON, IT MAY BE THAT THE HIGH COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH

TEACHING HOSPITALS ARE RELATED (TO UNMEASURED DIFFE$ENCES AN

CASE MIX ACROSS DSPITALST HCF AS CURRENTLY INVESTIGATING

SEVERAL APPROACHES FOR IMPROVING CASE MIX MEASUREMENT. IF

S EFFORT IMPROVES OUR ABILITY TO- MEASURE CASE MIX AND

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS; THE NECESSITY.FOR PROVIDING AN

ALLOWANCE FOR INDIRECT MEDICAL EDUCATION COSTS MAYBE
et,

DIMINISHED,

MRCH,AIRMAN, THIS CONCLUDES MY PREPARED STATEMENT, I WILL
4-

BE GLAD, TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE,

47
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT GRAHAM. ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH
RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES
Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Graham.
Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, as we discussed briefly last Friday,

the Public Health Service interest in the area of graduate medical
education financing derives from our Federal responsibility for
issues such as distribution, access to services and making sure that
the system has an adequate number of individuals properly trained
to deliver the necessary services.

Historically, the PHS has had a major role in developing the ca-
pacity of that system. The investments that we have made from
the late 1960's onward lead to a large expansion in the size of med-
ical school and nursing school classes and the expansion of all
other types of health professions training.

To some extent, this has created the problem that we are dealing
with: how to educade health professionals in a cost-effective And eq-
uitable fashion. The training programs supported by the Public
Health Service are relaVely modest. We provide direct grant sup-
port for training programs in family medicine, primary care inter-
nal medicine, and priMary care pediatrics. These grants offset
some of the costs of sponsoring and carrying out 'those programs.
They are specifically in the areas 'of primary care because that is
the area where we' are trying to work in partnership with the aca-
demic and practicing communities to correct an imbalance in terms
of the percentage of physicians-who are in specialty versus primary
care medicine.

However, these and certain other highly focused activities are-
about the limit of our direct role in health professions education
now. We continue, though, to be concerned with the outcome of the
debate, the scope of which you sketched in your opening statement.

The graduate education system is a complicated, pluralistic,
system. Thousands of decisions are made by' persons across the
country every year in determining how many residency training
positions will be offered in whin specialties and in which locations.
To try to find ways to bring those decisions more in line with na-
tional policy, and to make them more ,cost effective raises some
fundamental issues as to how those decisions are made. Decision
making is pluralistic, not centralized.

We also must recognize that here are costs for health profes-
sions education. And the debate should focus on the public role
Federal, State and otherin supporting those costs for education.
We cannot allow our vision to be obscured by thinking that there is
some way to save money, that somehow these costs are going to be
picked out magically. There tare real costs. Someone must pay
them.

As I have noted, the Public Health Service has a relatively
modest grant role in training health_professionals. Our real respbn-
sibility is trying to make sure that there is balance in the system,
that the resources are somewhat matched with the needs, that care
is delivered to people' who need it, and that the issues are ap-
proached in a methodical, thoughtful way.
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I'm encouraged by some of the issues you raised in your opening
statement. It appears to me that that is the scope that this commit-
tee is ready to take on.

But, first, I think there needs to be some agreement on princi-
ples. If we just concentrate on cost, the principles slip away from
us. And the first principle is who is responsible for cost. Is lit a
public responsibility? Should it come from the "sick fund"? Should
it come from Medicare-Medicaid revenues? Should it come from in-
surance funds? Or should there be some new way of paying for it?

Regardless of what we think the cost should be, the first princi-
ple's,who pays. And, I think, we need to come at it from the view
point of principles first and cost second, rather than cost first and
then hoping we can back into a Set.of principles.that we can live
with. This is a tremendously complex, decentralized, pluralistic
system. It has served us exceptionally well over the past two dec-
ades. That's not to say that it is without problems in terms of cost
or internal maldistribution. But it is a system that is functioning
generally very well.

As we change it, because of our concerns about cost and equity, I
hope that we can .do so after discussing a set of principles, and not
be driven solely by concern for cost.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Dr. Graham.
[The prepared written statement of Dr. Graham follows']
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STATEMENT UV RlIktiat GRAHAM, BCD., ADMINISTRAT0R, HEALTH RESOLIRcEs AND
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

STATEMT 17

&OW GUM,

ADMIN;STIATOR, mcamusulas

AND SIIVICES ADNISIMATION

'tr. Chairmah and Members of the Suboommittit

.-e

I am Dr. Robert Gtaham, administrator of the health Resources and Services

Administration. I am please to be htte to distuasaiedicare funding Of medical

and other health professions education. I am especially pleased by the

Sub-committee's interest in first examining the'present system and now it is

working oefore considering any changes.

ncs:. ofshe discuesion of the impact of changes in teimbursement for

sducsiional programs tas centered,oround thettr,ining of the nearly 70,000

medical interns and tesidients in apprOved'progrers. Other programa directly

sponsored by hospitals include nursing programs and allied health professions

programs.
5.

In ad,:ition to the direct operation of-educational prograMs, hospitals

. also play role as the major clinical facilities for collegiate sponsored

programs. Apl,:rc matrly 5Ct of elk hospitals serve in this capacity.

The present medicare educational reimbursement system is primarily

focused on tie intern and residency -programs with oily a smell portion of

the expenditures directly suppgrting the other bealth professions. The

Association of American Sedical Colleges estimated that about SO percent

of the hospital costs for residents' salary, fringe benefits, etc. in

4 19i: came from patient revenue and general operating propriations. The

financing of other programs is some caabination of tuiti grants, and

hospital support from other revenues. Often the use of the hospital as a

clinical facility by schools of nursing and allied health programs is

through affiliation agreements in whicq no money exchanges

41-175 O - 85 - 4
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- Comments with respect to the present method of Medicare financing of

educational programs include the following:

The present krIdirect teaching adlui'tment was intended to account for

various faC'tors such as severity of illness in teaching hospitals. It

therefore should not bi confused with actual clinical education costs.

o If medicare woke no longer to support graduate health professions education;

then alternative sources of funds may have to be found. The impact of

such reductions on the health work force itself cannot be estimated at

this time.

Virtually all health professions'eduoation involves informal

arrangement, between the sponsoring academic institution and t'e

facilities (mostly hospitals) that provide clinical instructioe.

many such arrangements (which q.ffir hospitals a sekack, of recruitment

and other benefits such se oceanic Appointments for hospital stiff)

have been carried out withcdt coat to the scadomii institution. The

impact of these chances on reimbursement policy'or general cbst-cutting

meaeules resulting from hospitals eliminating such agreements must be

evalUated in developing an alternative to the current systole.

In closing, I would like to emphasis's our concern that the present -

-

system and proposed alternatives bestudied in detail before decisions

are made. Our agency, in coordination with the Health Care Financing Mministration,_
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is beginning to address this issue in some depth. For example,.

two of our councils, the NatiorMal Adtisory Council on Haalth Professions

Education and the National Advisory Council on Nurse Training, ,are

assisting us in developing a strategy to assess the potential impact of

changes in hospital financing, includIng Medicare's Prospective, Payment

stem, on health professions education.

would like to thank you for this opportunity to address this Subconmittee

And would be happy to answer any questions.

tr
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Senator DURENBKRGKR. I have only one small disagreement, 'I
guess. Rather than having thew first principle be who pays, I think
the first principle is what is it you want to sell. me. And I don't
think you ,would disagree with that. That probably is the thrust of
these two hearings. What are we buying now? And how is that per-
ceived by the various consumers? .

I take it you wouldn't disagree with that.
Dr. GRAHAM.- No. I actually wrote down "who, what, why, and

how much:" But those are the principles that I think have to be
agreed upon.

Senator DURENBERGER. Have you come to judgment on the role
t4leraublic has been playing in the last 15 years or something like
that? As I perceive the public role, it really hasn't been a public
role. It has been a series of studies based on articles that have been
written and concern that has been demonstrated about shortages,
or inaccessibility or distribution or whatever. And then a congres-
sional response out of which a very small amount of the public is
involved. And then a couple of years after the problem is at its
most severe, there is some congressional activity in one line of title
7 of the Public Health Services Act or some of these other titles
and/or some kind of capitation for graduate medical education.
And then along about the time the problem is gone and we start
seeing surpluses, we can't give up any of these things. And so 4, or
-5 or 6 years later, the so-called public as to say, "Hey, what are
you spending on that for?"

That strikes me as the way the public has been interfacing with
the problem of needed adequate numbers of health professionals.
What conclusion have you come to about the way we have been
proceeding to involve the public in the last 15 years?

Dr. GRAHAM. Prior to 1960, there was little direct involvement on
the part of the Public Health Service in health professions educa-
tion. Then there developed a general perception that we had a sub-
stantial shortage of most types of health professionals. As a result,
we embarked upon capacity building, providing money for new
buildings, and more faculty. The schools cooperated. The States re-
sponded with State funds. Capacity grew very rapidly.- A-

Senator DURENBERGER. And it covers the wide spectrum in this
period of time of higher education.

Dr. GRAHAM. That's right.
Senator DURENBERGER. I mean we were financing student hous-

ing and a wide variety of things 'on college campuses all over the
country.

Dr. GRAHAM. There was great concern as to whether the educa-
tional resources of the United States were adequate to meet the de-
mands of the public andof th students. That was. also the time we
were dealing with the baby ' m. A lot of people didn't know
wheker there were going to places for those kids, for my gen-
eration. That was only 10 to 15\years ago.

Starting with the early to Mid-1970's, we saw a change in the
public role. The Public Health', Service moved away from general
open-ended support in medicine and the other health professions.
Most capitation grants were phased out. PHS moved toward pro-
grams targeted at primary care, at redistribution, at changing the
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. mix of health proftsSionals,- disadvantaged assistance pro
were strengthened.

That's where we are today. There is less money now than there
was 4 or 5 tears agO. Aslong as there is a general perception that
there is an adequate and increasing supply 4 health care profes-
sionals, you will see Public Health 'Service stiloport for health pro-
fessions education remain-at a very modest level.

access
DURENBERGER. And that whole issue-of dillioibutio;A and

ccess I hope we will get into again with you or soone else in
our next .hearing because you are right. There is a perception out
there that we have solved the problem and there is a surplus. But I
think there are a lot of arieaS of this country which you could go to
today where they would disagree with regard to their .particular
communities or areas.

Dr. GRAHAM. The single most profound .change that will influ-
ence the practice of medicine over the next 10 years is the very
large increase in the number of practicing physicians. Intellectual-_
ly we have a difficult time dealing with what it will mean that by
die mid to late 1990's there will be 40 percent 111QIV practicing phy-
siaians in the United States than there are today. But those num-
brs are there. The physi ;ians are4in the pipeline. They are going
to charige the face of the policy issues that we are dealing with.

Senator DURENBERGER. 'Let me ask you a question relating to a
specific population. That's the one largely covered by Medicare, the
elderly. All the demographics point to a substantially increasing
number of elderly. And, obviously, we expect to see a rather sub-
stantial demand for health care which is gored to treating chronic
and other conditions associated with that age group:

I have been given the impression by a variety of people, includ-
ing thii, fellow that is leaving as head of the medical school in Mir"
nesotdrand going off to, in effect, study one specialty, I think, that
particularly affects the aging. There is an awful lot that we yet
need to know about the problems, health problems, that face the
aging in this country. In ,the Public Health Service, are you plan-
ning any particular programs or recommendations that might ,be
targeted toward solving that problem? Or would it be.appropriate
for us to conclude that academic and medical center environments

particular mix of talents that you would look for to conceft.to on'
are probably the best places to solve that problem beca f the

these problems of aging?
prob-

lem. One is narrow and more general. In a tar-
geted

GRAHAM. We are doitg two thins
aneeings

that respond to that Prob-
and ta

geted fashion,' our agency is.4working with the National Ipstitute of
Aging on several projects that relate to the evelopmenta of geriat-
ric curriculuitis for the ,^various health disciplines. We feel that
there is a need to further develop a cadre of healttprofeesionals
physicians, dentists, nurses, pharmacists, who have special compe-
tence in the area of geriatrics.

However, in the broader sense, we must be able to train- over t1;e*
next 5 to 10 years a stable population of primary care providers
who can care for individuals in the mainstream. I do not think that
the answer to providing services to our aging population -is to pro-
vide those services only through geriatricians. Those services
should, be pro'vided through broadly trained, generalist physicians,
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who have the consulting resources of the geriatricians to rely on in
particularly complicated cases. We should not sequester our elderly
population for treatment by physicians in a totally new medical
specialty.

Senator DURE.NBERGER. 1 wonder if that's a bridgeand this is
only a recollection to Dr. DesmaraisI thought I saw in your state-
ment, or maybe it was somebody else's, some indication that the
way the present reimbursement system for indirect medical educa-
tion works is that such things as family practice specialties were
probably not compensated as-Niell as some other specialties, and
that some of the work was done outside of the hospital, and so
Earth. That was not your statement?

.4111 Dr. DESMARAIS. Not my stateme . But certainly it's true that
the indirect a "ustments are only or inpatient care, so the extent
of outpatient ca wouldn't be reflected in the indirect medical edu-
cation adjustments.

Senator DURENBERGERL- Why t you pick up on that subject a
littlerbit and tell me beca ther..way we are reimbursing today,
are we, indeffect, ske g in some way the reimbursement syste
in favor olcertain medi ialties and away from °them?

Dr. DESMARAIS. Well, we on'it believe we are. Clertainlfthe way
we reimburse today is largely/a historic phenomenon and a judg-
ment ,I2eing made that until something else was done, that Medi-
care ought to pay its share of the medical education costs. And \g"-s-
each intern and every resident in the facility has the same count, if
you will-z-they have the same value for 'purposes of indirect,medi-
cal eduOation ackjustmcar-And certainly most programs have an in-
patient component, a irery large inpatient component.

Senator DURENBERGER. I think Four statement says that there
aren't any incentives, or very few, if any incentives in the current
reimbursement system to restrain medical education cost& under
the medicare program. Is that correct?

Dr. DFSMAR.A1S. That's true. On the direct side is the co pass-
through. So until something else occurs, there is no incenti there. f
And on the indirect side, there is a formula. And unless the formu-
la is changed from .59 entor some similar number based
on up to date data t sii iply factored in, every case results in
an addit onal 11.59-percent reimbursement in a teaching hospital
for eve y .1 ratio of inte,ns and residents to beds.

Sena r URENBERGER. Now what's the evidence out there that
same taking advantage of MO lack of incentive? Is there
any yet?

Dr. DESMARAIS. We really don't have any evidence yet ofthe ap-
propriateness .or-inappropriateness of that number. 'Clearry, that
was a judgment Congress reached feeling that, Aithout doubling, it
was inadequate to supper'. t)ec-teaching programs, and so it was
doubled.

Senatil)LIFiENBERGER. Can you give me a little scoping of where
the graIrSte medical education is being provided in this country?
Who are the berieficiaries of graduate medical education? In terms
of whether the numbers are concentrajrd, whether there are any
people in rural areas benefiting in any way from aduate medical -0/'
education programs? Are there d' ences am ng various types of
hospitals? In other words, a teaching ospl t t is part of an
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academic medical center as opposed to some others? What does the
landscape look like across the country right now?'

Dr. DESMARAIS. Well, certainly it should come as no surprise that
the bulk of the teaching hospitals are located in urban areas. In
fact, I think of hospitals under prospective payment, of the total
teaching hospitals, there are only 56 of them located in rural areas.
And the total is 71'2. So the bulk of them-do fall in urban areas.
I'm not sure if we have other data that would indicate exactly who
receives the Care.

Senator DURENBERGER. What's the consequence of that, in your
opinion?

Dr. DESMARAI.S. Well; the consequence of that, I think, is that if
you are in a rural area, it's very likely that you will have to travel
to a nearby urban area to receive specialized care in a teaching set-
ting. For those who receive care in teaching centers, there are ad-
vantages and disadvantages to that care, obviously. Some feel
that's the best Care. Others feel, well, they don't like to be poked by
medical students and so on. So some people seek out tertiary care
in a teaching setting and others don t. I guess it depends on the
problem that confronts that patient and the physicians who do the
referring.

Senator DURENBERGER. What kind of market is there out there
for residents? Is there a lot of competition among hospitals for resi-
dents? On what basis are decisions made\ about where all of these
residents , go?

Dr. DESMARAIS. There is certainly a lot If competition. We are
reaching the point where there is an intern or resident waiting fof
nearly every slot in a hospital. And perhaps Dr. Graham would
want to elaborate on that. So there is a fair amount of competition.

Basically, the system is a matching system so that medical stu-
dents in their fourth year are matched to "the facility of their
choiee." It may be their fourth choice or their fifth choice, but it's
the facility of their choice through a computerized miach. system.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do you want to expand on that Bob?
Dr. GRAHAM. Y es. It's kind of like committee assignments.

[Laughter.]
The competition among residents is for a hospital or a training

program. Most of the hospitals and the training programs review
the credentials of the more qualified applicants. 'Through'a comput-
erized matching system, they select those they refer. They try to
match highest choices of residents with highest choices of pro-
grams.

A related phenomenon going on no'w is Of major concern to Lth, to
academic medicine. There is a possibility that because of uncertain-
ties, new reimbursement,systems, and the cost of graduate medical
education and hospitals, the number of total residency positions
may decrease not only modestly but precipitously. We could come
to a situation in the relatively near future where there would not
even be enough residency positions in the United State for all of
our medical graduates. We are not in that position now, but we are
much closer to it than we were 5 or 6 years ago.

As economic incentives change in the teaching hospitals, there is
less and less of a passthrough psychology« Formerly it didn't make
any difference if' there were eight surgical sponsors; those costs
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were just palmed through. If I thought I needod a faculty of 10, I.
could have 10. Now the incentives may well pit the hospital admin-
istratoristrator against the progr4m chairman.. The ad inistrator may not
be sure if the hospital can afford eight. How a ut six?

If that happens program by program in a decentralized fashion
with not everyone knowing what-everybody else' is doing, we could
lose a fairly large number of positions in a year or two.

Senator DURENBERGER. You are probably right that we could get
on this one for some period of time, and maybe that is ail area that
I would ask you to respond in writing.
I am curious to know, obviously, if the competition is really

among residents for slots to get to be one, two, three, four. If I
could crawl inside that computer, who is No. 1, who No. 2. I
assume I could tell if I just looked through that computer. I could
tell which of the teaching hospitals in the country "is the one that
the most people would like to go to. And then I would ask ques-
tions about why.

Pr. GRAHAM. It may vary program by program.
Senator DURENBERGER. That I understand.
Dr. GRAHAM. The most attractive internal medicine, programs

may be in the .hospital that does not have an attractive surgery
program.

Senator DURENBERGER. I understand that. But I could theoreti
cally get inside this ,computer and look over a couple or 3 or 4
years and I would find out by reputation who is No 1.

Dr. DESMARAIS. It's a very individualized situation. The intern,
the potential intern, may be looking for a part of the country to
settle in or looking for a particular professor to work under to do
specific research. It just varies tremendously, and it certainly
varies by program because one part of the country may have the
best pediatric program and another part may have the best inter-
nal medicine program. And those numbers, of coursethere is a lot
of competition between our educational centers as well.

Senator DURENBERGER. I take it also that it might require a little
elaboration for yop to define the word "afford" in the sense of the
negotiation between the hospital administrator and the people that
want the residency position. And I may ask that question of some
of the people from the teaching hospitals.

I have a dozen other questions of each of you that I will submit
to you in writing. My appreciation to both of you for being here,
and we will see you again at the next hearing.

Dr. DESMARAIS. Thank you.
Dr. GRAHAM. Thank you.
Senator DUIENSERGER. Our next panel consists of Dr. John A.D.

Cooper, president of the Association of American Medical Colleges;
C. Thomas Smith, president of Yale-New Haven Hospital, New
Haven, CT, on behalf of the Association of American Medical Col-
leges; Dr. Edward Stemmler, dean of the School of Medicine, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, on behalf of the Association of American
Medical Colleges.

Gentlemen, I belieVe you were all here for the opening state-
ment. You have souie feel for the scot* of the hearing today judg-
ing from your prepared statements. You have gone beyond the

,
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scope in being helpful to us. And, personally, I appreciate that a
great deal.

So your entire statements, together with any responses to ques-
tions that we may submit to you in writing, will be made part of
the record. And you may proceed to summarize those statements in
whatever order you would like to go.

Dr. Stemmler?
Dr. STEMMI.ER. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD J. STEMMLER; DEAN OF THE
SCHOOL OF -MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, ON
BEHALF 01' THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COL-
LEGES, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. STEMMLER. First, I must comment that Dr. Cooper unfortu-

nately could not be at this hearing. But nonetheless r want you to
know the association is well represented.

Senator 11URENBERGER, I came to that same conclusion. [Laugh-
ter.]

Dr. STEMMLER. Mr. Chairman, and members of the commit -
tea--"

Senator DURENBERGER. We had another of your colleagues in
here on Friday that couldn't be here today. It was also more than
adequately represented.

Dr. STEMMLER. Well, I'm Dr. Edward J. Stemmler. I'm dean of
the school of medicine of the University of Pennsylvania. And let
me first say that our association, on whose behalf I appear, wel-
comeS the opportunity to address this committee.

While the major focus of today's hearing is on the financing of
graduate medical education, it is my understanding that the com-
mittee has expressed an interest in securing a broader picture of
how medical education is financed;, particularly, at the undergradu-
ate level. Therefore, my presentation will addreSs..this broader
issue. First, from the point of view of the student. And then from
the point of view of the medleal school.

Now the task confronting the medical student is someftew to pay
for tuition, fees, and living expenses for a 4-year course in under-
graduate medical education. I will refer to a series of figures which
are attached to my testimony, and take this opportunity to point
out that figure 3 in that set of figures has been revised because of a
certain inaccuracy in the figure that we provided in our lengthy
statement.

But in figure 1, we show that on the average tuitions and fees
have risen substantially over the last quarter of a century, both in
current and constant terms. However, many State governments
have held these charges down, and thereby have essentially provid-
ed a partial scholarship to students attending the publicly support-
ed schools.

Students fund their tuition and living costs through out of pocket
expenditures, through scholarships, or through borrowing.,, small,
diminishing fraction of seniors, 26 percent in 1979 and 12 percent
in 19s4. reported no debt at ,the time of graduation. Included in
this group were those whose total support was derived from person-
al or family resources or from scholarship assistance.
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The available siources rori"qolarship funds are shown on that re-
vised' figure 3. Most-are service contingent. The noncontingent Fed-
eral scholarship money for studilkits and exceptional finangal need
is small and is shrinkihg.

At the time of graduation, a large and growing fraction of sen-
iors ---74 percent in 1978 and 88 percent in ,1Q84 -- report that they
have incurred debts tb finance their education. As shown in figure,
3,,the sources from which the educational funds are borrowed are
displayed. A low-cost Guaranteed Student Loan, 'the GSL Program,
is by far the most heavily utilized. But as statutory borrowing
limits on this instrument-are exhausted, students have increasingly
turned to the high-cost Health Education Assistanceioan Pro am
(HEAL]. The latter also federally guaranteed is expanding rapidly.
Revolving funds of modest size, composed of institutional and
matching Federal contributions under a national direct student
loan and health profession student, loan programs have provided
man ' students small low-cost loans.

T service contingent scholarship programs, the National Health
Ser ice Corps, and the Armed Forces Health Profession Scholar-
ship Programs, designed to meet the personhel needs of the Feder-
al Government have been available to students willing to make the. prescribed commitments, although the NHSC Program has been
curtailed in recent years. 1 -

Figure 4 shows the total-- dollars_ loaned, the numbers of loans
originated, and fhe average loan size for each of these loan pro-
g-rams for the la& 2 academic years.

Figure 5 displays other important, data on senior students who
accrued debt in order to finance their education. The number has
increased substantially, in the last 5 years, the mean debt has
almost doubled, The fraction".with debt in excess of $30,000 has
almost tripled, and the fraction whose debt exceeds $50,000 has
almost quintupled.

In the face of these data, one cannot suppress a deep concern
that the current high costs of medical education threaten to make
it difficult for anyone but those from wealthy families to undertake
a course in medical studies.

Let's turn to the medical schools. In any discussion of medical
school financing, it is essential to recognize that the function of
these institutions and their faculties is no longer simply to produce
physicians. Other faculty activitieseducatiop programs for an ex-
tensive array of Medical specialists and subspecialists and of other
health professionals, a steady flow of basic and clinical research re-
sults, frequent contributions to technological developments and im-.
provement, a large volume of medical service in both inpatient and
.outpatient settings, and a host of others, including community out-
reach activities, Virtually all individual faculty members are en-
gaged in multiple functions. ,

Medical schools derive income from both government and non-
governmental sources for the operation of programs in education,
research, and patient care. About 38 percent of the total revenue
budget is earmarked for sponsored or restricted programs with the
remainder available for general operations. And summary data on
these revenue streams in both current and constant dollars is
shown in figures 6A through 6D.

4
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Federal research awards are a major source of revenue formedi-
cal schools. In 19S2.-S3, 16.7 percent of public and 24.5 percent of
private school revenuesand I Must emphasize equal .and offset-
ting expenditures were derived from Federal research awards. Ac-
tivities supported through these funds have, over the last several
decades, contributed enormously to the exciting intellectual ambi-,
ance of U.S. medical schools and the frontiers of knowledge have
been steadily and relentlessly pushed back.

Other Federal income includes the words under Federal training,
education and service programs. And, principally, reimbursements
for expenditures incurred in indirect costs on federally sponsored
programs.

Public schools derive a substantial 36 percent of their revenues
from the regular appropriations of State educational institutions.
They are to variable degrees subject to expenditure limitations:

Tuitions and fees account for albout 6 percent of medical school
revenues-3 percent for the public and 9 percent for the private
schools. This income estimated to reimburse only about 10 to 20
percent of the cost to the institutions for educating students still
constitutesa severe burden to the students.

The medical service revenues come principally from professional
'fees generated by faculty members from their patient care- activi-
ties. In addition, affiliated hospitals reimburse medical schools for
that part of a faculty member's time and effort devoted to activities
that are essentially hospital specific.

In 1982-83, this source accounted Tor 26.5 percent of-the gross
revenues of the public, and 36 percent of the private schools.

Over an extended period, the relative importance of the several
revenue .streams has changed, as shown in figure 7. Federal
sources, principally research, reached a peak in the mid-1960's, but
subsequently fell to"about 25 percent. Federal manpower expendi-
tures and medical school revenues therefrom, including capitation
awards after a mediocre rise in the mid-1.960's, declined precipi-
tously as public and congressional concerns over a physician
burden became less urgent.

Tuition income, while increasing both in current and constant
dollars, remained a relatively small and steady source of income.
State and local government contributions have increased both abso-
lutely and relatively. This is attributable to the fact that the lion's
share of the recent expansion of medical school capacity was under
the aegis of the States.

Revenue from medical service is the most rapidly growing source
of income for all schools.

I hope this presentation has been informative. And I must say
it's the fastest briefing on medical school financing that I have ever
given. And I will be happy to answer any questions, Mr. Chairman,
that. you might want to ask. k

Senator litTRENBERGER. Thank you very much.
The prepared written statement of Dr. Stemmler follows:j
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TESTIMONY

OF THE

AS'SOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

FINANCING OF UhDERGRAOUATE AND GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I an or. Edward J. Steamier,

Dean of the School of Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania. Let me

first say that the Asoclation of American Medical Colleges, on whose behalf I

appear, welcomes the opportunity to address this Committee.

While the major focus of today's hearing is on the financing of graduate

medical education, it is my understanding that the Committee has elyressed an

interest in securing a broader picture of how medical education is financed,

particularly at the undergraduate level Therefore, my presentation will ad-

dreis this broader issueopfirst from the point of view of the student, ind

then from that of the medical' school.

How Students Finance Their Education

The task confronting the medical student is, somehOw, to pay for tuition,

-

fees and living expenses during a four year course of undergraduate medical

education.

As shown in Figure 1, on the average tuition and fees have risen substan-

tially over the last quarter of a century, in both current and constant terms.
4

However, many state governments have held these charges down and, thereby,

have essentially provided a partial scholarship to students attending public

schools.

Students fend their tuition and living costs through "out-of-pocket" ex-

penditures, scholarships or borrowing.

A small and diminishing fraction of seniors-26% in 1919 and 12% in

1964reported no debt at the time of graduation. Included in this group are

those whose total support was were derived from personal or family



resources", or from scholarship assistance. The available sources of scholar-

ship funds Are shown in Figure 3. Host are service contingent; the non-

contingent Federal scholarship money, for students in exceptional financial

need, is small and shrinking.

At the time of graduation a large and growing fraction of seniors-74%

11 1978 and 88% in 1984report that.they have incurred debt to finance their

education. Also shown in Figure 3 are the source; from which educational

funds are borrowed.

The low cost Guaranteed Student Loan (eTsL) prograM Is by far the most

heavfly utilized. But as statutory borrowing limits on this instrument are

exhausted. students have increasingly turned to the high cost Health Education

Assistance Loan (HEAL) program. The latter, also federally guaranteed, is

expanding rapidly. Revolving funds of modest size, composed of institutional

and matching Federal contributions under the National Direct Student Loan-

(NDSL) and Health Professions Student Loan (KPSL) programs, have provided many

students small low cost, loans.

Two service contingent scholarship programs -- -the National Heath Service

Corps (NASC) and the Armed Forces Health Professions (AFHP) scholarship pro-

gramsdesigned to meet tne personnel needs of the Federal government. have

been available to students willing to make the prescribed commitments, al-

though the MSC program has bean curtailed in recent years.

Figure. 4 shows the total dollars loaned, the number of loans originated

and the average loan size for each of these loan programs for the last two

academic years.
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displays other important data on senior students who accrue debt

in order to finance their education The number has increased substantially

in the last five years, the mean debt has almost doubled; the fraction with

debt in excess of $0,000 has almost tripled; and the.fraction whose debt ex-

ceeds $50,000 hes more thin quintupled.

In the face of these data, one cannot suppress a deep concern that the

111h

current high costs of medical education threaten to make it difficult for any-

but those from wealthy familiesrto undertake a course of medical studies.

Now Medical Schools Are Financed

In any discussion of medical school financing, it is essential to recog-

nize that the function of these institutions and their faculties is no longer

simply to produce physicians. Other faculty activities yield: educational

programs for an extensive array of medical specialists and subspecialists and

of other health professionals; a steady flow of basic and clinical research

results; frequent contributions to technolo$cal developments nd improve-

ments; a large volume of medical service, in both inpatient and outpatient

settings; and a host of other, including community outreach, activities. Vir-

tually all individual faculty members are engaged in multiple functions.

Medical schools derivk income from both government and non-governhent

sources for the operation of programs in edliation, research and patient care.

About 381 of this is earmarked for sponsoredff or restricted programs. with the

remainder available for general operations. Summary data on these revenue

streams in both current and constant dollars, is shown in Figures 6A through

6U.
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Federal research swards are a Major source of revenue for medical

Schools. In,1982-1983, 16.7% of public and 24,5% of private School

revenues -- -and equal and off-setting expenditures - --were derived from Federal

research awards. Activities supported through these funds have, over the last

several.decades, contributed enormously.to the exciting, intellectual ambiance

of U.S. medical schools, As the frontiers of knowledge have been steadily and

relentlessly pushed back.

Other Federal-income includes awards under Federal training, education

and servicprograms and, principally, reimbursements for expenditures in-

curred for indicect. costs on Federally sponsored programs.

Public schools derive a substantial (36%) amount of their revenues from

the regular appropriations for state educational institutions; they are, to

variable degrees, subject to expenditure limitations.

Tuition and fees account for about 6% of medical school revenues, 3% for

slieeslic, and 9% fore private, schools. This income estimated to reimburse only

1O-201 of the costs to the institutions fo; educating them, still constitutes

a severe burden on the students.

The medical service revenues come principally from professional fees

generated by faculty members from their patient care Activities. In addition,

affiliated hospitals reimburse medical schools for that part of a faculty mem-

ber's time and effort devoted to activities that are essentially hospital

specific. In 1982 983, this source accounted for 26.5% of the gross revenues

of the public, and 361 of the private,schools.

Over an extended epoch, the relative importance of the several revenue

streams hachanged, as shown in Figure 7. Federal sources; principally
A
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research, reached a. peak in the mid760's but subsequently_ fell to Shout 25%.

Federal manpower expenditures - - -and medical school revenues th:rifrom-7-

including capitation award, after a meteoric rise in the mid-60's. declined

precipitously, as publIc and Congressional concerns over a physician shortage

became less urgent. Tuition income. while increasing An both Current and con-
e

stint cillers, remained a relatively small and steady source of income. State

and local government contribotions have increased both absolutely and rela-

tively. ThiS is attributable to the fact that the lion's share of the recent

expansion of medical school capacity was under the aegis of the states.

'Revenue from medical service is the most rapidly growing source of income for

the schools..

I hope this presentation has been informative on the financingof under-

graduate medical education. 'I would be happy to answer any questions that it

has evoked. Thank you.
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 3 (Revised)
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FIGURE 5

Debt Status of Senior Medical Students

1978-79 TO 1983-84
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STATEMEtNT OF C. THOMAS SMITH. PRESIDENT. YALE-NEW
HAVEN HOSPITAL NEW HAVEN, CT, ON BEHALF OF THE ASSO-
CIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES, WASHINGTON. DC
Senator DURENBERGER. Tom, are you going to pick up the rest of

this statement? . t

Mr. SMITH. I would be happy to now Or at your pleasure.
Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Stemmler did a very good job of high-

lighting what looks like about the first half. And the next one is
entitled "Graduate Medical Education." And it has a subtitle here
called "Contemporary Graduate Medical Education." [Laughter.]

And you are in charge of one of those. Why don't -you highlight
that portion?

Mr. SMITH. I would be pleased to, Mr. Chairman.
I'm Tom Smith, a member of the administrative board of` the as-

sociation's Council of Teaching Hospit'alS. 1 appreciate the opportu-
nity to share these concerns with you.

As a president of a major tertiary care teaching hospital, let me
put my observation in context. Yale-New Haven Hokpital in New
Haven, CT, is an 86:3 bed and bassinet facility In whitti an average
day witnesses 16 new births; 100 admissions, 200 visit's in the emer-
gency trauma facility; and another 700 in our outpatient center.
Operating under the aegis of a regulatory agency, the Connecticut
Commission on Hospitals and Health Care, the hospital has an ex-
pense budget of approximately $180 million and employs about
4,000 individuals.

This morning, the Yale-New Haven Hospital began its second
year under Medicare% prospective payment system. In addition to
the basic tertiary services which we offer, Yale-New Haven is the
primary clinical training site for the Yale University School of
Medicine, which has approximately 100 students per class. The hos-
pital operates 18 residency programs with 250 residents and 50
clinical fellowS in training.

Through my capper, I have had the opportunity to work at five
hospitals, of Which have been teaching institutions, but which
have varied,'in a substantial degree in the level of their teaching
engagement. I'm pleased to say one of those was the University of
Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics.

Based on that experience, I would like to emphasize five points
that are in he written testimony. .

First, tea ing hospitals fulfill a vital responsibility for our
health care s m. In order to maintain and replenish the Na-
tion's supply of physicians, these hospitals advance knowledge
based on temporary medicine, provide backup and specialized sup-
port for community hospitals,care for the most severely ill, provide
access for the poor and for those with limited resources. These re-
sponsibilities are not organized in separate corporate divisions with
carefully distinguished revenues and expenses. These services and
responsibilities are provided simultaneously in a complex, highly
interdependent enterprise. Therefore, I would caution against
thinking that special needs of teaching hospitals can be addressed
by a series of independent modifications to the prospective pay-
ment system. Even a subsidy for direct graduate medical education
costs will be insufficient to insure the financial survival of major

fr
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teaching hospital~ unless added support* also ailabie for the
verely ill patients, regionalized services, techna gy development,
and charity care.

Second, in the last two decades, teaching hospitals have respond-
ed to the national mandate to increase the number of trained phy-
sicians. Completion of medical school doesn't mean a young man or
woman is prepared to enter independent practicef An intense clini-

, cal training period must complement undergraduate medical edu-
cation. As medical schools have grown and expanded in the last 20
years in response to Federal health manpower initiatives, teaching
hospitals added the necessary residency training positions. Al-
though now a cause of concern, cost reimbursement for direct resi-
dency training costs and recognition of the added hospital costs
found to consistently accompany residency training, has allowed
hospitals to provide. an accredited residency for each graduating
senior. Meeting this obligation of our medical school graduates is a
major benefit in the present system and one that should not be
overlooked. Any significant change must be in concert With the
production of medical school graduates. .

Third, teaching hospitals vary in their educational intensity and
that variation is related both to the cost of providing graduate
medical education and the special services of the hospital. A teach-
ing hospital with 200 residents in 20 programs is very different
from one with 25 residents in 3 programs. In a major teaching hos-
pital, the whole institution must be devOted and maintained to sup-

.

a port the dual missions of patient care and education. In smaller
teaching 'hospitals, ,residency training is more clearly an incremen-
tal program and expense. As new alternatives for financingGME
are considered, the needs of the relatively small ,number of compre-
hensive medical center hospitals- must be given special consider-
ation in addition to the needs of the. affiliated community hospitals
with more limited programs.

Fourth, Medicare provides teaching hospitals with cost reim-
bursement for the direct costs of training health personnel, includ-
ing residents, plus a price adjustment in the DRG rates for indirect
costs. The direct cost passthrough is easily understood, but the resi-
dent- to-bed adjustment is confusing because it's entitled the `!indi-
rect adjustment for costs accompanying medical education." Given
this label, some incorrectly see this adjustment as sole14y for un-
measured medical education costs, However, the AAMC believes
the adjustment is necessary primarily due to patient care costs
which are inadequately measured by an average price DRG system.
We agree with the Senate report which accompanied the prospec-
tive payment system which you quoted in your opening remarks.

While the statistical value of the adjustment may change as the
DRG's are vecalibrated and the wage index is improved and the
system itself -is- refined, we urge the subcommittee to remember
that the resident to bed adjustment is as important to maintaining
the teaching hospital's capabilities as is the direct cost pass
through.

Finally, encouraging price competition in the delivery of health
services makes sense only if all aspects of production are equal.
The production of common products lends itself to a national aver-
age price, with providers challenged to operate efficiently, Howev-

7 5
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er, the product produced by all hospitals are not the same, nor are
the conditions under which they operate. Teaching hospitals are es-
pecially vulnerable under a .competitive apnybach, absent special
consideration for their multiple societal contributions. The
strengths of our health care system will remain only if competition
is equitable and if it provides the necessary financial recognition to
hospitals with different missions! and needs.

Teaching, hospitals are a diverse group of highly complex institu-
tions which we believe require special consideration. The current
reexamination of national policies in light of limited public re-
sources places teaching hospitals and,their vital activities at signif-
icant risk. If national policies recognize the distinctive characteris-
tics, their fundamental missions can be preserved. If these institu-
tions are not given special consideration their capability to sustain
their societal contributions. will be jeopardized. .

The rich history of teaching hospitals indicates that they are
willing and capable of adapting to changes, circumstances and in-
centives. Their contributions require_ policies which make that pos-
sible. -

Thank you, Senator.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. C. Thomas Smith an

Dr. Edward J. Stemmler follows:]

a
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The Association of hmerican.Medical Colleges welcomes the opportunity to

testify at this hearing onimaclical education funding by the Medicare program. As

requested by Subcommittee staff, this statement describes present arrangements

for financing both undergraduate and graduate medical education. In financing

undergraduate or pre-MD medical education (DGME), Medicare assists medical

Schools only by paying faculty physicians for professional medical and surgiel

services provided directly to Medicare beneficiaries.. These services are paid on

the same fee-for-sevice basis Medicare uses to pay physicians generally.

financing graduate medical education (GME), or residency training. Medica

a significant role thrOugh the payment of the direct medical education

passthrough and the increased payment of the resident-to-bed. adjustment.

111%

The AAMC, whicticepresents all of the nation's medical schools. 73 acadt6ic

societies', and over 350 jtjor teaching hospitals participating in the Medicare

program, is vitally interested in all aspects of.medical education in the, United

States. If future generations of Americans are to have appropriate access to

well-tralned physicians, we must continual to Maintain and strengthen our medical

education system, includihg its residency training component. Moreover, we must

maintain the capabilities and strengths of our system in the face of dramatic

changes in the environment ,faced by teaching hospitals, medical schools and

clinical faculty,

7 8,
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ODEIWMAOUATE MEDICAL ElyATIO

Whle the focus of today's hearing's Is the.financiny of yraduate medical

education,. the Committee has expressed an interest in securing a mbre general

portrait of how medical education is financed, particularly at the undergradu-

ate level. ' Therefore. the first part of this presentation, intended to cam::

plement the one on\yraduate medical education that will follow, will address

the more gene-al financing issue, first from the point of view of the

studentshow they meet the costs of tuition, supplies and living expenses---

And then from the point of view of the medical schoOl.

How Students Finance Their td4cation

It falls upon medical students to finance, soehow, the tuition and fees

charged tnem as well as their living expenses for lour years of undergraduate

medical education. From the point of view of the sktudent, medical education

is expensive.

Tuition and fees, in terms of national medians are shown in Figure 1,

For 19811-1984. median private school tuition was $1 ,104, up from $1,050 in

1960-1961; comparable tuitions for public schools are S3,652 and $498. Infla-

tion, other costs, and the policies of state and federal yovernment account

for the changes. Clearly the severe inflation experienced in the 1970's is

important. But even after adjusting for inflation, the real increases from

196U-1961 to 1983-1984 were 340% and 22U%, respectively, for private and

public schools. The public schools, whose tuitions have always been less than
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those of the private schoolS, have by policy maintained low tuition-charges.

Since the cbsts of education are basically the same in both public and private .

/institutions, the difference beimeam.the tuition levels in these genres of

schools can be thopht of aS a partial scholarship for the students enrolled

in state schools. When capitation awards began to decline.sharply in the late

197U's, private schools increased tuition by an amount about equivalent to the

lostFederal subsidy (Figure 2).
a.

Aithough a number of loan and, to a lesser extent, scholarship programs

are available to cal-students, the current costs of medical education

threaten to Make it difficult for any but those from wealthy families to

aspire to careers in medicine.: a

1.1ving_expenses have by and large, reflected general economic conditions.

Based on the annual AAMC survey, these have risen in the last seven years froi.

an aver-age of,S2.3/6 in 1976 -1. 7 to 17,098 in 1983-1984.

Funding of Costs.

In genera], students fund their education costs through "out-of-pocket"

expenditures, scholarships or borrowing.

Non-borrowing. A small and diminishing fraction of Sniors---26 in 1979

and 12% in 19h4 - -- reported no debt at the time of graduation. This group in-

cludes those whose total educational costs were derived from their personal or

-
family resources. from Armed Forces or National Health Service Corps scholar-

shies, or from other scholarship funds. The available sources and magnitude

s
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of scholarship funds are shown in Figurie 3. Non-service contingent Federil

scholarship money, for students In exceptional financial-need, has always been

mall and is shrinking even further, both in real and absolute terms.

Borrowing. At the time of graduation a large and growing fcaction of

seniors---74% in 1978 and BB% in 1984---report debt incurred for educational

purposes. Borrowed funds are derived, as shown in Figure 3, from a number of

sources:

o from convantinal piI.Tate sources, to a small extent;

o from private sources, under Federal guarantee, through the Telatively

low cost Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program, and through the higher
sy

coot (91 day Treasury Bill plus 3.5% interest rate plus 2.0 ihturance

premium per year) Health Education Assistince Loans (HEAL);

o f), the match4ng revolving funds, established jointly with Federal

and school resources, under the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL)

and Health Profession Student Loan (HPSL) programs; and

o from the loan funds accumulated by the schools themselves.

The most recent patterns of usage of the aid portfolio available to medi-
/

cal students are depicted in Figure 4.

o By far the most important assistance program for medical students is

'and -has been the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) Program, which provided

over $183 million to 18,668 students in 1982-1983. This program
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reached 58.3% of the undergraduate population and supplied 4U.5% of

all medical student aial. The a4srage GSL was about $4,750.

o The Health Edoeetion Assistance Loan (HEAL) Program, which o4.rs

market-rate, interestscompounding loans of up to $20,000/year, is

rapidly expand.iny and 71s now the second largest loan program for.ced1-

cal students. In 1982-1963, just over $5U miTlion'was borrowed to

oriyinate 6,554 flEAL's at'an average size of $7,695.

o Health Proflssions Student Loans (HPSt) supplied $24.9 million in

1982-1983, pruvidiny an average loin of $2,103 to 9,551 students.

o National Direct student Loans (NOR) dispersed $14.9 million in 1982-

1983.

o The Rational Health Service Cops program of service- contingent

Federal scholarship programs has been diminishing in size. Only 1,556

students were able to avail themselves of the program in 1982-83:

o The Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarships program has steadily

increased in donor terms; 3,171 students used this option last year.

o General scholarship funds for medical students are limited.

Student Debt.

Since the spiny of,1979, the AAMC nas conducted an an,flual survey of

yraduatiny senlo,s.. One item on which data is collected,is the exlst40, and

maynItUde of debt. In the last five years, as shown in Figure 5:

41 -1,75 t, f,35 - 6 82
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mean debt has about doubled---$15,663 to126,496v

o .the fraction of students whose debt exceeds s3u,oup has almost tri-

to. 32%; and

o the fractiom of students whose debt exceeds $50,ual has more than

r

quintupled--=1.6% to 111.1%..

How Medical Schools Are F;nificed

.gy way of preface, it should be emphasized that the modern medical

school, is a result of thR pofound changes in societal_ettitudes, economic

conditiolis,apd' political viewsthat have Occurred during that last 4U, years, is

verY'differeht,from Its pre -World War 11 ancestor.

When, in The late 194U's, a nattohal policy to mount and maintain a

vary large bloiedicarreSearch Rrboram,was ratified, the medical
'11**

.
.

' schools, in the aggrega0te, assumed responsibilit, for over_half.of

that effort, with a concommitant major expansion j -faculty.

o When "p national policy was adopted that expanded access,to care for.
.

.

the eyed and the poor, the traditional medical school unction f!f

viirni; care for the medically indigent had to be changed, since the

size of that group had been muted. As a result of fundamental

4
changes in the financing of medical care wrought by Medicare, Megpicaid

* and the burgeoning 0 prqlste health care financing mechanftms, the
k.

expanded n1011 tp recruit private patients for teachin; sltimulatecl a

responsive reorganization' of itiirrical functions, anda4ubstantial

,expansion of clinical faculty.

ti
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o As research eChitvements optAid now horizons for care, ano a> access

to csre-lw s expanded, it became impe ative. for the schools not only,

throuyh graduate Medical education programs, to train more medical

sLiaaist;and subspecialists, but also to participate in,the train -

iny of other health professionalsdentists, nurses, pharmacists,

allied health specialists.

o All of these forces accelerated the evolution of medical institutions

into what are now called academic medical centers, with the medical

school as a key component, along with teaching hospital(s), schools of

dentistry, public health, pharmacy, nursin allied health and other

types of health-oriented institutions.

In any discussion of medical school financing, it is essential to recog-

nize that the function of these institutions and their faculties is no longer

simply to produce physicians, °the^ faculty activities yield: an extensive

arrax of medicat specialists and subspecialists and of other health profes-

sionals; a steady floW of basic and clinical research results; frequent con-

tributions to technological developments and improvevents; a large volume of

medical service, in both inpatient and outpatient settings; and a host of

other, including community outreach, activities. Virtually all individual

0-
faculty members are engage/I in multiple functions. IMoreover, they usually

perform several of these functions at the same time and thereby make the. Spst-

iny of any Single function, e.y., undergraduate medical education, subject to

84
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the classic ambiguities of joint simultaneous production functions.: The

revenue streams of the medical schools should be analyzed with this background

in mind.

Medical School Revenues.

Medical schools derive income from both government and non-government

sources for the operation of programs in education, research and patient care.

About .6b% of this is earmarked for sponsored or restricted programs, with the

143
remainder available for general operations. Salemary data on these revenue

streams in both current and constant dollsart, sis shown in Figures 6Nthrough

60. Aggregate revenue is la;ge. exceeding $8 billion in 1982 -1983; this

amounted, on thiaver4e. to $60.4 million for each public, and $74.4 million

for each private, school. 8eslde this totel income, that from tuition pales

into insignificance. Several of these revenue streams warrant explicatory

comment.

Federal research awards are a major source of revenue for medical

schools. These funds must, of course. be used only for research and faculty

members must devote at least as much time and effort to research as they

derive reimbur_seilent from the research award., they cannot be used to subsidize

undergraduate medical education. In 1982 -1983. 16.7% of public and 24.5% of

private school revenues---and equal and off-setting expenditures---were

derived. from Federal research awards. Activities supported through these

85
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Cued% have, over the lost several decades, contributed enormously to the ex-

citiny intellectual ambiance of U.S. medical schools, as the frontiers of

knowledge have been steadily and relentlessly pushed back.

Other Federal income includes awards under Federal training, education

and service programs -and, principally, reimbursements for expenditures in-

cured for indirect costs on Federally sponsored programS.

State and Local Goveiment. Public schools derive a substantial (3b%),

amount of their revenues from yovernment sourCes. Most of this is through the

regular appropriations for state educational institutions and is, to variable

degrees, subject to expenditure limitations. Same states provide small sub-

sidies to private medical schools, accounting for about 4% of the aggregate

income of these institutions.

Tuition and fees account for About 6% of medical school revenues, 3% for

public, and 91 for private, schools. This income Is generally believed to

constitute a relatively small fraction of the cost of the undergraduate medi-

cal education program. In 1974, two studies on the average-annual cost per

student were completed, one by the Institute of Medicine under Congressional

mandate, the tithe- by an AAMC Committee. -Giving due weight to certain dif-

ferences in methodology, the studies reached highly concordant conclusions.

The median tuitions at that time, of about, $2,400 forprivate, and $800 for

public, schools covered only 101 to 20% of the estimated costs. The expense

,*
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of conductiny program cost studies, in terms of both fiscal outlay% and facul-

ty energies is hiyh; therefore, there has.been no subsequent systematic pro-

duction of program cost data. However, tuition probably supports no larger

fraction of undergraduate educational costs t6day than in 1972. The shortfall

must, therefore, be recovered from other revenue Sources.

kven though tuition is a relatively small component of medical school

income and covers, a relatively small fraction of educational prtyram toss, it

is probably the laryest source of flexible funds for discretionary expendi-

ture, and, at least in the case of private sChools, is thus 11 valuable to

them.

Medical Service. The medical service revenues come principally from lro-

fessional fees yene,ated by faculty members from their patient care activi-

ties. In addition, affiliated hoSpitals.reimburse medical schools for that

part of a faculty member's time and effort devoted to activities that are, es-

sentially hospital specific. In 1982-1953, this source accounted for 26.5% of

the gross revenue; of the public, and 36% of the private, schools.

Trends in Medical School Revenues.
. . _

Over an extended epoch, the relative importance of the several revenue

streams has chanced, as shown in Figure 7,

o Federal sources, principally research, accounted for more than 40% of

all revenues from 1960-1961 until the early 1970's, reachiny a peak of

over SLA In the mid-60's; subsequently, the Federal share fell to

87



about 2S%. Federal research revenues Parallelekadional. appropria-

tions for biomedical research, whose growth %Lowed dramatically in the

m1d-60'S. Federal manpower expenditures~--and medical schdol revenues

'therefrom - -- including capitation awards, after a meteoric rise in the

ld-till's, declined precipitously is public and Congressional concerns

over a physician shortage became less urgent.

o Tuition income,' while increasing in both current and constant dollars,

remained relatively small and steady source of income.

o State and local government contributions have increased both absolute-

ly and relatively. This is attributable to the fact that the lion's

share of the,recent expansion of medical school capacity was under the

aegis of the states.

o Revenue from medical service is the most rapidly growing source of

Income for the schools. This may be in part artifactual: as the two

class system of health care disappeared, the medical school adjust-

ments in the post 1965 years included the creation of faculty practice

plans. under which faculty service income was for the first time for-

mally re(J1,,ded as medical school revenue. But it is also undoubtedly

true that shrinking revenues from other sources - -- principally Federal.

and principally for research and educatign---have required faculty

membe-s to devote an increasing fraction of their efforts to earning

More of their salaries through patient care activities.
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If. GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION

Our prrSA4system for graduate mediCs1 education and it% financing has much

to commend it. Nevertheless Galli rests upon a relatively fragile interweaving-7' r

multipl., institutional capabilities, individual goals, foregone compensation, and-

personal initiative. It_is a syst'em that could be easily damaged unless any

.changes to it are carefully crafted and based on an extensive understanding of

both the nature of the teaching hospitals in which GME Is carried out and the

nature of graduate mvdical education itself.

Contemporary rican teaching hospitals are among our nation's most

complex enterprises' In addition to the basic hospital services of primary and

secondary inparieet care, teadling hospitals provide the bulk of the nation's

tertiad, care for the most seriSuslyS11; regionalized special care and stand-by
of

services; clinical training of phy%icians and other health care personnel; access

to medical services for disproportional numbers of the poor and medically

indigent; and the development and testing of new diagnostic and treatment

servies. Significantly, these multiple products are not independently provils#

in separate corporate, di iions. Rather, the teaching hospital's added

responsibilities are generally fulfilled in a single organization with multiple,

interrelate.d.objectives. As this hearing considers one of the special

responsibilities of teaching hospitals, graduate medical education, the AAMC must

note that the future of teaching/tertiary care hospitals rests on adequate

societal support of all these specialized functions.

81)
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porery Grodsuate Medical Eucetion

Graduate ditch education is the phase of formal medical education that

begins grad, ion from medical school and ends after the educational

reguiremen far one of the medical specialty certifying boards have been

completed.- The term 'residency' is commonly used to describe the period pf

gradytte medical education.

Graduate medic education has become as important as undergraduate medical

education in the pr oration of physicians. It has evolved from a short period

of practical experie ce in t hospital into a fomented, structured educational

program,'the cce pl ion of which is necessary fir phwicians to tie capably of ,

practicing medicine at a level consistent with current knowledge and technology

and anticipated developments. In the 1980s. over 17,000 students will graduate

annually from the 121 medical schools accredited by the LisisOn Committee

)Medical Education. The vast'ma)ority will pond three to seven years as

residents in graduate education. c,,

on

As reported in the current issue of the ACGME Directory of Residency

Training Programs. there were 12.397 residents in .GME on September 1, 1983. This
1

training was provided in a total of 1,530 institutions, the vast majority of

which were hospitals. While simple division would suggest an average of 41

residents per training institution. this is misleading. The 100 non-Federal 4AMC

member hospitals with the lirgest residency programs were training 46% of the

total residency !(implement .4figure 8). Thus, while a large number of hospitals

1

1

1
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(and some other agencies) are In OW In residency training,. less than two

percent of all hospitals train nearly one-hilf of all residents.

-

The Dfrectory of Residency Training Programs presently lists accredited

residency programs in 36 specialty programs. The Directory's tabulation shows,

.however, that 60% of all residents are training in five fields of specialization

,(Figure 9): internal medicine (24.3%), general surgery (10.9%). family practice

(10.0%). pediatrics (8.5%), and obstetrics/gynecology (6.4%). These are the

opecialties that most Aneriians use for primary medical and surgical care.

It should also bs noted that 55% of residency training takes place in eight

states: New York, California, Pennsylvania, TexaS, Illinois, Ohio,

MassaL)rsetts, and Michigan. 'These states contain 41% of the population

according to the 1980 census (Figure 10).

key conclusi3On from a review of residency.program size, concentration of

specialties, and.location of training is clear: while the majority of residents

concentrated in a skrall number of hospitals, specialties, and states, the

ning residents are widely distributed. With this heavy concentration but

oad dispersion, public policy makers must carefully consider the impact of

proposed policies on both the large concentrations as well as the broader

distribution.

Financing Graduate Medical Education

1/2 .
Under the present system of graduate-medical educe.tion, residency training

Is financed prlmari}y by patient service ravanues, most particularly by payments
.-,

of hospital charges and reimbursement. _For example, Figure 11, from the AAMC's

. 91
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1483 survey of stipends paid to-hOuSestaff, showS 83% of the stipends are paid

from hospital patient revenue when Federal hospitals are excluded. The next

largest source, state appropriations, supports only 6% of residents' stipends.

For advanced residents, called clinical fellows. the role Of hospital revenues is

somewhat smaller. but still accounts for over 601 of funding. While_ residents'

stipends are only or major cost of these programs, the AAMC believes the

importance of hospital revenue is characteristic of the total costs as well.

4.

The data presented.in Figure 11 exclude Federal hospitals, both Veterans

Administrationdendmilitery. A.significant number of residents train in these

hospitals with the VA alone training approximately 12% of all residents. Funds

for these residents are provided to VA and military hospitals as a part of their

Federal appropriation. In addition, Oa limited amount of Federal support for
he,

residency training in general internal medicine and pediatrics and family

practice is available from the Public Health Service. In FY 1983, $45 million,

was appropriated for these grants. A number of states also provide special

funding forfamily practice residencies. Vus. Federal and state appropriations

provide only a lifghly limited source of funding for GME.

To obtain the necessary revenues, non-Fi al teaching hospitals include

residency program expenses in setting charges and determining reimbursable costs.

The present Medicare program presents al excellent example of how this practice

works to support graduate medical, nursing, and allied health' education.



*dicer.. Payments

Direct Medical Education Costs

to provide clinical Training for residents, nurses, and allied health

personnel, hospitals incur costs beyond those necessary foc patient care. Since

its inception, Medicare has paid its share of these added direct expenses on a

cost reimbursement basis. Under prospective payment, cost reimbursement for .

these expenses is continued using the "direct medical education passthrough."

The justification for this paisthrough was clearly discribed in the

Secretary's 1982 report Hospital Prospective Payment for Medicare (pp 47 -48):

9
The Department believes that the direct costs of approved

medical education programs should be excluded from the rate and
be reimbursed as per the present system. This approach will

.assure that the base rate is related to a patient care Outcome
and mot'significantly influenced by factors whose existence is
reall-y based on objectives quite apart from the care- of

particular patients in a particular hospital.

Congress supported the Department's position that it was not appropriate to

include clinical training costs in the DRG payment and approved continuing to pay

the added costs of graduate medical education on a cost reimbursement basis

separate from the DRG based per case payment.

4

Meaic 's share o>F the direct medical education passthrough is determined

using generally accepted accounting principles and Medicarewieissbursement

regulations. The nospital accounting system accumulates exfInses directly

OW.
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associated with these activities in specific cost cantors, For example, hospital

expenses:1pr resident stipends are recorded in the graduate medical education (or

intern and resident) cost center. After all expenses are entered. overhead

expenses -- such as administration, maintenance, and utilities are allocated

(or apportioned) across the Medicare recognized cost centers such ip, graduate

medical education. Thus, the cost being reimbursed through the direct medical

education payment includes expenses incurred by that cost center and allocated;`

overhead.

ndireCt Medical Education AdjusteentN2

In 1980, .the then-effective Medicare
routine ,service limits included a

-passthrough (or GME costs. An HHS analysis showed that..even:with the

passthrough,,teaching hospitals were disproproipnetely 'penalized by the limit.

Further HHS studies revealed that the likelihood of being penalized was directly

related to a teaching hospital's ratio of residegts to beds. usim these

findings. HCFA modified the limit to include a residehttto-bed adjustment for the

% costs found to be statistically associated
with graduate medical education.

The initial adjustment was set at 4.75 for each 0.1 resident per bed. When

the routine limits were replaced by the'mori..iriclUiivi TEFRA

residenti-to-be adjustmell .1,04S retelned'but recalculated at 6.06% for every 0.1

Aesideht Per bed. As is ,described below, the resident -to -bed adjustment was

!'stained, for prospective payent but increased to IM9% for every 0.1 resident

per bed.
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As Congressional committees considered he proposed Medicare prospective.
. , . . .

payment system early in 1983, the Congressioma Budget .Office (C80) prepared

estimates of the impact of the new payment system on differeot types of

...h910,tels.' Hospitals were compared on the'basisof region,urbin/rural location,

1441- 0.1m,
ownershipAird-te4Ching,statut. CO i estimates *Ilowliici tbarliattrui

hospit4Ts would Softie disProp tionate revenue, losses under'the proposal and

that the amount of the loss would be relatively' reater for hospitals with at

least .25 residents per bed than for hospitals with lower - resident- to-bed ratios.

In anticipation,,of-this relationship, the Secretary's report on Hospital

.Prospec ve Payme t for,Medicare proposed an adjustment in MG payment rateS

based on the ratio of residents-to-beds in teaching hospitals (pp 48-49)._

The indirect costs of graduate medical education are higher

patient cere costs incurred by hospitals with medical eduCation

programs..'' Although it is not known precisely whet petkof'fbese

higher costs ere due to teaching (more tests, more procedures,

etc.), and what part is due to other factori-(the partic.iiler

types of patients weicha teaching txlsptfa1 may attract), (he,

Medicare cost reports cloarVy demonstrate thatoosts per case

P°
are higher in ,.

t ing hospitals. - = .....A . .

It is also'cle that the mere presence of interns and residents

in an institUtion puts extra demands on other staff and leads to'

the existence of higher StO4ing levels. The process of

graduate medical education results in very intensive treatment

regimens. Again, the relative importance of the various reasons

for the higher costs observed in teaching hospitals'is difficult

to identify precisely. However, there is no question that

hospitals with teaching programs have higher patient care costs

than hospitals without. .
. )

The Department believes that recopi= of these indirect costs

should be accomplished through a 1 uaroayment, separate and

distinct from the base rate. This adjustment will be computed

using, methods that are similar to the methods currently used to

adjust the old routine and new total cost limits for the

indirect costs of graduate medical education. The, hospital's

cash flow will be preserved by some sort of period* payment.

S
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Because the departmeet'S peeposed'adjustment-did not provide equitable

treetment for tertiary csre/teacbing Mospitils..tangreSsiOnel
commr&tees, asked

580 staff to estimate Orpipect'ive'paymentispacts-usiog
a doubling of. the

rtmen't's propusid adjustment. The resulting estimates showed teaching

nosultals would be benefited or penalized under the new sytem in approximately

the Same proportion as non-teaching hospitalt. Thus., a doubling of ttie proposed

resident-to-bed adjustment provided the desired equity between teaching and

non-teaching hospitals.

Congress, and most .larticularly.thisCommittee, clearly re

,

multiple seficsencies the adjustment would help correct.

09n d the

This adjustment is provided len the-'light of doubts About the
ability of the DAG Sate.classification system to account fully
for JactorS such as severity of illness of patients requiring
the specialized services and treatment programs provided by
teaching insititutibns and the additional costs associated with
tn teaching of residents The adjustment for indirect
medigAl education costs is Only-a proxy to account for a number
of fa tors which may regitimetely increase costs in teaching
hospitals, (Senate Report 9843, p. 52)

in the AAPIC's jud9ment, the resident -to -bed ratio serveS as a proxy to aiOst for

ihadeguacies Sespectfyi paymeht, including:

`o inadequate recognition of differences within a URGcf the ccmplexity of

disease, intensity of care required and resotrces utilized for patients in the

teaching husp4a1.5;

no reclgnition for the teaching hospital'S Costs of maintaining both a broader

scope of services and tne,capacity tp provide specialized regional services;

4

SI
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oc failure of the wagelacijustment to account foe differences between central city

and suburban Wage rates within metropolitan areas;
r.

o 'decreased prodQctieity which results from including trainees'in the pospital

programs; and

adptional ancillary services ordered by trainees involved in the diagnosis
4

and freatmen tients.

Thus, while their t-tobed adjustment is.calle4 the "iltdirect adjustment

costs accompanying medical education,' it is, in fact, a proxy measure to provide

appropriiie compens %fOr the added patienl service costs borne by teaching
, . .

hospitals. festertheless, its "medical education' label permits the adjustment to

be vied as an educational payment rather than a correction for statistically
44 .

consistent differeripes is cost betwila Tithing and non- teaching hospitals. The

AAMC is concerned about this misperception. and has commissioned HCFA's former

research director, Judith Lave, Ph.D., to prepare anobjectivereview and

critique of the adjustment. When her paper 11''finished, we would be pleased to

share I with this subcommittee and its staff.

.
Vulnerabilities and Benefits

et A

Medicare's participation in the financing of graduate medlIcal education

faces several challenges. First, to preserve budget neutrality, any special

funding for the multiple missions of teaching hospitals reduces the general

patient care payment rate for all hospitals, both non-teaching and teaching.

Since most hospitals are nog-teaching, somedo hot support this reductionin

general payment. rate, Secondly, teaching hospitals vary in the intensity of

97
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their medical education activtttes, Tesching'hospitals with small Tesidency

programs have less at stake than teaching hospitals with major Oograms. -In

addition, because the indirect adjustment uses residents as a proxy for a variety

of cost differences, teaching hospitals with similar patient characteristics but

with differences in resident ratios are paid different 'amounts. Teaching

hospitals with cooperatively few residents but with patients and cost similar

to large teaching hospitals may believe they are not being adequately.

compensated. Lastly as Congress consider4 options Co reduce the deficit,

payments identified With medical education may more vulnerablethan payments

for p atient care.

Because of these vulnerabilities, two benefits of the present Medicare

system should be acknowledged. First, Medicare,regulaltions def6e residents

caring for inpatients at a hospital cost. Therefore, residents are not allowed

to bill Medicare on a fee basis for professional services. This is a major

sa*Lngs in Medicare Part B expenditures. For example,'in the Tax Equity and

iscaf Responsibility 'Act of 1982, Congress incorporated in' statute the

loag-standing teaching- hospital practice that Medicare,patients could not be

charged an assistants at surgery fat wheh a resident is involved in the case
.

unless certain exceptions Were met. Similarly. residents performing histories

and physicals or administering treatments arenot ali,dwed to bill for these

*services, Thus, while Part A costs are increased to fund reside/nit and their

e

trsiningprograms, Part B costs are reduced.

1

Secondly. while the Medicare program serves primarily icwiley's senior

citizens and the disabled, it is financed primarily by taxes paid b)dthe

employed _Since Medicare's participation in financing graduatee?edical education

4 1-17 5 0 - @5 - 7
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'

helps to ensure that tomorrow's retiree,is served by a fully trainsd
,
phykician,

&ME dollars spent' today serve both today's beneficiary and tomorrow's retirees.

While teaching hospitals have greater expenses per admission than

non-teaching hospitals, additional products art produced: Medical, nursing, and

allied health student are trained; new technologies are introduced; and complex ti

r.

patient services are provided. Historically, these added costs have been

financed primarily with increased charges and reimedsement using several typts

of cost Shifting:

patient service'revenues have supported graduate medical

education,

o routine service revenues have supported tertiary care patient's,

o revenues from high volume ancillary services have`supported low

volume servlies, and
.0

o payments from paying patients have supported charity care patients

This financing pattern has met the needs of teaching hospitals and the AAMC haS

supported it. For example, as recently as 1981,
4

an ,AMC Task Force on Graduate

Medical Education which comprehensively studied GME recommended that, "graduate

medical education should continue td be financed from multiple sources, with the

principle source being the general operating revenues of teaching_ hospitals"

(emphasis added).

99
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In the new environment of hospitals competing ph a price basis and third

party. payers and health care plans favoring hospitals with low charges, teaching

hospitals will ,not be able to compete unless their,special social

responsibilities including the educational missiOn, receive-special funding.

Payers trying to hold down monthly premiulis or limit Accessary appropriations are

increasingly less willing to pay for GME or any other special cost as a part of

health service purchases. While these public and privatd payers are willing to

acknowledge that the GME mission adds costs which are necessary to teaching

hospitals, they are not willing to pay for it. .Some of them have suggested a

special educational subsidy for teaching hospitals.

In its simplest form, developingan educational subsidy involves responding

to three questions:

o What is the total funding needed for GME?

o How should the funds be raised?

o How should the funds be distributed?

,None of these questions luxe simple answers.

For example, the most recent edit ion of an AAMC annotated bibliography on

Medical Education Costs in Teaching Hospitals reviews Wartiiles on this topic

and finds no Clear or consistent answer to the question of how large the fund

should be. Two things are clear from the bibliography. First, because graduate

medical education and patient services are joint products which are

stmultaneouslY, produced, it is impossible to truly separate and distinguish the

input costs of each. Secondly, it is clear that different methodologies ask the

wale
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question differently and, therefore, arrive at different answers. G iven this

situation, Medicare data on the illeasthroughw of direct medical education will

provide the most up-to-date answerfoo the casts that can be captured by

accounting methods. Payments made using the resident%to -bed adjustment will

quantify other consistent cost differences between teaching and non-teaching
m

hospitali.

Moving beyond the three first order questions, a number of important second

order' issues must be addressed. Necoghizing that the intent of this hearing is

not to explore or evaluate new-approaches. the AAMC does wish to identify. the

following second order issues which any new proposal'must.address, including how

do alternative methids for financing WC:

o balance a hospital's need for services with a resident's

education? . 0

o balance the added costs of the hospital training the resident

with the benefits accruing' to the group, health plan, or

hospital eventually employing the then trained physician?

o balance the educatighal objective of a centralized

educational "funding organization with decentralized

patient competitiOn of the hospital providing the training?

o affect the specialty distribution of residents?

o affect the geographic distribution of residents? and

101
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o affect the ability of providers other than acute care

hospitals to participate in residency train\ng?

i '

111111 ekamined along these dimensions, the'current financing system has i

number of strengths. To date, patient service revenue halt provided a dependable

source of funding: This is important for programs with a three" to seven year

duration. Residents want and deserve a reasonable assurance that, the program

they enter will Still be strong when they are finishing. Secondly, hospitals

have been able to develop residency programs that complement and support the

hospital's patient care progrees. Third, because direct operating costs have
eel

been paid on a cost basis, professional judgments on the balance of patient care

service and education activitilo have' not been influenced by financial

incentives. Fourth, because the financial, requirements of graduate medical

education have been met, a small number of teaching hospitals have trained

physicians who go on to serve other communities and hospitals. Finally, the

stability of the financing system has enabled accreditation agencies to

realistically assume a stability of the residency's quality..

The present financing system, however, does have its weaknesses. First in an

increasingly price,competiiive market for hospital services, hopitals having

higher patient charges to support special missions are at a disadvantrage.

SecoNrly, the present financing arrangement has worked better in inpatient

service's than in outpatient services or in non-hospital training sites. As a

result, specialties emphasizing inpatient care have been favored over those

emphasizing ambulatory care. Training in the surgical spicialties has been

advantaged relative to training in general primary care. Third, reimbursed on a

E
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cost basis, hospitals have'been unable to effectively challenge specialty Nerd

efforts to increase the length of resideffies and to develop, an increasing number

Of subspecialty programs. Finally, because payroll taxes are used for the Part A'

trust fundi'graduate medical education is supported with a relatively regressive

tab.

These strengths and weaknesses of our present system are known. Additional

information for use in assessing the present system and alternative arrangements

I's presently being developed at least Moe 'studies:

o the NHS Assistant Secretary for Planning and. Evaluation's study of the

Financing of Graduate Medical Education being performed by Arthur Young and

Company.

o the Commonwealth Fund Task Force on Academic Medical Centers is preparing' an

a analytical paper an 'The,Future Financing of Teaching Hippitals" using a

secondary analysis of existing data; and

o the Health Care Financing Administration will be preparing four impel reports'

On the impacts, intended and unintended, of prospective payment on'types of

hospitals, including teaching hospitals, and

P

In addition, the-AA/4C recently convened the initial meeting of its Committee on

Financing Graduate Medical Education chaired by J. Robbrt Buchanan, M.D., General

Director.-Massachusetts General hospital to explore and evaluate current payment

arrangements. Alternative findings and recomendltions,from each of these efforts

should assist this Subcommittee in describing and evaluating the financing of

medical egutation.

Tr .
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Conclusion

In thit statement, undergraduat'e and graduate medical education have been

presented as, more sharply separated Ind independent than, in reality, they are.

, .Moreover, the. degree of their interdependency,
.

not only on each other but; also on

other health professional educational programs, on basic clinical bidemedfuil

research, and on exemplary patient care in a highly complex and highiy*intigcated
4

%environment, hat not beep given the explicit emphasis it deserves. howitere mote

than in the teaching lsospit

2
I can the intense .and concurrent pursuit of these

multiple functions be wit sed more impressively. Modifications of speciftq -.

functions,rarely have isorated effects but almost immediately exert influence
. .

over most if not all other funcitons.

4.

To remain fisCally viable, medical schools have had o adjust to substantial f4

changes in revenue sources over which they have relatively little control. As

additional constraints are placed on the sources of their funds, tbese

institutions are fining it incrtaingly difficult to eCcomwadate, without

distortion, their MIlltiple services di education, research.end patient care..

The American syst.41.fo'r graduate medical education is grounded in the

teaching hospital.' Graduate medical education cannot fu%ctilion effectively unless

teaching hospitals ahr compensated for the added coots associatmd with their

respaniibillly. For the last two decades, the financing of teac)iing hospitals

has been adequate and stable and GME programs,have trained thousands of -competent

physiciansannually. As medical schools responded to a national policy of

inoreasing physician graduates, hospitals respcndid,by expanding-residency

41
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traindng. Mow., WOwlever, the financial stability of teaching' hospitals is at

risk. Some new payment systems are based on an assumption that a particular

ippatient type, should hive the same costs in all hospitals.withpayers

increasingly unwilling to support the added costs of GI1E. In a "prudent buyer,"

frics competitive market, tertiary'are/teaching hospitals will fail financially
Om

because paying an average price per use dOes not meet the financial requirements

oi the teaching hospital's special services. Even a subsidy for graduate

medical education will be insufficient if it does-not include additional expensei

for tertiary care services; stand-by services, new technology, and charity are

in addition to graduate medical education.

Teaching hospitals pre a diverse group of highly complex institutions

periorming medical education and research services for the nation and providing

both basic and'tertiery patient care. flee current emphasis on re-examining

national poliies in light of more limited public resources places teaching

hospitals and their vital activities at significant risk if their special nature

and role are not appreciated. As policies and expectations change, teaching

hospitals will continue to adapt-land evolve. If developidg national policies on

health delivery and payment recognize the distinctive characteristics and

diversity of teaching hospitals, their fundamental missions can be preserved.' If

the characteristici of teching hospitals are not recognized and valued,

simplistic public policies may damage the ability of these institutions to

fulfill their multiple responsibilities. The AssociaL,Wris pleased that this

Subcommittee and its chairman appear willing to study all of these issues before

embracing proposed solutions.
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Figure '11
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Senator DultitN13100-atii. Did I eorrectly state in the beginning
that the association just started a committee of some kind? .,

Mr. SMITH. That's correct.
Senator DURENBERGER. Do either of you want to elaborate onthat? I hope its not like Or AMA. They've come in here for 2

years now telling us they are looking at the totality of health care
in this country so they' can't really give us any advice on anything
until they get done vOth that one.

Mr. Skim. No. We would expect to provide you with some infor-
mation. The committee has been formed. It is at work. It is elairesi
by Dr. Robert Buchanan, president of the Massachusetts General
Hospital. I will expect that report will be done with within a year.

Dr. KNAPP. I hope we have something for you in the spring. .

Senator DURENBERGER. Of? [Laughter.]
Dr. KNAPP. I hope we are in a position to respond by spring of

1985 one way or the other. Our current position is Fairly well
straightforward. That the financing ought to come cut of the hospi-tal servic dollar. it's obvious that we are getting pressure from
our own c njituents who are concerned about what I will just call
brokerage patients on HMO's, PPO's, et cetera. So it isn't only the
Medicare situation that is bothersome. YoU accurately stated it at
the front end of this hearing.

It is on the top of the priority list for our activities.
Senator For those of you who are expecting a cof-feebreak, there won't be one until after 4 p.m. ,because the Senate

has recessed until 4 p.m. Sorry about that.
Is there any problem in the next 2 years with the reimbursement

scheme that we have designed, passthrough, for graduate medicaleducation? It is a rather generous passthrough on indirect medical
education. Are,you OK with that in the next 2 years?

Mr. Smrni. I don't think we kno\v enough to know ,whether it's
generous or inadequate. .

Senator DURENBERGER. Do you want to tell us about Yale-New
Maven and your 1 year of experience? Have you made a lot of
money off this process so far? [Laughter.]

.

Mr. SMITH. We have not made a lot of money off of this. We have
performed satisfactorily, given the changes' in the system, which I
think are moving in the right direction. So I think it's too early to
say ,whet.her-or not the allowance is sufficient because in year one
of the system, as you are aware, the cost base was on 75 percent of.
Yale-New Maven's costs' Once we get to a national average system,
whether then, based on national averages; there is a suffiotient al-
lowance through this indirect allowance, remains to be see There

. is a lot of concern about that..
.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do either of you have an opinion as to
what part of the problem we might be able to klve for the average
of the so-called heavy or large teaching hospitals if we could comeup with a good severity index so that we could reflect better the
peculiar case mix of some of our larger teaching hospitals?

Mr, SMITH. Clearly, we have got to come up with some better re-
flection of severity. I don't Think that in itself is going to solve the'
problem. Multiple approaches will have to solve .it. As indicated,
there are multiple products. And to addfess that, I don't think a
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single solution 'is sufficient. We will also have to pay attention to
graduate Medical education issues.

We also have tq pay attention to the matter of chavity care, case
for those with inadequate resources. All of those will have to come
together.

Senator DURENBERGER. 1 don't know whether you areequipped to
respond to the'question about what other insurers are doing. I indi-
cated in my opening statement not only a concern but I think a
reality that some of the other insurers, including the biggee upon
which Medicare mdeeled its education reimbursement, has now de,
cided that it ought to take care/of those who pay their bill first.
And in -the area of Blue Cross, as one example, there are either
through their PPO's or selective purchasieg plans of one kind or
anotherthere seems to be an increasing emphasis on paying ,for"

yo get and not paying for things you don't get directly, such
as Medkal education. Are either of you in a' position to indicate
now what some other insurers are doing with' 'regard to' payment
for medical education?

Mr. SMITH, I can. speak about what is happening in Connecticut,
Senator. We have not had tpressure from other providers directly
becatise a move was made in our State legislature during the past
year for an all payer system in the State of Connecticut. As of

5 today, our Commissions on Hospitals'and Health Care's task force is
ulgating a set of decisions as to how that prospective all

pa r's system will be devised. One of the key issues under that
system that we are grappling with, is how to finance graduate med,
ical education. There is an acknowledgement that it's an important
problem and an apparent willingness to, deal' with the problem.
Whether it .is dealt Aith sufficiently remains to be seen.

Mr. STEMMLER. I would like to comment, Mr. Chairman, just
. from the perSOI'ective of an educator looking at these changes which

, are either happening or proposed to happen with respect to the in-
vestment in human capital, which is our responsibility in educa-
tion. And you 'posed a question previously to Dr. Graham about
what is the immediate reward.

And it strikes me that higher education generally, that the in-
vestments we make and must preserve with respect to the educa-
tion of, physicians will not reflect itself in terms of rewards for
many years to come. And we are very concerned about the moves
that are made in the short term for short-term gains in controlling
costs. That might Inkrm a system that is so important to the Ameri-
can public.

Senator DURENBERGER. Now there are things that concern some

would 'e of' great comfort to an administrator of a 'hospital. I won't
people bout the all p4 ers kind of an approachI can see where it

ask you whether it's a great comfort to you or not.
'The concern, obviously, the fact that it is pointed out in

somebody's statement todayand I apologize for not being able to
distinguish all your statements, but there are a lot of excellent
presentations. But somebody points out the fact that under the cur-.
rent system the people who live where doctors are beineducated
are the ones who pay for the education. It isn't the people that
eventually those doctors will serve.
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Now ,if a doct(ir goes to the University o 'Pennsylvanialor gra6u-
ate medical education-, the teaching ho ital there, and ends up
going Co Utah or southern California o innesota or some place
like that, if, in fact; you. are correct in all the statistics in here,
that 83 percent of the costs of graduate medical education are pa-
tient revenues, then that theory seems to be' incorrect. That the
folks served by,the University of Pennsylvania are paying for that
education. Not the people out in Utah or Minnesota or some other

, place. Is that a fairly correct statement? a.
pt. STEMMLER. Well I would not agree with you as you formulat-

edthat in this sense, Senator. We at least like,to loot. beyond the
immediatt payor to the base on which the payments are collected
through participation by the general public, either directly or
through their employer in creating the base of funds that in an ac-t tuariaj sense is used to defray the cost of health services in.this
country. And in'the large nation-4 sense, it seems to me that the
present system is based very Ii oily on a broadly baled tax
scheme, although it is nat called talt. It is called premium.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, yes, to the extent that that is 'built
into everyone's premium. But to the extent that youjihave a system
that is premised on the cost in Philadelphia or the cost in New,
Haven, particularly if you are going to an HMO or some other kind
of a situationI guess I'm correct in the statement that it's the
bulk in that area then that pay for the cost of that doctor even
though he may go off somewhere else.

And the concern that some people have about the all payer
system in that it infranchises a syStem of delivering medical educa-
tion and the cost thereof will give us and continue to give us the
results we now see whereif I remember these figures correctly
if you go to any one of the teaching hospitals in Boston to be sick,
you are paying something like 120 to 130 percent above the nation-
al average for having that particular illness treated. Whereas if
you go to the Mayo Clinic, which I guess I would hold up some-
where near most of the Bost-on teaching hospitals, it's 80 percent of
the national average.

So from the standpoint of whoever you collect that money from
whether you are, collecting it from the people in Rochester or
Boston or you are collecting it on a nationwide basis, such as we do
in Medicare -I'm, in effect, paying out substantially more for some-
one to get sick in Boston, and be treated in that kind of an institu-
tion.

My additional problem, of course, is that with the cost sharing
part Of it, that in effect you are telling the people in Massachusetts
that you are going to have to continue to pay x number of dollars-
more to educate a doctor who may leave Massachusetts. But we
aren't really going to tell them that. We aren't going to let any-
.body in on this great thing that we are designing. Because if you
told the folks in Boston that, at least the ones that votedifor Ray
Sharnee, you are going to be out on your ear very quickly. So we
can't tell them about it. So that's why we have one of these all
payer systems that make it look like nobody gets hurt.

Am I wrong in my characterization?
Dr. STEmml.E11.Vell, I wouldn't want to get into a debate on this.
Senator DURENBERGER. No.
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Dr. STEmmi.j.:H. But I would at least take a position that the
system that, is now operating is not terribly different from the actu-
arial system that operates in an insurance sense. If we had to allo-
cate all the costs of the premium only to those people who were
going to die, or be in hospital, that may be the equitable system
-in.. the way that you formulate it. It seems to me that it's complek.
And, yes, the intellectual capital that is produced through this
systtrni does` migrate broadly through the United ?States. And, in
fact, in a small rural community in Utah there may very yt7ell be a
physician or a groUp of physicians who have come from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.

Senator DURENBERGER. do you have any reaction?
Mr. SMITH. Well, obviously, there is some distortion. The data

that we showed in our Qomments portray 47 percent of the Papilla-
tion supporting about 55 percent of the residents. But there's a
wide skewing within that. Obviously, New York and Massachusetts
are the most extreme examples of where residents are trained com-
pared to the population present.

The point is a 'valid one. You have to be concerned about both
skewing nationally and skewing within a local area. Some hospitals
bear special burdens.

Senator DURENBERGER. Would both of you briefly address the
subject the I raised with our two administration witnesses 'about
,the marketplace out there for residents and how it workp; and how
it seems to be changing? What is a resident worth to a hospital?
And what is this issue of affordability? The fact that in some cases,
the residents look like great assets and in other cases when you

'look at how many ancillary services they consume and how much
training time has to be put in with them and the malpractice pre-
mium impact and some other things so maybe they are a liability.

Can you briefly addresS that'? How does the marketplace work
today? Then I will get a little better picture. -

Dr. STEMMLER. Let me sped* first then on how it looks from the
point of graduation from a School of medicine when bur students
are competing in this world that you have defin,ed. Mid, the, moti-
vation of stuklents to pursuing their further studies in a great part
deals with aspirations to get the best training program they can
get. And our role in counseling students, we try to advise them
where they may or may not be competitive for positions in their
particular specialty of choice.

Students compete for position* the hospitals compete to get the
best students. And I think we all operate 'on that 'standard, of
trying to get .the best for us.

There remains outside of that systemLand as Dr. Graham point-
ed out, the capacity of that system is almost a match now for the
number of American graduates. But there remain a group of instir
tutions who for one reason or another do not seem to attract Amer-
ican graduates. And it seems to me as we look at where resources
are deployed at least that's an area that we want to pay some at-
tention.

But the valuable programs, as perceived by the studentsthe
ones who are going to have hospitals, when you are inside that
computer look like the most popular hospitals, it's very important
that we preserve these institutions which provide the best educa
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tiori so that, indeed, we continue to have the best educated physi-
cians in the world.

Mr. Sifirrti. Let me just add 'sor*thing. AsNI understand it there
Are approximately 20, percentno4 openings annually than these'
are resident physician applicaas from Xrnerican schools. Obvious-
ly, as Dr. Stemmler indicated, there is wide competition for those.
positions, There is wide variability as to the quality of those pro-
grams. Numbers of residents, that any given hos will offer will
be a function of what role those residents play that institution...
In same hzispitals residents play a major role i the service deliv-1
ery area, in others the service role is modest., Ob iou,sly, the better
programs, try to strike a good balance between service responsibil=
ities and patient content. The residents have a very effective way
of finding out what the good programs area .

The matching process, I think, works- very well. There is,:indeed,
a strong market. market puts 'the potential house officPrs and
'institutions together,_T think; in.effective ways:. But given changes
in-the financing mechanism, ! think the future market remains to
be seen. The extent to which, in the future, it is attractive to have
housestaff financially will determine some settings in which these .

,,{programs are made available.
Obviously, under the prior arrangeme,kit, as Was commented pre-

vioUsly, there has been no disincentive: That may or may not be
the case given financing the changes.

Senator DURENBERGER., Do either of you want to add to your te4s-
tirriony`.some comments about foreign' ,medical school graduates
coming into the American market; particularly, Americans who
five gone to Grenada or some other place? Australia has lots of
openings, I understand. And then back in here to fill some of tive%
residency openings. , '

Mr. SMITH. I might ask -Dr. Knapp to comment, on the AAMC's
position regarding that. But I would just say that in general the
orientation of an institutioh for_an American foreign graduate is a
function of what we were talking about previously, that is the at-
tractiveness of the program; how the program is successful in com-
peting in that marketplace.

Obviously, some institutions have used' residency programs as
ways to staff 'certain 'ervice obligations. And some of those stu-
dents from those programs will-fill those training positions.

I would ask Dr. Knapp to comment.
Dr. STEMMLEK. Well, I would certainly make the comment that

my perception of the quality oPeducation in the schools that we
are now addressing, the ones that accommodate American students
in a foreign setting with a motivation to strictly earn money as a
school, a proprietary school, that the quality of that education is
subject to very serious criticisin, as hati been pointed out by fhe
General Accounting Office audit, and others. And we are dealing
with a major social problem in addressing the- responsibility that

r. we as a general public have to students who for one reason or an-
other choose to pursue that route.

And I think that it's difficult to make a simple statement on this
- point. That that certainly would bk an overriding' statement. But

my opinion is that we should preserve the graduate educational
structure that operates in this country through whatever is the ap-
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propriate supporting device to benefit those students.who graduate:,
through our accredited system, and, to leave outside the question of
Americans in foreign schools and' try to deal with that issue in
ways.that seem to be appropriate for that issue on its own.

Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Knapp.
Dr. KNAPP. The ,ofoly thing I would say is that there are 'nowif I

have the numbers rightroughly a two to one chance that you
would be accepted in a medical school. At, the same time that our,. .

numbers are leveling off, there are still those who want .to get, h `N_
school, and for vat reason or another are not accepted. If yeulook,i
at the Ambers of four medical graduates right now that, are resi-
dents:,,balf of them are,graduates of foreign schoqls who are Ameri
can citNns. That's a rather difficult problem for us to.dealoith'. .,

They are also concentrated in a limited number of States;' yoti
begin, to look at it carefully. I think the facts would shoW'
while we have tried to be supliortive to American citizeni,',WehaVe
not been big supporters of the foreign medical graduate situation,.
currently.

One other thing. You asked before whether or, not .4kine of the
hospitalS were taking advantage of the fact that yotW allegedly.

.make money by adding to the number of residents they have.
We asiwd in the spring of this year in a survey we do annually in
what specialties were physicians added and in 'Which specialties
were physidans decreased, Now I will grant you that the incentive
isn't as strong as it will be, I assume, in the fukure, depending on
how the other payers behave in the pressure on\theinstitutions.
We don't find yet that there is any reason to think that,there's a
pattern of increase or,,clecrease based on the payment System.

The other thing we learned- is that the decreases were 'where ,I
think people wquld like to see them. That is, in the surgical spe-
cialties. The .increase have been in family medicine,-general
eine, emergency medicine and anesthesia.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do any of you know when the last medi-.
cal college started up in the United States? When was the last new
one? Are They coming on the market every rear, a couple or :three,

u.

new ones?
Dr. STEMMLER. Well, I believe there are two schools presently,

under provisional accreditation that will emerge. I ,can't speak, to
schools that are emerging beyond that.

Dr. KENNEDY. There are none on the drawing boards that ,I
know. 111

Dr. STEMMLER. We are talking about ones that are actually, on
line. Ii New York, for exarhple . there was hope to crlate schoo
in Queens, and whether that will materialize

Spator DURENBVRGER. New York needs some more? [Laughter]
. Dr. STEMMLER., It's. fascinating; Senator, but medical schools are,
looked upon as enormous economic resources for local communities,
and arge employers. And there are many people who are motivat-
ed tWdevelop medical schools on that argument alone.

Senator DURENBERGER. Is there information available about how
the capital investments in medical schools are financed currently,
Of say within the last feW years? There is some evidence in your '
testimony that States in some cases have undertakenthat may

t have bee in my State where they undertook to rebuild a less
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than adequate hospital. But I assume that there is a fair amount ogf

philanthropy out there, and a fair amount of other things that are
creating these economic opportunities for some communities. Does
anybody have some observationspn that?

STIMMLER. I don't know if we have the information with us.
Dr. Kennedy?

Dr. K4NTNEDY. In t uge expansion of medical schools 'that took
place beginning . he 19G3 act, a total of something on The
order of 40 ne ica1 schools were created. And the bulk of
these were State-sponsored medical schools. And there was also a
large expanSion of first year places in existing medical schools. To
a lesser extent, but nonetheless strikingly, that expansion took
place in State medical, schools. And I presume the capital financing
for .those took place bath from State funds and from the Health
Professions Educational Assistance Act matching+ grants with con-
struction programs, and with some capital coming in from pro-
grarbs that existed then.

Dr. KNAPP. I think we can provide you for the record a list of the
last' 10 schools that were eStablistied, where they were established,
and give you an idea of anything else that is on, the drawing board.
We Trill provide that in writing, if you like.

Senator DURENBERGER. I think that would be helpful.
Maybe it's only voyeurism on my part trying to find out what

mix this particular industry, as such, picks. I think it relates to the
product t at you all are selling in some fashion. If there is a real
market for, your product,. and it's being financed up front, then I
guess everybody ought to get into this business. And it also deals
with joist how competitive the mallpPlace might be as between a
varietyof teaching institutions.

I have a dozen more questions. There is one questio'n I didn't ask
of the administration witnesses, and maybe you know something
about it. A couple of months ago we had an HHS inspector genetal
report about double billing under part B for some of the members
of son of the faculties. Somp_teaching institutions were being paid
for the residents under part A, and then the faculty nreinberI'
mean this was nothing specific. Maybe it was just an estAnate on
their part that it was goflig on--was then billing under part B in
part for those resident. services. FS that a problem that has ever
been.hrought to your attention?

Mr. SMITH. Well, there has been much discussion of that inter-
mediary letter 372 over the years. The extent to which there is any
real abuse, I don't ieve it is adequately documented. I'm sure
there/ may be some at study which you referred to cited. How-

. ever( I think the r seem to be reasonably explicit to prevent
that from being a prob em.

But D. Knapp may have more information.
Dr. KNAPP. The problem has been with us for at least 15 years

that I know of. And in the Deficit Reduction Act, I think I'm aware
that a request was put in there that the General Accounting Office
take a look specifically at that. 1

If I understand what I think you are referring to, it's a draft in-
spector general's -report that recomtnended essentially that the hos-
pital be allOwed as a passthrdugh cost only 1 yeir's training period
for a resident. And that, in effect.the fee for service systgin along
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the lines that you would probably characterize as the male model
be used to support residents. We are very interested in that, as you
might expect. -

I think the e are a number of things to look at on both sides of
that question. he most difficult one, I think, has to do with the
fact that unless you have pretty good leadership and controlthere
are some disciplines that fair very well. Those would generally be
the high earhing disciplines, if there weren't equity involved. And
there is another set that wouldn't do very well at all. Certain as-.
pects of pediatrics, general.medicine, physical medicine, disciplines
like that.

Additionally, there is an assumption in there that this would ac-
tually save money. If you look at surgery irk programs currently,
which are sponsored in the hospital's name, the surgeons in that
hospital are not allowed to bill an assistant at surgery fee. That's
sapething that has been a practice that you put in the statute last
tiThe around.

Now another institution without a training program, there would
be a 25-percent, roughlymaybe 20-percentincrease in the fee be-
cause the surgical fee of $1,000, for example, would have $200 or
$25() added onto it for assistant at surgery that is not paid in the
teaching setting.

So, in effect, you Nave the savings on the part ENsicle that shows
up in your view as an expense on the -A side. And to some degree,
we are just reaching the point where we are beginning to mingle
the issues of discussing professional fees with hospital services.
This is a difficult area butone we are going to have to get into,
perhaps reluctantly.

Senator URENBERGER I assume that AAMC will be part of each
of these hearings. But I'm going to ask a question because I'm
going to ask it in the next set of hearings.

As I look over this informatiOn about debt, I look over 4 years to
get toa B.A. or a B.S., and another 4 years to get to an M.D., and
then another 4 years or vvhatevdr it is up to 4 yearsand I see that
een halfway through that process that 32 percent have debts in
excess of $30,000' and so forth. And then I see at the other end of

.the pr ess the possibility that the hopePgfor living forever at
$500,00 a year may no longer be 4he dream of accumulating all
that de t. .

I would like to ask both of you your opinions as to whether or
not we are,%..in effect, providing too much education to all of these
doctors. And that comes up in the context of the changes in the
nature of the practice of medicine in this country. When it was th
old fee for service individual entrepreneur system, varjous pr
sures on an individual probably required an extreme amount of
specialization arid tec nical detail. But in what seems to be a
ctranging kind of envi onment in which the, practice of medicine is
carried outif you ha e given any thought to the subject, I would ,
appreciate your individual opinions today because I might nct see
you again at another hearingwhether it is possible that the way
we have structured thitsystem, we trying to pump too much i
into some of these people. .

Dr. STEMMLEfi. Well, as you know, Senator, it's very hard td
d'efine- "enough- in higher education. And particularly in the pro-
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lessionfthut bear d mkkjor res nsibility that affect the pUblic wel-
fare. I guess one could constru t a rationale that might make deci-
sions about *where the limits might be, particularly when one is
looking at how' funds are provided through an outside source, and
place the burden on others who wish to have. more education on
themselves. And that concept, I'm sure, will be one that you will be
dealing with as you look into this issue further.

I think the American public has set a standard for what it ex-
pects from physicians and other health professionals in the roles
they play.

Senator DURNBERGER. But they have set a different standard
from what the professionals have set.

Dr. STEMMLER. I think there's a natural evolution in each prpfes-
sion.

Senator Dps.ENBERGER. Maybe the lawyers are setting standaids.
Dr. STEMMLER. I won't touch that line.
Senator DURENBERGER. You are welcome to.
Dr. STEMMLER. But I think that in each of the health professions

clearly there' is an evolutiOn where the professional is expected to
acquire a broader knowledge base in order to discharge' responsibil-
ities. And that trend is continuing, And I suspect that its continu:
ing because at this poiat _irk time there really has not been a ton-
straint placed, a financiatAinstraint placed, on that trend. I have a
feeling as we look -ahead now those constraints will be placeji, and
we are going to see some adaptations on the part of the edtAtional
system to look for the introduction of efficiencies to gain instruc-
tional time and experience maybe within the constraints of pro-
duced funding.

And we are certainly prepared to look at those issues as educa-
tors. I feel- very strongly that the educational community must ,

.adapt to, the evolution of the service community. That we have to
follow; we have to be able to prepare people to .serve in whatever
model is going to evolve.

Mr. SMITH. Senator, I'm not a m'edical.educatotOiult I. would just
add an observation. Observing the scene firsthand for several
years, whether or not there is enough or too much is a subject that
deserves to be investigated and you deserve a good answer to that.
And-there are a number of organizations which I- think, bring credi-
ble testimony about that. I think it will be interesting to note what
difference financing schemes may make in terms of the require-
fnents for education. To be sure, under the scheme that we have
followed,.it has been very difficult for hospitals to resist the pres-
sures from the medical specialty boards to extend the periods of
time for ,training of different specialties. Clearly as long as therp
was an opportunity for support for those extra years. of training, it
was difficult to resist that pressure.

Once the tables are turned on that, and we have to put that
under much more careful scrutiny, I don't know what the answer
might he. To be sure, there aye increasing pressures on all special-
ties with increasing. technology ta pOur more and more into each
student's experience.

Whether or not more or less is the appropriate answer,, perhaps
the better quystion is: What is most relevantipr the use to which
these individuals will spend their professional careers'? That is a

TM
Am.
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%,,,orthy issue, and I think that the ABMS, the AAMC and other
bodies like that -7-

Senator DUREkBERGER. Well, I have never tried a malpractice
case, but I've tried a lot of personal injury cases, and I know
ever the highest current standard is, that's the standard we try, t
hold every witness to and every decision to. And as you indicate,
the various specialties' are the ones that are responsible for aglding,
in effect, to the educational demand. And I would hope'that
mayBe I didn't. phease'that question as well as I 'should have, but 'I
trust that that will be a part of the study and decisionmaking proc-
ess from AAMC, because,' sure don't want to get into that one. I
swill be bound#to screw It in some way dr collectively we will.

But I think if it came from the profession itself, both the educa-
tional side and the professional sideand obviously as I indicated
this is 'a question that we will address when we get to the 'searing
on consumers. How much dome need of what? But it seems to me
thAt. for the practice of medicine and all the ancillary health pro-
fessionals that we need to start asking some of these questions.

Dr. STEMMI.ER. We will see to it that our task force does it.
Senator DURENkERGER. Very ,good. Thank you very much, far

your testimony.
Dr. STEMMLF.R. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. , -

Senator DURENBERGER. The next panel consists .of Dr. John E.
Carr, acting chairman-of the Department of Psychiatry and Behav-
ioral Sciences, University of Washington Medical School on kehalf
of the American Piwelological Association; Dr. John E. Chapman,
dean, Section on 11dical Schools, American Medical Association,
Brentwood, TN; Dr. M. Roy Schwarz, vice president, medical educa-
tion and scientific policy for the AMA; Dr. Benjamin Cohen, chief
administrative officer, litiiversily of Medicine and Dentistry, New
Jersey School of Osteopathic Medicine on behalf of the American
Association of Colleges of OSteopathic Medicine;. Dr. Louise Fitzpa-
trick, dean of the School of Nursi , Yillanova University, Villa-
nova, PA, on behalf of the National League for Nursing.

I thank you all for your patience today. And you have heard the
ground rules so fart Tr, .4o be brief, but don't go away feeling as
though you haven't share4 your particular views on this subject.
Your statements will be amide part of the record, and you as indi-
viduals and the associations you represent here today are getting
an invitation today to continue to be part of this process for the
next several years to try to come up with some appropriate,an-
swers to the questions that we have phrased.

So we will begin with Dr. John Carr.
I

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN E. CARR, ACTING CHAIRMAN OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCITENCES,

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON MEAL SCIIQOL, ON BEHALF
OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ...SOCIATtON

Dr. CARR. Mr. Chairman, I'm Dr. John Carr, actiing chairman of
the Department of Psychiatry and Behalioral Sciences at the Uni-
versity of ling-ton School oT Medicine. I am also president of
the Assoc ion. of Medical School Professors of Psychology. Its
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membership is drawn from over 75 medical schools in this country,
and it Is an affiliate of the AMC.A I am 'speaking on behalf of the
American Psychological Association and the Association for the
Advancement of Psychology, organizations which represent more
ti-on 72,000 psychologists nationwide.

I would like, to focus on two points out of our writteft testimony.
The first is that behavioral, sciences, as we have *eady heard, is
,essential to medical care and-represents a major component in a
comprehensive and broad based medical education pr am. In
medical _schools, psychologists play an ,essential role in l&roviding --
the teachipg for that component. These are doctoral level psycholo-
gists who are.faculty Members of schools of medicine.

Our second point is that while Medicare' helps-suppOrt medical
&location, Medicare has not supported or been available to support
pgy ologist actiTnty in medical education. Our primary concern is
lo support of those faculty positions and the existing Medicare
sta which we believe to be the reason for this situation. We"
seek your assistance in making changes in that legislation.

To amplify on the flitt point, if one looks Eit 'some of the docu-
mentation that haS come cut of the research sectorfor example,

,the Surgeon General's report in 1979, the Institute of Medicine
report- for 1981 focusing. oriebiobehavioral researchboth of ose

'documents emphasized the need for continued focus Upon the role
of behavioral factors in health care, and a parallel emphasis n
our training programs to look more closely.at those factors in
cal education.

One of the startling findings in the Surgeon Geneilal's report, Or
example, was that of the 10 leading causes of death, 50 percent of
the mortality associated with those causes could be attEibuted to
behavioral factors, while only 40 percent. was due to the lIck of bio-
medical care.

WI? feel that health care professionals must know about the.ways
in which behavioral and psychological factors play an important
role in the response of p'n iiidividaal patient to illness or to disease

, or even to the outcome of surgery. We feel that information is as
. important as it is fqy them to know about physiology, biochemistry,
and anatomy.

Psychologists have traditionally contributed to these educational
programs, and will continue to do so. We arse talking about 3,590
psychologists teaching and doing research in medical schools na-
tionwide, nducting internship programs, postdocforal programs,
involved incoIthe training of medical students and residents as well.

Medicare payments for medical education cover both direct and
indirect costs, but neither type f payment reflects the role of psy
chology faculty. We would sup committee support for clarifying
language to include faculty psycho gists in Medicare Programs.

We, very much recognize and s pport the committee's and Con-
gress' efforts regarding health care costs. And we would remind the
committee that the research has shown that the cost savings as-
pects.of incorporating attention to the behavioral and psychosocial
factors in health care contribute to greater economy in health care,
reduced length of stay after 'surgery, speedy recovery, and in-
creased adherenc'e to the treatment regimen. These are just sorry
of the findings of the research literature.
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We seek recognition and inclusion of support for psychology fac-
ulty efforts in this endeavor. We urge the committee to take a lead-
ership role in making changes in PPS-to inclUde. psychology faculty
in Medicare education payments.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
We have, in effect, by confintni the PPS system only to hospi-

talsthat's ehe way we reimburse psychological services. Is that
right?

Dr. CARR. That's right. And under, th PPS now, psychglogy serv-
ices can only be reimbursed under part A as reimbursement to the
hospital. That's been a problem for.us since, like all teaching facul-
ty in medical schools, psychologists are dependent on part of that
clinical income to pay salaries.

. Senator DURENBERGER. So unless yqu can carve a piece out of .

. that hospital with all the other pressures. on if, you don't get any-
thing because_you have been barred from part B.

Dr. CARR. Yes. Someone earlier mentioned two factors. Principal N.
and product. Now we think the records show fairly clearly we have
a good product to sell. And in terms of the principal, we have been
a part of the medical education scene for a Bang time. We woulde
like to continue irf that effort. . .

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank yeKL..,
[The prepired written statement Of Dr. Carr followS:]

j
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Mr, Chsirman and Members of the Committee, I a* Dr. John S. Carr. a
)

clinical psychologist. and Acting Chair of the Department of Psychiatry sad

Sehe;;Iorel Sciences at the University of Washington School of Medicine'. I as

also Presidestof t e Astociilion of Medical School Professors of Psyeholoily.

,,.

Its membership is 4
)
awn foto over'75 Medical schools in the country and it is

an affiliate of the Association of Alerican Sedicral College'. I as speaking

on behalf of the American Psychological Association and the Association for
i

the Advancement of Psychology. organisations representing 72,000 psycholSgists

nationwide. 1

I am pleased to be here to comment on the way Medicare pays for medical

education. I would also like to discuss a unique aspect of the Wien.'

5:

system as it efects medical school faculty members who are psychologists.

Present' nodicare pays for medical education-Jo two specific ways:
4

pass-through fop' direct costs such as salaries, stipends and pace; and an
A

indirect cost adjustment based on the ratio of hospital interns and residents

to the number of hospital beds. Clearly, there is recognit1os of the fact

that the operation and finances of a hospital are significantly affecad by

its teaching programi. i

We will focus on two issues in our testimony. First. medical education is
A

becoming broader as technology and our populatpli.chenges. Teaching.

hospitals, especially in terse of their attention t9 the behnvigal and

1

psychological aspect. of illness, reflect and reinforte these changes. Our

seconS issue is that nOnphysiciensive involved in medicalreducation and that

this involvement is affected by Medicare. The medical education payments

a
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clearly influtnce the ability of teiching hospitals to deliver a broad row

of health services. They help paylbe extra costs dam to greater severity of

illness cad necessary special staffiag patterns that occur is' teaching

hospitals. What these payments do not reflect, and. what the Medicare program

itself does not recognize, is the role of nosphytician clisics/ facelty is
. .

this training.process.

We believe that neither the direct medital education payment, now a

pass - through in the Medicare Prospective Payment System (PPS), nor indirect

teaching cost adjustments to the PPE rate. should be qbanged without serious

consideration of how these changes might effect services offered by teaching

hospitals, and the scope of medical education in this/country. Proposals to

support the direct medical educatio payment through a separate budget

category for health professions training puts this importanteducational

functioe at risk, and violates the principle that medical education and

clinical care should be integrated. area greater unctittainty, however, is

% attached to the potential impact of the indirect cost adjustment as

administrators and health care professionals attempt to anticipate the complex
..-

effects of a DEC system that provides incentives for surgical and procedure

based services rather than diagnostic judgement and not- surgical care.

We shOuld clarify for the Committee that the over 900 psythology interns

currently in medical schools end affiliated teaching hospitals receive no

4

support under either the direct or the indirect teacbing cost payment

provisions of Medicare. Mor are psychology interns included in the

intern-to-bed_ratio for the purposes of the indirect payment calculation. If

the intern-to-bed ratio'is to be used as a proxy for the illness severity

found in teaching hospitals, and

1 3,ath

4

a
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'illsise severity as well As traiaine seeds are a special featS6 of tear-lift

hospitals, thee all postdoctoral elitist' Interns should be included: We

suggest thst.any.chaases in the payment structure incorporate attention to

this issue.

rurther. if Uedicare coAtisses its support for medical education, some

provision clearly needs to be made for noeptyeicias medical school faculty and

their clinical services to guard against the eliminatiou of their valuable
a

role value in medical school curricsImm.

There is considerable cascara regarding bow hospitals will reepoad to the

fiscal pressures generated by the Medicare Prospectift payment system. Os*

possible outcome that is being born* out by pielimieary data is that hospitals

will discharge patients 'poser. ,Aacillary services rill be reduced to get

iosts. hospitals will de-emphasise treating certii Aategories'of petiolate,

or prefer to treat those whose diagnosis render. them eligible for the highest

possible reimbursement rat*. "Outlier" cases, those that cost more or stay

longer than the Diagnosis SelstadOssup (010 algorithm allow*, will cause the

hospital to lose mosei16,.rIaliars,",thqsa that cost ar stay withigithe limits

assigned to the DSOs, w$11 enable the hospital to make mosey. The balance

between these two categories of Wiest, ie what a hospital willoplosely

monitor, or should, to arable it to survive !Locally.

The question for teaching hospitals ,is whether the higher rat* of outlier

cases will be 'sufficiently compensated for by the ofit performance of the

ipliers and the direct sad indirect cost adjustmests. The available evidence,

though spars*, raises legitimate concerns that these costs aspect be

covered. A recent study atStanford University Medical School reported that,

after adjustment

I33
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for dies:tools, costs were still eleven percest higher in the faculty service

than is tp. Commusity service of the hospital. Alowever, the morkeilty rate

was significantly lower, especially- for patients in the high -death -riak

category. This is surely ab apprppriate spade -off:

In a teaching hospit balasced asd'cceprekensive services must be

maintained to sccomeodkte the medical curricula. Achieving the balance

,necessary from a fiscal point of view is thus more difficult. There is

concern thef medical/surgical procedures will be increased at the expense of

other services and lead to a forced redistribution of available services.

Furthernore, suing teaching hospitals have a closed staff system and rely

heavily on non-physician specialists. 1981 .study fFoa the Institute of,
r

4)

Medicine (Personnel Weeds and Training f2r Miomedical and Behavioral Research)
OF

states that Ph.D.s accounted for sore than 15 percent of clinical department

faculty in madical schools in 1982. The reasons these unique staffing

patterns ere relevant to this hearing are the following:
. .

one; the use of non-physicians permit lower cost augmantation of the

available physician pool.

two; there is greater emphasis on psychological and behavioral services

' in addition to biomedical in a teaching hospital; and

'three: multidisciplinary team approaches that incorporate both of the

features have become standard treatment patterns in many teaching

hospitals.

Teaching hospitals have a strolls emphasis on psychological as well as

bioftedical treatment procedures. and recognise the value of psychological

services in .gazjunction with biomedical care. There is a considerable body of

4
research literature documenting that when psychological aspects of care are

4 134
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incorporated. ,leigth of stay is decreased, recovery is hastened, and pat est,

adherence 'to treatment resimens is promoted. It is notable that much of the

research that has been done in this area toot placein teaching hospital

. settings.

The teaching focus Attempts to accommodate a complete approach %o health

care; its purpose is to ducati physicians and other health care professionals

in the broadest possible sense. A report just released by, the Association of

American Medical Colleges stresses that medical education proirams need to

chess so that physicians are better eqUipped in the attitudes and skills of a

4
"caring professioo." The use of multidisplinary teams wad

psychiatric/behavioral sciences linkages to medical /surgical units are major

features of moat teaching hospitals and play an essential idle in the

development of these professional attributes.

The broad relationship between health and behavior has received increased,

attention in recent years, especially since the 1979 Surgeon General's report

"flightily People." The report stated .that seven of the ten leading causes of

death in the U.S.. are in large part behaviorally determined. As a result,

most medical schools have devoted serious attention to health and behavior in

their curricular design. At the University of Washington, for example, two

years of ore-clinical courses in behavioral sciences are required of all

students. The National laird of. Medical Examiners examination,. which all

physicians must tale in order to practice, includes a election on behavioral

sciences. Psychologists who are faculty in medical schools play a key role in

this aspect oemedici1 school training. The Association of Medical School

Professors of Psychology estimates that there are about 3,500.psyo4tologists on

the faculties of most of the nations 1211 medical schools.

There is another aspect of the Medicare program that directly affect the

ability of to participate in medical education. A common

arrangement with dledicel school faculty members is a provision in their
9i
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contracts to worsts clioical fees. Is the past, this was the primary way

elk medical school faculty Blare paid, but in recent years medical schools bare

received fundins from other resources, including state mad federal mains.

The 'prospect for nonphysician clinics' faculties to Maintain revenues from fee

7

inc oMe is problematic due to the unintended consequences of the PPS system.

The PPS system requires that all services provided for hospital patients,

must be\billed for by the hos el. Sepirate billing is no longer allowed for

any hospital services, anc t those persoaally delivered by physicians! Tbe

intent o(the prospectiv *meet lesisletion woks, we understand, to

Live hospital administrators more authority over services for which the

hospital will be held fiscally responsible. Before prospeOtive payment,

psycholagisfe were allowed to bill through a phylioilia under Pert I of

Medicare (medical and related. services) for services delivered to hospital

patients. Th'is is no longer the case. Now psycholqsists are dependent on the

hospital administrator to determine whether and to what extent their services

A

will be recognized under PPS. It is under this mechanism that psychologists

who are medical school faculty find themselves in a unique position. In

effect, PPS jeopardizes the ability of medical colleges to continue funding
4

psychologists' l faculty salaries, when such salaries are dependent upon income

fromclinical fees. The Medicare payment system effectively shifts the fiscal

authority for psychologist faculty members from the does of the medical school

to hospital administrators.

Full-time regular medical school faculty members, be they physicians or

psychologists; are not employees of the hoppital but ire employees of the

University. Our point is that psychology faculty paid by the University and

136
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teaching underits rfsposaibility, is uddemly usc ti to Coatrol"by the

hospital administrator wader PPS.

*CFA insists that the costs of a medical education program operated by

"amother institaition" be *horse by that isotitation aid mot by the bospital.°,

The PPS makes It accessary that the clinical services,of moaphyaiician medicil

school faculty be paid by the hospital.' To that extent, the hospital is

Isouire4 to pay for, and absorb, the costs of medical education. Given the

91.

cost constraints imposed upon hospitals by the new medicare plan, it is

stramely difficult, if no impossible, for hospitals to assume added facialty

costs. It is highly i y that positions or programa depinding on clinical

fees Nrs psychologists, is jeopardy.

The Medicare prospo ve payment play thus puts at risk the teaching of

behavioral sciences in schools.of madicina, muckof which is conducted by

psychologistmon the faculties of,lchnots of Medicine. It also puts at, risk

continuation of nationally recognized clinical srvicps, many of which use thea

7 latest concepts in behavioral medicine, andlmaq'of which are administered,

developed, or staffed by faculty psychologists.
4 ,

It is important to"emphasize that this is an issue of concern for medical t

schools in general. It affects the quality of medical education, the quality

of me4tal care, access to medical care, and goes beyond any specific guild
0

concern psychologists may have.

het me be more poci!ic -with any own experience. The University of

Washington Medical School 1m a rogional,siodics1 ceotsr and serves this four

state, of Washington, Idaho, tiontsai, and Alaska. Share are 75 psychologists

in the medical school. The greatest number, 22, is in the department of

psiehlatry but psychologists alto practice in the departments of neurosurgery,

4% 4

pediatrics and family medicine, and rehabilitation medicine. The

D
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psychologists are ell SoidemisfaesIty of the Meityersity of Weshisgbot; at

tleast half of tiles provide di t cl'a'sh say title comjsectios with or in

edditioe to their teechissAadl search.daties. They all have staff

membership with the five affil' god teeckiag hospiels. c_

Psychologist facility's ability telAmerate the aecessary clinical !ego for

,por'tin'g sepport through a partairsh10 services plea has bias parallel to thV

of physician fillty members.of the partnership. This has now chaageg. il

believe that the impect of the PPM os psychologist faculty will negatively

affect the following krainiag sad esrvise'capecity of the following proarams
, .

at the Usiversity_off askiagtee: 1) the intereationally %sem University of
-w- a . .

Washington pain service at Usiversityl;spital, 2) in-patieat

behavioral/cognitive treatment proerame for affective,disorder at'Usiversity

Mospitel aad Marborview iledieel'ediater, 2) geriatric services at Uhiveceit

Hospital. ) behavioral medic's* conesltatioa service at Usiversitly .

kospitel. S) seuroisychelogy laboratories` sad psycho ogy diaanostic servicesil

4
at University Hospital and earborview 'Waal Caster. 11) the eshshilitatioa

medicine operant pale program at Ualversity.Mospital. sad other services.

These progress ars among the most effective and cost-effectivt treatment

modalities swat/able for certain radical. psychiatric, and behavioral

disorders. Medicare thus has the potential toiforce the departmeat to

eliminate the best care from public seff. tO dortail its availability for

training purposes. and to deny care to.a most aeedy population. seemly the

aging and less financial able.

per attempts to resolve this isms* have resulted in a great deal of

frustratios. The Swath Care limanciag adeisistration in its regulations on

prospective pe t did provide for issuing certain waivers, The procederes

-ostlie'd for these waivers; however. were mitreordinarily difficult Co
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satisfy. first el ail, teeshiae beepitals did at anticipate the simet to

'tooled@ the srvices ofmon-physiciaa medical school ,fordelty memberi i th

bees rate they established prior to implmemstetion of Pte. furthermore, to

stasis a waiver. Om hompitgl-hatio show that the direct billing for a

_____positcmlar service was so ostensive tbst to chases it would "threatas the

stability of 'sliest care.' Although psychologists provide distinct services,

that' could sot staid- iadepegyitly sad satisfy the regsletory reosircments for

1 w4Parir.

Arius only successfsl waiver for a whols Category of providers titit me are

aware of, is this regard, is that authorised by Coagreas earlier this year for

Certified negistered Mures Aaostisetists. Os of the primary reams" why this

was granted was that these services could b4-g*rformid by,physicians

also provided by son-physiciaa porsoaaol. In thus. cases, Coasters agreed

that the system provided as safortunate lacentive for hospitals to replace

services provided by nos-physiciaa professionals with those provided by

zajihysicians on a more.cos but separately billable, basis. We could, of

cowrie, accsratly make t e same claim for psycholorgiets' services. Sommer.

the Sealth CassvFisanciag Administration bas made it suits clear Ott they are

in so mood to make soy other esceptioa to the vasodliaa provisions of the
.

'Prospective payment law.'

The greeter implication of this Medicates payment system is broader than

tbe economic justification or arguments for the substitutability of psychology

eervicei,with those of pbysiciaas. In tilts particular case, we are talkisg

about a fundsmestal aspect of medical ducatioabhaviors1 sciences and the

**teat to which health professionals who play a toy role in providing teaching

and services have their stability jeopardised by the requirement. of PPS.

IVA
rurtbrmocs, to recommend that these faculty salaries be passed on to

al
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university hospital, is ustraelietta sod fails toitake late acoemat the fast

that these isdividuals are acedesio !malty of a saiversity medical school.

sot staff employees of any imapital.

lath Congress aid Tko WealthCere fisseeleg Administration have recognised

that PPS was not perfect as it was *Sorted. Mao caaeos were expected to

refise the DitCe themselves sad, to assure that aselityof rs coeceros wore

' not sacrificed for fiscal expediescy- Yet so cleoedirect bus emerged cis

how or by whom thaw, changel wiltbe wad.. Isdeed, the pc rity cioatismis to

be how to decrease the federal goierament's short of pats fovea further.

liCTA is overburdened with the tattle' implementation of the istem sad

myriad of special reports that were requested in the original legislation.

The Professional Review Orgsnizatioes..intended to be the overseers af-qqrality

couched in auditor's garb, have yet to be ope4tioall in every state. mcrA

clearly sees its responsibility primarily in fiscal torus. Comersl opinion

has ii that the Prospective Peyweet Assessment Commissioa recommendations.

especiedly concerning rate edjustments, wild ursly. lag behind

by as such as three years. Last spring. when we spoke to swabs

Commission on thi

seer being able

ket reality

of'tb14

ry problem. we were told that the Commission was nowberr--

address the isdue of medics' education. such less the

impact of PPS on psychologist faculty.

We commend the necessary actions by this Committee and the Co

control health care costs is this country. We urge this Committee to iake'a

leadership role to make changes in the PPS to more accurately reflect the fact

that 'medical education has changed dramatically since the original*

implementation of Nedicere. Psychology way like to contribute its expertise

on this and related matters in whatever wry possible.

Thank you.

noe
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN E. CHAPMAN, DEAN, SECTION ON ME D-
ICAL SCHOOLS, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, BRENT-
WOOD, TN

Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Chapman.
Dr. VHAPMAN. Mr. Chairman; my name is John Chapman. I'm a

physician and dean of Vanderbilt School of Medicine and a
member of the governing council of the American Medical Associa-
t4on's Section on Medical Schools. Accompanying me are Dr. Roy
Schwarz, who is vice president for medical education and science
policy at the A; as well as Harry Peterson, who is director of
the AMA's Divi ion of Legislative Activities.

The AMA is leased to have the Qpportuni to testify before this

un
raittee CQI1 erning the financing of fn 'cal education costs

the Medicare Program.
e AMA has a long history Of active involvement iii and sup-

port for quality.. medical education. We believe that good medical
care for the Mmerican public is .dependent upon the existence of a
large cadre of well trained physicians and other health care profes-
sionals. This belief is at the heart of the. AMA's purpose and
formed the basis for its establishment in 1847.

The education of physicians is long and arduous, requiring years
of 'classrooin work. The first 2 years of medical education in medi-
cal school focus upon the basic sciences in 'classroom and in labora-
tory experiences. In the last 2 years, as students study the clinical
sciences, there is an increase in the integration of the student into
the patient care team at the bedside, on the wards, and in the clin-
ics.

After graduation from medical school, intensive participation in
patient care begins. Graduate medical education, commonly re-
ferred to as "residency training," places a physician in training in
a learning and service environment in which he or she cares for
patients under the supervision of licensed physician teachers.

The resident participates in the diagnosis and in the manage-
men t of large numbers of patients who present a wide spectrum of
disease states, and acquires the requisite knowledge and skills a
his or her chosen specialty. The residency is designed to offer the
resident increasing levels of responsibilities and to prepare him or
her for the independent practice of medicine.

The AMA believes that the U.S. medical education system, both
undergraduate and graduate, is second to none, and is an essential
component for ai4uring high-quality health care for the American
people.

We strongly support the current system for -funding graduate
medical elucation through third-party payers, including Medicare.
A key benefit of the existing system of funding for graduate medi-
cal education is the stable financial environment which it has fos-
tered. This predictable financial environment in which teaching
hospitals are assured that reasonable, direct and indirect medical
education coalb will be reimbursed has been a major reason'iorthe,,
number and the quality of teaching programs available. Without
such support, hospitals would be forced to chmse between two un-
desirable, alternativeseliminate the teaching programs or to face'
revenue shortfalls.
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At the same time, teaching hospitals and teaching programs pro-
vide a number of significant benefits for the general public. Cer
tainly all of society benefits from having alarge cadre of highly
trained physicians in the medical specialties. In addition, teaching
hospitals generally have more special core units, ,such as units to
treat cancer or art attacks than dotionteaching hospitals.

As a result, teaching hospitals often serve as the meclical referral
center. Finally, in teaching hospitals residents, under the supervi-
sion of attending physicians, provide quality patient care. In the
absence of residents; hospitals would be forced to hire practicing
physicians and thereby could incur increased costs.

The present financing system recognizes that legitimate reasons
may exist for higher patient cost in teaching hospitals. Teaching
hospitals generally treat More' complex and more severe cases, pro-
vide more technologically intensive care, and provide more uncom-
pensated or insyfficiently compensated care`to low income and in-
digent patients.

In addition, because teaching hospitals Usually contain many spe-
cial Care units, overall occupancy may be lowered.

In codclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that the U.S. medical
education system, both graduate and undergraduate, is the bench-
mark against which other medical education systems are judged.
Preeminence in graduate medical education has been achieved by
virtue of society's commitment to good medical care, the dedication
of medical schools and teaching hospitals to high caliber education,
and the existence of a stable funding mechanism.

We are extremely concerned over proposals such as those made
by the Department of Health and Human Services Advisory Coun-
cil on Social Security to restructure the financing of graduate med-
ical education without a clear view as to appropriate replacement.
Precipitous action could severely impact on the quality of medical
education and ultimately on the quality of m 'cal 'care in the
United States by un errrrining the Nation's abili y to train quali-
fied physicians in suf is t numbers to meet he th needs.

Thus, we urge Congr to ensure that the Medicare Program
continues its long-stan support of graduate medical education
'and continue topay its share of the cost of a system that bene-
fits Medicare beneficiar s and ,t14e Nation as a whole.

I stand ready to,respond to inquiries.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank4ou, Dr. Chapman, very much.
['The prepared written statement of Dr. Chapman follows:
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Job. R. Chepmem, M.D.

RS: Funding for Vedicai &location Programs umder Medicare

October)V194A

Mr. Maimed* and Member, of the Committee:
4W

My name is Job. R. Chsamem. and I as Deep of the Vanderbiit

School of Medicine and g member of 9ho Governing Council of the American

Medical Association's Section on laical Schools. AecoMponying me anit

M. Roy Schwarz, M.D., Vice Presidaht for Medical 'duration and Scieoce

Policy of the AKA and Harry Peterson, Directly of(the AMA's Division of

Legislative Activities. The AMA!, pleased to hays the Opportunity to

testily before this Committee concerning the financing of medical

educative costs under the Medicare program.

, The AM has a long history of active - involvement in and support for

qualitx ilodiceieducation. The AKA believes that good medical care for

th. Americanlpubliclis dependent upon the existence of a largi cadre of

)'
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well trained physiciame mad ether health cars professiosals. This belief

is at the heart of the AMA's purposes and formed the basis for the

establishment of the beencistios in 1847.

The education of physicians is # long and arduous proems* roclairlad

years of claaaroon work with lacroutimg saposure of *Wiest* and

physicians-in-training to the practical aspects of patient care. The

first two years of education in medical echool focus seeerslly on the

beide medical sciences in clauumroma and Laboratory experiences. .In the

last two years, as students study clinical OCiego40. there is increasing

integration of the student into the patient care teen at the bedside.

After graduation from medical school, intensive participation in patient

care begins in the form of graduate meAcal educatiom. Graduate medical

,education, commonly referred to as roadways, training, places the

physician -is- training is a learning and service environmest kp which he

or she cares for patients under the supervision of Unmet's&

physicians - teachers. The reeidest participates in the diagnosis and

'amassment of large numbers of patients who present a wide apectrum of

disease states and acquire the requisite knowledge and skills of his or

her chosen specialty. The residency is desired to offer the resident

increasing levels of responsibility and to prepare him or her for the

Independent practice of medicine.

It is through the provision of patient care in a teaching environment

that a physician learns the practice of clinical medicine. It Is

difficult if not impossible to separate the learning and,service

componanti of medical education. 'Hands' on" experience is absolutely

necessary.

4 4
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The AMA has a long stmedieg sad direct imvelveneet La assuring the

quality of graduate medical odor-sties in the Mated States. The AMA

activels pectieipetes is the volustary aceraditiog of moficol ochoolo

through the Liaises Committee om Medical Aducatioa. of resideacy programs

through the Aecreditation Canned for Graduate Medisal fidusatiem. and of

costimuiog medical educatiom programs through the Aecreditatiom Clumcil

for Coetimulng Medical %duration. is oddities. we have ow numerous

occasions supported efforts to provide folders' fisessial assistance for

wMiergrequate medical education programs. MO hove also strostil and

coesisteatly supported federal fiammeisi sit for medical students to

immure that qualified individuals bane an oppectumity to pursue a medical

career Where there we insufficiest family resources.

The currant system of medical edusetlea. bath undergraduate sad

greduats. is the United States is wood to some and Le an eeemetiel

comPommat for osoorio% MAO quality health cars for the American people.

We strongly believe that is skier to saintala this position a stable

eavironmeat must exist for the fuse/ming of medical *burst/ea at ;II

levels.

The AMA strongly supports the current system 4tareby medicare and

other payer entities share in the cost of medical Zducatios. Medicare

beneficiaries as well as persona covered by other health plane share in

the bane/sits of our-medical education systems by receiving health care

services from wolf-trained sad well-quilified medical professionals.

We are concerned that vithdrewl of Medicare funding for direct and

indirect costs of medical educations as has been ouggeated by woo., would

severely Impact on the quality of medical education and ultimately the

quality of medical -core in this Country.
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We commend this Committee for beginning an inquiry into tits financing

of medical education under the Medicare program. The system of fiaancing

medical educatioa is complex. Changes suet be carefully evaluated and_

considered since an ill - advised chengs could threaten the nstioWs

ability to train qualified pbssiciaem le sufficient numbers to meet the

lk
health needs of our satire.

Mr Chairsea, I will now describe the existing financial; system and .

explain wby we believe it hes esoved.our nation well.

Existing -law provides that a hospital will be reimbursed liOlaide the

prospective payment system for, its direet.ead indirect medical education

costs.

pirect Costs

''Direct costs" are expenses directly associated with ma approved

medical education program-operated by a hospital. These costs include'

the salaries and fringe benefits of residents and the portico of the

tiaries of teaching physicians attributable to educational activities.

_ander the Social Security Amendment* of 1913, such expenses continue to

be veld by Medicare QU a reeacaable cast basis.

According to the QgskagilgsLighWis

4,2ensk,JhuglUghgglitiggliag, teaching hospitals oa an average spent

over i3 million on salaries and fringe bonefitelkor residents during the

1952-83 academic year. This amount represented an increase of,3.4% over

the amount spent in 1981-82. Teaching hospitait are extremely dependant

on patient care revenues for the support of kUsestaff salaries and
M.

fringe benefits and generally have nowhere else to turn for resources to

41-175 0 85 - 10 146
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cover this vital fuectica. An ~me* of over Ma the fusdiagjor

thee, expensie in temakinthospitals exclusive of Vetscams'

Administration hospitals. mos obtained fro 'patieat revemuse." The term

"patient revenues" includes pigments from' Medicare, Medicaid, elue Cross,

commercial Loeureece carriers, mewl direst patieet plummets. 'Other

sources of fan4ing for houses tat! expenses include state and LiMeal

governments (1%), the Votaress' Admiaistratioa (1.511) . universities (2%)

mid other sources (5.56), including federal eeseciee. private grants sad

emoloMmosta.

Ildiroct Cos4,

"pdirect Umbrian costs" are empeases of a boobies hospital not

directly attributable to the hospital's medical eduOation activities.

These. casts imalude the add/tined expenses involved in treetiag more

seriously Ui 'attests aid the added casts aesociated 4ph the teaching

of residents. the Medicare prosram also pays hospital indirect costs

of mediesi educatios. A hospital's /Wreck medical *limeades paymeet is

calculated by sultiplyiRg its total OMO revenue, em education adjustment

factor that represents the effect of teaching activity 04 the hospitals

operating costs, and a factor repreeeoting each 0.1 increase is the

aepital's ratio of full-time equivalent residents to beds. -

In reporting the Social 'Security Amendments of 1063, the Mouse Ways

and memos Committee ackpowledged that an additional paye:at to teaching

hospitals for indirect education expenses is appropriate

. . . in the light of serious doubts (explicitly acknowledged by
the Secretary in his recast report to the COmeredis on prospective
payment) about the ability of the DOC case classificatioo systam'to
account fully for factors such as !.verity of illness of patients
requiring the specialized ',reit*" and treatment programs provided by
teaching institutions and the additional coats associated with the

teaching of residents.
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The latter *esti are umdersteed to isalude the additional taste
sled procedures ordered by regideate se well se the extra demands
Placed oa other staff am day participate is the education bonne:.
Your Committee emphasises its view that these indirect teachisg
sepses.. ars mot to be subjected to the seme standards of
-"efficieneim implied under the DAR prospective system, but rather
that they are legitimate expenses involved is the post graduate
medical educatiom of physicians width the Misdirect program has
historically recognised as worthy of support under the raiebursamest

system.

The AMA strongly supports the currant system for Roasting groduabs7

medical education through third party payo5e including Madicere. A key

beibefft of the existing system of.funding greduate medical educaticei is

the stable financial esvirommeot it has fostered. This predictable
0

financial environmeot, is which teaching hospitals are augured that
4.

ressmaibIe direct and indirect medical education coats will be

reimbureed:haa been a aejor reason for the number end quality of

teaching program.. available. We are,concernad over proposals to

restructure the financing of gradate medical edtication'becauseoo stable

alternative funding sources'have bee. iden ied. Without predictable

b'financial support, teaching toepitalsom ,be forced to choose between

two undesirable alternatives: 'eliaioate essential teaching program. de.\

44c. large revenue shbrtfalls.

At the same time, teaching hOspitals and teaChias programs provide a

number of significant !migrants to the general public. certainli, all of

society benefits from having an adequate supply of highly brained

physicians in all medical specialties. in addition, teaching hospitals

generally have acre special care units such as units to treat cancenior

heart attack than do non-teaching hospitals. As.a result:' teaching

hospitals often serve as the medical referral center for an area offering
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tartiary'care unavailable elsewhere in a community. Finally, in teething

hospitals residents under the supervision of attending physicians provide'

quality patient care. In the absence of re:ideate, hospitals would be

forced to hire practicing physicians and.thereby could incur increased

Costs.

The present system recognises that legitimate reasons exist for

higher patient costs at teaching hospitals. Teaching hospitals generally

treat more complex and severe cases. provide more technologically

intensive care, and provide moreuocompemaated or tasafficieatly

compensated care to low-income sod indigamt punts. In addition,'

because teaching hospitals usually contain espy special care units.

overall occupancy rates may be lower then,those of non-teaching hospitals

where beds may be available for generel admission.

The U.S. medical 'education systap, both graduate and.undargraduate.

is the benchmark *ain't which other medical education systems in the

world are judged. Preeminence to graduate medical education has been

achieved by virtue of society's commitment to good medical care, the

dedication of sedical\schools and teaching hospitals to high-caliber

education, and the existence of a stable funding mechanism.

We are extremely concerned over proposals such as those made by the

Department of health and Human Services' Advisory Council on Social

Security to restructure the financing Of graduate medical education

without a clear view as to how graduate medical education will be

finanCed. Precipitous action could underlain* not only our graduate

mgmedical education system, but the quality of our health cars system as a
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Amis. Thus we Ur se Congress to 011014* that the Medicerr program

coatinuss Its lons-steMding support of eradiate asdical education and

continual; to pay its fair Mare of the costs of a systop that beasfits

Medicare beneficiaries end the cation as a whole.

Mr. Chairmem4 thaat you for providing us with this opportunity to

testify, I will be happy to easwer any quesions *sabers of the Committee

say balm.

STATEMENT 0,45ii. BENJAMIN COHEN, CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICER, UNIVERSITY OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY, NEW
JERSEY SCHOOL OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE, ON BEHALF OF
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES OF OSTEOPATHIC
MEDICINE, WASHINGTON, DC
Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Cohen.
Dr. POHIsIN, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm the dean of the university of medicine and dentistry, New

Jersey School of Osteopathic Medicine, and. I'm representing the
American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine. The os-
teopathic profession is a profession of primary care, of health pro-
motion, and 'of disease prevention. Eighty percent of of the os-
teopathic physicians are engaged in primary care, wilik 50 percent
practicing in areas populated. with 50,000'persons or/less.

The model that we utilize for graduate education is different in
both scope and environment than the traditional medical graduate
system. Our "graduates serve a rotating internship during the first
postgraduate year. That internship is geared toward primary care,
and primary care issues. The internship takes place in small- to
medium-sized community hospitals. Many of the faculty members
are private practitioners who have volunteered their time. The
great difference between the osteopathic and allopathic professions'
graduate program, lies in the fact that most institutions where our
graduate medical education takes place is in the priyate sector, the
smaller community medical hospitals.

We are pleased that Congress has had the wisdom to finance
medical education both for the di,rect cost for Medicare reimburse-
ment and indirect adjustments as the development of a PPS occurs.
We certainly support the necessity for the survival of quality medi-
cal education and for the continuation of such reimbursement. The
current reimbursement plan permits the osteopathic profession to
continue its graduate medical education outside of large tertiary

-44:enters.
However, we think that there is a great v lnerability to that con-

tinuation. Because of the cost containment environment, any re-
trenchment in c related to medical edu ation moneys allotted
to small- and mode to -sized community hos itals will force hospi-
tal boards and thug administrations to consider the fiscal viability
of the institution. This fiscal reconsideration be done at the
expense of medical education. The osteopathiC,medical profession is
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concerned because our primer care programs are conducted in
community hospitals. We note t most hospitals have short exfae-
rience with the BPS syste and that the jury is still out. We do
need another year or tw fore we can address that issue.

The exact nature of indirect costs for medical education is still*
_perplexing. It lacks clear definition and experience, and awtiits a
more concise delineation, of its posse l effects and implications.

We urge the continuum of medic I education support through
the Medicare system. We urge that no programmatic changes occur kyr
until the facts are in. I tegard it as analogous to a microscope Pm

iN--w-Fia has on its stage, medical educa n.. There are tWo knobs of
adjustments on microscopes, the gr.,- nd the fine adjustment. A
great programmatic change premature y placed upon the micro-
scopic stage might put our whole system,grossly out of kilter, disre-
gading the fine focus of current educational workings.

'The long-range facts must be considered. We urge Congress to
look at the future so we can address some of the impending issues
of medical education. We must realize as we approach the end of
the decade, that there are predictionsrdaf-a surplus of 70,000 3hysi-
cans. Cle'arly, th'e need for more -cost-cOnseious primary physicians
is evident wheri' we look at that suiplys. Hospitlils of the future
will be leaner. They will care for the gravely ill, operate on the
most major cases, and accept only those patients who are unable to
arribkklate. The bulk of medical practice in the' future probably will
switch from in-hospital to ambulatory health care.

We hope 'that these centers will be sites for a prototype of train-
ing for our physicians of tomorrow. Medical education in tiTe future
will look'toward the reimbursement system that takes into account
the ambulatory services of this country.

Last, if I may says think the strength of this country not only'
exists with the individual institutions and its industries which are
able to look at options, but thar4s to individuals like you, Mr.
Chairman, the strength bf our Nation rests on; the tradition of
hearing the public and registering the Pulse beat of this country.

I hope that the testimony today will make the'Senators realize
that all of us are asking essentially for a continuation of the
system until we can come up with the adequate facts, consider im-
plications of change, and address the issues with wisdom and fore-
thought. ti

Thank you.
Seniitor DURENBERGER. Very good, Thtknk yott' very-much, Dr.

Cohen.
[The prepared written statement of Dr. Cflohen follows:)
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Coot} afternoon, Mr. Citatriaan and member*, of ithe Subcorni tee. My name

is Or. Benjamin then; I am en osteopathic 'hysfbian a serve "ienlan Of the
UniverNity of 'Medicine Dentistry of No liege of Ostropethic

toMedicine. My statement to ou today will reflect the ,ripective of the
American Association of Vollesjev of Osteopathic Melit ne and Its member
.41ege.. We rre pl,crsed to have this opportunity to provide the Subcommittee

with our vie*, of WA currant medical education financing mechanism undera.
refit erre.

As you may know, vie ueteotutthic penfession pradkce medicin bared oft

signifwant components of primary rare, health promotion, and disease prevention.

'chair hohstic approach is reflected in the kind of itealth care services provided
to; our ?flvstcilillS. Over 410 percent of the osteopathic medical profession rre.

enoced In the delivery of jirimary'ilfge service More tail al( of the pro eesion

prisvide health care services to commumties of laws thin .11110 persons. The

osteopathic methcal education proce'.s is an itrgral are t4trI part of our success
111 deilVerti* thaw valUable health are services.
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Both the model and the environment osteopathic graduate tnadical %location

vary significantly from those of allopathic medical educatiogr Upon award

of the D.O. degree, osteopathic physicians must complete a one year, rotating

internship prior to any specialized resirienscy training. That internlp experience

mast often occurs in small to moderate size community loompitsits. Some of

the smaller facilities join t9 form consortiums in order.to provide their interns

exposure to the full range of medical services.. Finally, a significant portion

of our teaching physicians are prfveta practitioners. who volunteer their time

for teaching activities.

While osteopathic medical education makes an important contribution to this

profession's ability to respond to national linsith care needs, funding for that

education has grown increasingly precarious. Our heavy reliance on graduate

medical education within the private sector of small, community hospitals means
16,

that more traditional sources of medical education support such as faculty funds,

.....t.jetidowinent funds, and federal research dollars frequently are not syllable

to this profession.. The hiitorical recognition of medical education costs under

medicare has allowed our training programs to continue producing the kind

of practitioner most needed by this nation.

We were pleased when Congress took special care to continue recognition of

medical education expenses via inedirze's pass through of direct medical

education, costs and retention of an indirect medical education adJustinent during

ittr4evelopment of the prospective payment system. As the full Senate

Committee on Finance articulated upon reporting out the PPS measure, medicalt

/ecication costs "are legitimate expenses involved ih the postgraduate medical

"1 5 3
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cloiition of PhYsiciehe which the sueilicare program has historically recognized

as worthy of support under the reimbursement system."

Continuation of that federal reimbursement policy by Coogress is invaluable.
a

Medicare reimbursement for the costs of graduate medical ederation has

contributed manifoldly towards the on-going development of quality;
--

hospital-trained physicians- for this nation. For M. osteopathic profesaion,

that contribution has been particularly valuable- It has had a positive impact

on our ability to operate graduate medical education programs outside of the

large, tertiary care centers. It also has oasts/eel us to continue to produce a

population of physicians which provide badly needed health care services, mostly

in the area of primary, care.

however, the future of medical education is becoming increasingly vulnerable.

As hospiteLs seek ways to hold down costs, and operate within the constraints

of PPS, increased scrutiny may be turned towards the fiscal viability of

maints nirec hospital-based graduate medical education programs. Indeed, a

growing .reluctsnee on the part Of some for-profit hospitals to maintain medical

education programs hus already been evidenced. We treliev maintenance of

reedicere reimbursement for medical education costs is essential.

More specifically, we support the continuation of the current medical education

financing meiiiinis under medicare (luring this period of time in which the

prospective payment system fully evolves. We do so for several reasons. In

the short-run, inclusion of osteopathic hospitals and their graduate medical

education prop rtans under the new system has been brief. Many of our hospitals

154
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have participat for only few 'months and any impact, specific to medical

education is difficult, if not impoeoible, to discern at this ppint in the tong -run,

it will be several years until the current medicare reimbursement system,

as fully envisioned by Qongress, is completely in place. On both measures,

Mr. Chairman, the data regarding the im t of PPS ott tiedical education

simply is not yet in

There exists another, perhaps more significant, reason for refraining, from

'linking any immediate judgements or decisions regycling the financing of

medical ucation under medicare. To date, there is little inform &ion available

regaidi the exact nature of indirect Medical coats, teaching physicians,

and teaching hospitals. Collaborative efforts among those individuals most

directly involved in medical education, (.7ctegress, and the Administration could

contribute significantly to that body of knowledge. For that reason, this hearing

is a useful forum and we are grateful to the Subcommittee for recognizing

its importance.

As you undoubtedly are aware, several other efforts have been Initiated to

address this need. The Health Care Financing Administration has been working

for several years to issue ulations regarding the reimbursement oof physicians

in teaching hospitals. Difficulty in defining medical education items and clearly

delineating those from health care delivery items has contributed to the delay
a.

in promulgating the regulations. in addition, the Office of the Secretary,

Department of Health and Human Services has a four year study of

the financing of graduate m medical education. Two years of that study remain.

C
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tearly, much of the information'needed to review tti,e impact of current medical

eclat:A:4Ni reimbursement policy as well as the level of that reimbursement:

currently is being accrued. We believe that any programmatic change in

medicare reimbursement for medical eduCation should wait until all of the

facts re in. Only then can such policy be reviewed 'and shaped in a,

comprehensive and deliberate manner.

We have a mere immediate concern as well. We caution against reducing current

reimbursement levels, provided through the indirect medical education

adjustment. For the osteopathic medical education community, in which medical

training ocean thrfugh a network of small to moderato community hospitals,

any precipitous retrenchment in that adjustment would jeopardize seciously

our ability to continue producing the very kind of practitioner most needed.

On a more long-term basis, we believe that federal policy regarding

reimbursement for medical education costs under medicare will affect Li

nature of health care delivery. It is clear that the federal government has

the potential to exert a powerful influence on the development and utilization

of specific.- high-priority products through such mechanisms as federal

reimbursement policy. The continued need for primary care providers, in a

cost conscious environment, fs evident. We believe the federal government's
f

impact on graduate medical education, through reimbursement policy, could

contribute towards responding to that need.

Further, it is apparent to everyone that the traditional - cenario for hospital

care is undergoing rapid change. We are viewing a fUture hospital which is

slimmer and leaner and caring for a sicker patient. Conciirrent to that vision
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is one in winch many of the services tradittonuLty provided in a hoapital will

be provided in ambulatory care ceniers. Graduate medical education can,

and we believe should, play a vital role in preparing; 'future physicians to

participate in that new prototype of care. Again, we believe tie federal

government's policy towards, .graduate- medual education reimbursement could'

affect that role in a very positive way.

. .
Continuation of the current reimbursement policy ensures some level of positive

federal impact Oil training programs which respond to current national health

care priorities. In that limited way, Medical education programs, such as those

conducted within the osteopathic profession, which are not frequently eligible

for others reels of funding yet provide the Radian with a cadre of physicians

whose p ar focus is the delivery of primary care services, are oneouraged.
r

We urge Sc nirnittev to regard the current funding mechanism and any

future policy change in lighof their impact on such graduate medical education

programs, with a view towards strengthening their potential to respoild to

national health care needs.

oir

Our conclusion fur your consideration as you study the currant medical education

reimbursement system under medicare arc two-fold. First, we believe that

the current funding mechanism should remain in place until all of the informetion

needed to make policy recommendations is available. That recommendation

is inclusive of both general reimbursement policy and the specific level of

reimbursement provided through the indirect medical education adjustment.
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Sewed, we bellevi strongly eat. through such rilmburseouset policy, the federal

government can, End eissidd, encourage the viabilly of systems in which

higtr-peiority resources are de We !Alley. particular attietion should

be focused on teaching programs, such as the ones within the osteopathic medical

education eZmimunity, which rely heavily on a network of small. community

hospitals. Th.' federal governmeitt, through such a focus, can help in providing

for the continuation of efforts to produce primary care practitioners and to

provide healthcare in rural and widerierved areas.

We are cognisant of the fiscal constraints-within which the federal government,

and, indeed, all health cars providers must operate. We recognise the necessity'

of controlling health care costs and pledge our cooperation in that effort. The

osteopathic medical education community stands ready to assist Congress and

the Administration during their efforts to ensure that federal health dollars,

sire used to respond, in the most effectivelananner possible, to the health care

needs and priorities facing us today. Thank you '
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SUMMAllY

This testiniony reffects the perspective of the American Association of Colleges
of osteopathic Medicine and its member colleges. The osteopathic profession brings
an iniportent view to tieAlth care; it medical education and.prectice stress primary
care, health promotioli, and disease prevention. Over 80 percent of the osteopathic
medical profession are engaged in the delivery of primary care services. More than
Wolf of the profession provide health tare services to communities or loss than 50,000.
persons.

. .

Trio historical- recognition of medical education costs under medicare has contributed
signifielintly to the development of a strong, ttualified cadre of hoip` ital-trained
physicians in this nation. For the osteopathic medical education community in
particular, hecuuse of its extensive reliance on training in small to moderate
taimmunity hospite/s, that reimbursement policy has been invaluable in our efforts
to train significant numbers of primary care practitioners. Therefore, this profession
was pleased that (700gress chose to continuo medicare recognitionat teat
edileution rests tinder pmspective payment. We support the continuation of that
reimbursement policy for the future..

importrint information, vital to any policy recommendations regarding the current
nu dicul education financing mechanism under medicare, is net yet available. The
period of Unre in which hospitals have operated under the new prospective payment
system tins liven brief. It will be several years yet bed° the system is fully
implemented. Further, while several efforts to define more specifically the
parameters of graduate medical education have been initiated; that work is still
underway. Consequently, we believe that any programmatic change in medicare
remintairsement for medical education costs and any change in the levels of that
reimbursement should wait until all pertinent information is available.

Finally, the osteopathic medical education community recognizes the potential for
the federal government through such mechanisms as reimbursemeet policy, to
encouriigc the development of specific, high-priority health care products. We urge
the Subcommittee to regard both the current medical education financing mechanism
and piny future policy recommendations in light of their response to a changing health
cart' scenario. There is an ongoing need to develop a strong cadre of primary care
prICtitioners a, well cis a cadre of physicians adept in providing services in such

'w health care environments as ambulatory cure centers. We believe the federal
iverrimerit nrlet, and should, 'nuke it positive impact on the medical education

kminiunity's ability to respond to those needs through its medical education
re,Int)iir..;einent
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STATEMENT OF R. LOUISE FITZPATRICK, DEAN OI THE
SCHOOL OF NURSING, VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY, VILLANOVA,
PA, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING
Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Fitzpatrick.
'Dr. FITZPATRICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Louise Fitzpatrick, dean of the college of nursing at Villa-

nova University, and I am speaking today on behalf of the Nation-
al League for Nursing and the American ishirses Association.

The National League foils Nursing is a nationally recognized ac-
crediting body for nursing education and the 'American Nurses As-
sociation represents registered nurses through constituent State
nurses associations. .,

With me ig Ms. Sally Soloman from the National League for
Nursing staff.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on the sub-
ject of Medicare's role in the financing of nursing education. As I
am sure you know, members of both organizations have a strong
interest-in maintaining high standards of nursing education so that

tients, many of whom are Medicare recipients, can receive the
t nursing care possible.

Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, I will present some salient
features of our testimony, which has been submitted.

Since the enactment of Medicare 20 years ago, there has been a
shift in nursing education programs which makes it necessary to
reevaluate Medicare's policy on funding nursing education. In 1965,
with the majority of nursing education program, being hospital-
based, it was understandable that most of Medicaraqunds for nurs-
ing education went to these programs. However, between 1964 and
1983, the number of hospital-based programs has dropped more
than 50 percent, while the number:of nursing programs located in

7
institutions of higher education has nearly tripled.

Today, students from basic nursing programs, located in institu-
tions of higher education, comprise over two-thirds of all nursing
graduations in contrast to the muclismaller percentage that they
represented 20 years ago. In addition, the numberApf masters nurs-
ing programs has increased from 56 in 1965 to 154 hi 1983.

Despite_these trends, the majority of Medicare funds for nursing
education continues to be allocated tiospital-based programs.
This is evikienced by 111CFA's most recent statistics, which indicate
that for- 1979 Medicare spent approximately $135 million on nurs-
ing education, the majority of which went to hospital-based pro-
grarn.

The allocation of Medicare dollars to finance nursing education
does not accurately correspond to the distribution of the nursing
student population. For nursing schools located in institutions of
higher education,.the greater- fiscal pressure the hospitals are expe-
riencing as a result of prospective payment systems has been a
source of ilknne concern. There has been discussions that schools
might be billed for each nursing student that usei a hospital's clini-
cal facility.

I know from firsthand experience and recent experience that\
nursing schools in the Philadelphia area were threatened by one
hyspital with a $100 charge per student for fall 1984, despite the
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fact that the nursing salmis place their own faculty in these facili-
ties to provide instruction, using very low faculty-student ratios of
approximately 1 instructor per S students, and to say nothing of
the contributions whfch both students and faculty make to improv-

, ing the quality of nursing care in the institution and to the devel-
opment of the institution s Nirsing staff.

Although this $100 charke has been suspended for the time
being, or at least until December, it left many concerns within the
nursing community. If nursing schools are charged these fees, the
extra financial burden will either force schools to close or to pass
the cost along to the student in the form of higher teition or fees
which would certainlybe a deterrenfto student recruitment.

To our knowledge, there is no comparable movement afoof to
charge undergraduate medical students in order to recover the
clinical costs Qf medical education. The recent passage of a prospec-
tive payment system has raised questions regarding what should be
recognized as direct educational costs for joint educational pro-
grams. By this I'mean when a hospital is used as a clinical site for
a nursing program, which is operated and financed by an institu-
tion Of higher education.

Clarification is definitely needed regarding the definition and in-
terpretation of these costs. This is closely linked with a second
problem--lack of essential data. Estimates of direct nursing educa-
tion costs are lacking for both individual hospitals and on a nation-
al basis.

Because we are so aware of this lack of data, the National
League for NurgIng is currently organizing a nationwide survey,

results of which we hope will help to identify more precisely
the. existing ways of recognizing and handling dirt nursing educa-
tional costs.

Once these data are collected, we will probably be in a better po-
sition to understand the allocation of funds for nursing education,
including thbse for Medicare. And we certainly will be pleased to
share these data with you and your staff.

A final point to be clarified is the distinction that must be made
betweeri medical and nursing education programs as far as Medi-
care reimbursement is concerned. Interns and residents are gradu-
ate physicians and are employed and salaried by the hospital,
whereas nursing students ark undergraduates in large measure,
and in addition, graduate students, who are in place in hospitals a
part of their clinical practice for learning and for..which they pay
tuition.

Finally, although most of Medicare's funding for nursing educa-
tion falls under direct costs, we also have some concerns about the
prospective payment system's indirect adjustment for teaching hos-
pitals. This proxy for higher costs associated with academic institu-
tions is based on graduate medical positions and does not take into
account the provision of clinical experience for nursing education
programs. Hospitals without interns and residents, but with several
nursing schools using their facilities, for clinical placements, do not
recover the indirect teaching cost of the nursing education pro-
gram.

In summary, we consider Medicare funding for nursing education
to be important, but the current methodology used to allocate the
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Medicare dollarbodoes not accurately reflect the changing trends in
nursing education.

This ends illy testimony, but we would be happy to answer any
questions.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The prepared written' statement of Dr. Fitzpatrick follows:]

41-175 0 H5 11

No,
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Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Louise Fitzpatrick, Dean of the School of

Nursing at Villanova University. I am speakihs today on behalf of the

National League for Nursing (NLN) and the American Nurses' Association (ANAL

MLA is the nationally recognized accrediting body for nursing education and is

one of the largest coalition's of 'health -care professionals. practitioners and

consumers dedicated to 'providing quality health care. It includes 2,000,

agency members ands-17,000 individual members residing in constituent leagues

throughout jthe country_ ANA represents 185,000 registered nurses through 53.

constituent state nurses associations.
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Summary of Ptemarks.by the National League for Nursing
end the American Nurses' AssOCiation

eh

for Hearings on Medical Educatidn'Funding by the Medicare Program

For the U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Subcommittee on Health

October I, 1584

I. Chavin5 Trends in Med/tare and Nursing Education .

Medicare policy for funding nursing,educatipa needs to reflect more
accurately the shift in nursing education whereby the majority of the
nation's nursing programs are located in institutions of higher educa-
tion. as opposed to 20 years ago, when they were mostly hospital-based
diploma programs.

The Impact of Cutbacks on Nursing Educe
In an era when hospita)s are under g er fiscal pressure, nursing
programs located within institutions of higher education are concerned
that hospitals, where their students are placed for the clinical portion
of their education, will charge the schools d fee for each student in
order to generate revenues. This would place an unnecessary burden
nursing schools and nursing students, many of whom are already finding
it difficult to make financial ends meet.

III. Need for Poliy Clarification and:Additional Data
Passage Orthe prospective payment system has raised questions as to
what should be recognized as allowable direct nursing educational costs.
Clarification is needed regardingothe definition and interpretation of
these costs. There is also a need for more data regarding these costs
on behalf of individual providers and the federal government. .The
,effect of a dlfect pass-through or any other financing mechanism cannot
be assumed to be the same for both medical education and nursing
education.

IV. Hospital-Based Nursing Programs
Kospital-based nursing education programs, which are highly dependent
upon Medicare funding, are concerned that their educational costs might
not be fully recognized either through the direct pass-through or
indirect adjustment under prospective- payment. The growth of
single-purpose degree granting institutions has also raised questions
regarding allowable-direct educational costs.

Indirect Costs
This proxy for the higher costs associated with academic teaching
institutions is based on graduate medical positions and does not take
into account the provision of clinical experiences for nursing
educational programs.
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We irippreciate the opportunity to present our views on the subject' Of

Medicare% ,role irn the financing of nursing education. Members of both

organizations twee a strong interest in maintaining high standards.Of nursing

education so that patients., many of wh'om are Medicare recipienM can receive

the be,st nursing care.

CHANGING 11112ENDS IN MEDI CAAE AN NURSING EDUCATION

' Since Medicare was first elacted'ih 1965, the health care system has

Witnessed significant changes. ,One major area of change has been in the

assumptions underlying the usa.or fecieral funds to finance education for

health care professionals. In the sixties, the shortage of physicians and
4

nurses was, in part, the rata ale behin4Ci4edidare's commitment7:to,providl

its share of funding,.fOrliealth professionals.' educatiOn.4` The federal "s*

,government kttso made its contribution through generous !lending for training of

.health care professionals' under the Public Health Service Act.
.

Today, riii4stlytdoe the' al location of federal monies; 'the shortage

of Physics and nurses has abated. Nonettelese, because of Medicare's-
,

interest in nia`iat ining an adequately prepai-ed'cadre sof-health care

professional's arili its ,recoonition of .the absence of-community resources to

meet. thpse needs, Medicare cant Inues to contribute a certain amount of money

to the financing of health professio`rtals! education through its payment for

;44/qard inq thr,se educational costs, it was the original ent of

Medicare that the burden for educating health professionals be borne as much

as possible by the comnunity and:tiot by patient care dollars. However, since

in most cases the comnurlity has note assurned this respons,ibiTity, Medicire has
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agreed to pay its share of the cost of educational,programs in provider

institutions.

The Medicare cost reimbursement system requires that reimbursement

Can be made only for education oCcurringein nospital settings. As a result,

most of the costs of hospital-based nursing education programs are reflected

ln the hospital cost report, while the allowable costs of nursing education

programs operated outside of hospitals are limited to the cost of the clinical

component.

As you know, in 1983 Congress enacted the prospective payment system

which replaced Medicare's cost:Dased reimburseMeAt system previously in
y

f ct. The result of this new system is to provide hospitals with a fixed

pr ce for in-patient services according to diagnoses and a Separate cyst- based

payment for education and capitari'venses. For nursing, this has raised two

important. questions: 1) Does the definitiOn of direct eduditional costs

sufficiently recognize alt of the direct costs of nursing programs in the.

clinical setting? 2) Do the DRG rates adequately cover the indirect costs of
.1 '

nursing education?

Assumptions underlying the allocation of Medicare funds for nursing

education have been based on the universe. of nursing education programs at the

time when Medicare was first enirted--20 years ago. Since then, nursing

education has undergone dramatic changes and the Medicare program has

undergore significant changes as well.

For exan)le, years ago the majority of the nation's nursing

schools were 'hospital-based diploma programs. Hence, it was appropriate at

that time that the majority of funds for financing nursing education be
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;)located to programs with the largest proportion of nursing students -- namely,

diploma programs. This trend of allocating the majority of Medicare's funds

for nursing education to diploma schools has continued today. The Health Care

hinancing Administration's (HCFA's) most recent statistics indicate that 'for

1979, allowable nursing education costs were aPproximatee350 million for

all providers participating in Medicare. Assuming an average 36% Medicare

hospital Utilization rate, Medicare's share of the cost of'nUrsing education

was estimated at $133 million, the majority of which went to diploma programs,

iowever, since 1965, the focus of nursing education has shift:Nom

hospital-based diploma programS to institutions of higher education. The

number of diploma programs has dropped more than 5O%- -from. 813 to 281, while

the number of nursing pr4ams located in institutions of higher education has

)4
increased from 369 to 1.,185 (4?) baccalaureate and 764 associate degree

prOgrams). The shift in the locus of nursing educlktion programs is

accentuated by the proliferationor nursing programs and the more than

keling of the number of graduatil from basic nursing programs. (See

Appendix.)

The demand for College-based nursing education can also be attributed

to the growing number of diploma graduates who are returning to school for a

baccalaureate degree in nursing. In addition, over the past 20 years, there

has been a laC rge increase in the number of master's nursing programs (56 in

19b5 compared with 154 in 1983).

With the huge increase in the number of students in nursing progral

mated in institutions of nigher education, Medicare dollars do not reflec

tne developments in nursing educatinn.
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THE IMPACT OF CUTBACKS ON NURSING EDUCATION

Under the prospective payment system, the pressure on hospital

budgets has greatly intensified. This has, coincided with, and in part

been a result of, a 6.3% drop in national hospital occutrancy rates and

eifil

decrease in the average length of stay for Medicare hospital from 9.5

7.5 days since October' 1983. With hospitals bringing in f er patient

has

a

days to

care

dollars, there is growing pressure to save money and generate revenues in

whatever way they can.

AS a result, many of the nation's nursing programs located in
) ,

,,,./

institutions of higher education are faced with the possibility of being

billed for each nursing student that uses a hospital's clinical facilities.

Already, nursing schools in Philadelphia' were threatened by one hospital with

a $100 charge per student for fall 1984. Although the charge has been

suspended, it raised many concerns i thin the nursing community. If nursing

schools are charged these fees, the '.ktra financial burden will either force
Ss

schoolS to close or to pass the costs along to the student in the form of

higher tuition or fees. Many nursing schools already operate under severe

budget cuts and decreased federal funding. Adding this cost would not only be

a huge financial burden, but would also be a deterrent in terms of student

recruitment and enrollments. To our knowledge, there is no comparable

mdvemenek afoot to charge undergraduate medical students in order to recover

the cl inica 1 casts of medical education.

NEED FOR POLICY CLAR IF 'CATKIN AND ADDITIONAL DATA

Passage of the prospective payment system has raised questions

throughout the nursing community as to what should be recognized as allowable

1



direct edicational costs for joint educational programs (i.e., when a hospital '

is used as a clinical site for a nursing program operated fully or in part by

an institution of higher education). However, controversies in this area are

not new. in the past, the Provider ReimOgrsemspt Review Board (PRRB) held

tint many of the costs associated with joint educati2nal programs should be

ed because the provider is engaging in an educational activity in line

with Medicare regulations and the prograims enhance the quality of care in the

hospital. k.

On the other hand, the Commissioner of Social Security and the

Administrator of HCFA have argued that these costs should not be allowed.

They stated that it was not the legislative nor regulatory intent ofliedicare

to pay for educational programs, except when the provider is t al

opr!ratnr" of the program.

In a landmark case (St. John's Hickey Memorial Hospital, Inc. vs

.Califano), the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals sided with the PRRB and

subsequently many of the clinical costs which are part of joint educational

programs are now necogniied by Medicare.

Given that these costs are allowedl there has not oeen consistency

among nurse educators, hospital administrators, and intermediaries in defini

what they should codiorise. Far example, one hospital that associated with the

nursing pruurams of two educational institutions was able to include in

illowabie costs the net costof maintaining a dormitory for the nursing

students. lc another case, payments by a hospital to a junior college for the

support of a nursing Pducation program were not allowed, even though it was

operated by and under the control of the same organization. There must be

clartfrcatin regarding the definition of allowable direct nursing education

costs for joint educational programs,
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The need fur clarification is closely linked with a second problem-

lack of essential data. Estimates of direct nursing educational costs are

lacking for both individual hospitals and for national aggregates. For

example, hospitals have not been in the practice of itemizing the-Medicare

costs for each of tole nursing schools that use the hospital for clinical

placements. Nor do hospitals routinely estimate the percent4 of the nursing

staff's time, salaries and budgets that are indirectly allocated to nursing

educational costs in either working with or arranging for nursing s udents.

In one hospital study, these unaccounted costs totaled over $7 va.1 on.

When figures are available (such as the estimate that for 1979

Medicare spent nearly )135 million for nursing education), their accuracy must

he goestioned due to the different interpretations of cost reporting practices

ations in what is ultimately defined as allowable. This couldAnd the va

result in an underestimate of the nursing educational costs under Medicare.

NLN is currently organizing a nationwide survey, the results of which

will nelp to identify more precisely the existing ways of recognizing and

handling the direct nursing educational costs" Once these initial data are

.4.1' collected, of, will be in a better position to understand the allocation of

funds for nursl)Ng education, including those from Medicare. We will be

pl,,Ased to Share these data with you and your staff.

;.uric final paint requiring clarifkation is the distinctiOn that must

De made between medal and nurring, educational prOgrrimS insofar as Medica4

reimbursement is concerned. Medical interns and residents are graduate

physicians. salaried by the hospital for the services they provide as part of

their training. In contrast, nursing studenf ts are placed in hospitals for the

clinical component of their under-gra te education and their clinical
'14-1.LI
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experience is geared primarily towards learning and not towards providing

services for the hospitals. Undergraduate medical education also differs from

nursing in that for the most part, mediCal education programs follow one

general model and confer the same degree. In contrast, preparation for

nursing education can be obtained through several routes, differing in length

and setting.

Hence, the effect on nursing education of a direct pas !-through, or

of any otner financing mechanism, cannot be assumed to be the same as that on

medical education. Nor can the impact be assumed to be the same for each type

of nursing program because of the wide variation in the relationships between

nursing educational institutions and the hospitals which serve as Medicare

providers.

MDSPITAL -BASED NURSING PROGRAMS

The survival of hospital-based nursing educatiOnal programs is highly

dependenton Medicare dollars. The fiscal restraints that hospitals are

experiencing has also had an impact on these programs

Under prospective payment, directors of hospital-based nursing

programs are concerned that their educational costs might not be fully

recognized either through the direct pass- through or the indirect adjustment.

Additionally, most of the costs related to the clinical portion of a

hospital -based nursing program are recovered by the department where the

nurses received their clinical experiences, rather than in the nursing school

cost center. Hence, the costs of these students' education are not identified

as educational costs for the nursing school, but as part of the hospital's

budget for each department.
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For hospitals, the Interpretations of the hospital-based cost report

instructions vary widely with respect to the allocatiOn of educational coi6.

As a result. providers and intermediaries view nursing educational costs in

different ways and the inconsistent treatment of the costs included in the

nursing school cost center makes it difficult to compare data.

Finally, with changing trends in nursing education, a number of

hospital -based programs are contracting with institutions of higher education

to become single-purpose degree granting institutions that confer associate

andkr baccalaureate degrees. The rapidly increasing number of these programs

has raised questions regarding the reimbursement of direct costs, There iS

concern as to whether Medicare will reimburse hospitals for the clinical

experiencies of these students. Recently, a nursing program under the auspices

of both a liberal arts college and a hospital arranged that the salaries for

the nursing faculty and their support staff be considered a direct nursing

educational cost, and thereby receive Medicare reimbursement on a pass-through

basis. however, this case is not necessarily typical. There are other

angements where educational costs have been disallowed.

AND CT COSTS

. Most of nursing education fundi under Medicare is via the direct

pass-through. Some of the other'costs fall under the indirect adjustment,

which is a,proxy for the higher costs associated with academic teaching

facilities. the indirect adjustment, based on a ratio of the number of

interns and residents to hospital beds, is intended to cover the extra costs

of other health professions' education, such as nursing, physical therapy,

dietary and radiology technicians; academic teaching hospitals; and the more

severely ill patient mix typically found in teaching hospitals.
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Insofar as. the Indirect adjustment is based on graduateaiedical
.

/educationon positions, it does not take into account the 'evict of nursing

education programs. There is hardly any correlati n between the number of

nursing students' placed in a hospital and the n r of interns and residents

le the same institution. FOr example, a large meJidpotitan hospital in Mew

York City is affiliated with a medical school and has as many as 500 nursing

students using its facilities. The indirect v)sts of this nursing program are

covered under the indirect medical expenses. In contrast, many hospitals in

one rural southwestern state offer clinical placements for at least three

nursing programs, as well as programs for other health professionals, while

Oft having No formal affiliation with the state's only medical school. These

hospitals have noway of recovering the indirect costs of the nursing

education' programs. In fact, there is very little data which identify the

Indirect costs for nursng education, or for any of the Other allied health

professionals.

SUM4RY
In summary, Medicare funding for nursing education does not accurately

reflect the changing trends in nursing education since the enactment of

**dicer, 20 years ago. There is deed for clarification regarding the direct

pass-through for joint educational nursing programs and need for an objective

approach in dealing with all types of nursing educational programs. Especially

im light of current rust containment efforts under prospective payment, more

extensive data collection on behalf of both individual providers and HCFA will

be essential.

On behalf of the OiLN and the AKA, we thank the committee for allowing

us to uresent our views. The nursing community is willing to' assist your

committee in any way MO Can.
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APPENDI X

BASIC RN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND GRADUATES

1964-65 and 1982-83

Number of Programs

1964-65 1.982 -83

1,182 1,466

Number of Graduates; 'Total' 34 497

Baccalaureate 5,376

Associate Degree 2,510

0 Diolmf .26,611

it

a
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77,408

23,855

41,849

1.1,704
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Senator DtaucNIIEHGER. Did I hear you say that nursing students
are in the hospital setting as part of their education, and don't pro-
vide services while they are there? Is that accurate?

Dr. FITZPATRICK. Partially;
Senator DURENBERGER. Tell us what they do.
I)r. FITZPATRICK. Nursing students who come from collegiate pro-

grams are placed in the hospital for clinical practica. In fact, they
are there for a short number of hours. They are using the environ-
ment as a setting to apply theoretical knowledge learped in the
classroom. And it is through the vehicle of patient care. Perhaps 75
percent of that practice time is through the vehicle of patient care.

Senator DURENBERGER. Seventy-five percent of it isI'm wonder-
ing what benefit the hospital gets from the presence of these stu-
dents.

Dr. FITZPATRICK. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that it does have an
impact on their staffing, although. we do not have the data to sup-
port this. It is my observation that staffing patterns do change
when students are in an institution. In fact, staff may be pulled off
units for inservice education activities. There may be Changes 'in
staffing patterns on days when students are present and caring for
patients as part of their education.

Senator DURENBERGER. TO carry that One step further, the indi-
rect medical education adjustment we created to deal with the
added costs that might be incurred during graduate education of
physicians wasn't created to address the extra costs of other educa-
tism programs. But you raised a point irk your testimony and that is
to what extent the indirect costs of other educational pro Trams are
covered in some wait by this adjustment. Can 'you.give e any ex-
amples of indirect costs associated with nursing education

I)r. FITZPATRICK. The one that comes to mind immediat ly is per-
haps the use of space for conferencing students within the hospital
facility while students are there for clinical practica. The other one
that possibly could be considered is the time spent by hospital staff
in coordinating and assigning various schools to units within the
hospital for the purpose of student education.

However, we believe that this is offset by the contributions that
the students and the faculty are making while they are in the facil-
ity. And we have never attached a cost to this or a pricetag to it.
Certain kinds of' consultation are being delivered free from the fac-
ulty. And as I said, the students are paying tuition to the universi-
ties for the opportunity to study.

Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Cohen, let me revisit. your bottom
line for the colleges of osteopathic medicine. I heard you say that
osteopathy h.as a very substantial contribution to make in this
country. That it is part ofwhat I noted here; anb I don't know,
whether y'ou actually said it but there is a shifting-to primary care,
ambulatory settings, that sort of thing. And yet you said, ''Don't
touch the system the way it is now until you have something better
to replace it with." And my impression of the current systeM is
that it is going to continue to produce what is producing right
now. And that the only way it's going to prMuce more primary
care professionals and some of these other things that you. may
think we need is if' the public health service has specific programs
or they are pushed in some way.
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Why would you want to maintain a reimbursement system that
continued.that kind of emphasis on specialization in medicine?

Dr. CoaF.N. Mr. Chairman, as you said,.I recommended keeping
that system until the facts are in because I would be afraid to
throw the baby mit with the bath water'. I think that that system
certainly, has produced for us, a quality educational system.that is.
without p ieer n the world.
-What l' think is going to evolve in the last -.part of this decade

and perhaps in the early part ofcthe next decade, is that competi-
tion and the competitive forces wilt drove part of the case that you
Can practice good Medicine in a .setting where the morbidity and
mortality isn't any-worse than in the traditional sittings. I think
under such a system you are going to findthat much health care
in America can be dorie in a
moviag that way. I don't know . hospital or an area that hasn't

ulatory settings. We 'are already

set up outpatient surgical care Onters and various ambulatory
services.

Some centers admittedly. are fostered by profit. On the other
hand, I think it has awakened all of us to the fact that good medi-
elm' can be practiced in an area outside of the hospital. I think
that all.of medicine will look at this and eventually lean toward
greater programming outside of the hospital. What concerns me is
that under the current reimbursement we have no real Mecha-
nisms for funding medical education under those circumstances.
And what 4ifiumbly-suggested is that when changes .are made in
the future, a4 I am. sure that they will be; that some change should
tle made in that direction. I think this country needs more primary
care practitioners who are trained in ambulatory settings rather
than in tertiary care. All do not have to,be trained in the most ex-
pensive type of medicine. _

_

I certainly think there is a need to continue those tertiary cen-
ters. .

Senator Mat ENRERG ER. All right. ,
Dr. Chapman. let me ask you, especially with your Vanderbilt

hat on, to try to address the same kind of question that I raised,
and I raised it in a different form in the -last questiorNto the previ-
ous panel: Aren't we educating too much perhaps? And now asking
it in a sort of a different sense. Isn't,there a different,demand oat
there?

And I don't know where your students are going down there, but
I do know that in -that part of the country there is an awful lot of
competition. I'm curious to know your persdnal views about wheth-;
er or not mediCal education is keeping up, that is, the educational
institutions. What they are demanding of their students and what
they are pumping into them, and the product they are turning out
at the end. Is that still relevant to-what you'see out in the practice
of medicine the way it is being practiced in your particular area?

Dr. CaltemAN. Senator, I believe, if I might,interpret your ques-
tion, it's three questionS. What are we doing to change circum-
stances in a meaningful way that's positive and that we can
manage? Second, what are we doing, internal to the individual
schools that determine that we are at the leading edge of what
physicians &lust know? And, finally, how are we determining that
so that we don't carry forward that which is not needed?
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Senator DtittENHERGxx. Extremely well put. I hope somebody
made notes on that. [I,aughter.]

Dr. CHAPMAN. Well, that was the subject of a faculty meeting.
[Laughter.]

I may just provide you the comments of the faculty meeting. It is
a serious problem for we have d marvelous way of carrying forward
that of the past not needed in the present. 'The comments, earlier
that you made aild that were responded to by the administrative
representatives are relevant here.

I can tell you what we are doing: We have a regular program
that is the core program of the institution. Most but not all faculty
agree that this is what the studentg should carry forWard with
them. We have an experimental prograrn..An experimental pro-
gram is here today and it- can be'One tomorrow if it is unsuccess-
ful in the eyes, as in bur case, of.a committee of the faculty.

We have an innovative parttto the program. And innovative part
such that the innovative program is different trom the experimen-
tal. The innovative program has been 'through experimental and is
new. If we put something in the innovative program we have got to
find something in the regular program that can be reduced at least
somewhat. And thilkt is where the cheese begins to bind. Medical
schools use money And time in the curriculum as the coins of the
realm.

When one cuts i o the regular program, one is cutting into a set
of circumstances im runt to an individual faculty member.

Now expressly to spond to your questionare yve addressing
enough or are we ad ~ing it properly when some feel it's too
much. I think we are. There is more going on right now in medical
education in thereview of curriculum and in the review of what is
necessary to be a physician today that I have ever seen in some 23
years as one form of dean or another.

Senator DURENBERGER. Describe that, if you can, briefly for me.
And also the role-that physicians are playing in that outside of the
medical faculties.

Dr. CHAPMAN. As recently, I think, as last week or in the preced-
2 or so weeks, a study was released by the Association of Amer-
Medical Colleges, known as GPEP [graduate and professional

education of physicians.] This .was the result of a long-term. review
by medical educators and faculties as to what is the substance of
'it4dical education and how to go about refining that substance so
it fits better.

Every medical school in the country will be looking at this as.it
relates to each. As soo'n as, I think, Wednesday or Thursday of this
week, the southern deans are meeting in Houston to examine what
is it in that program that is relevant to us'and ,what do we have
that is not relevant to it. I think the fundamental principle that
Liu. program of the school is the function of its faculty is valid. I
think there is more going on right now in medical education in re-
lationship to what is appropriate, what is inappropriate, what is
too much and what is not enough that I have seen previously.

Senator DURENBERGER. Is if going on all over the country or is it
the southern deans or what is it?

Dr. CHAPMAN. Well, we don't plan to seced0.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Well, U441-flight be a good idea if you did.-
[Laughter.]

You are probably going to put a to of the rest of those schools
out of business.

Dr. CHAPMAN. This is going _on all over the country.. The deans
meeting of the group in the South is simply upcoming, and most
immediately adjacent to the release of the study.

This,:is going on nationwide. The experiments at. Harvard with
reference to the 25 students in their seecial prOgrams. The experi-
ence at Honk Ms. Duke's -experience..Stanford's experience. Those
are all programs that have the rest of us intensely interested.

There is another factor and that's tHe students. Students are
paying a gOod bit now to-go to medical school, as we have learned.
They are becoming rather discriminating in what they get when
they go. Back in the early part of this century when I went to med-
ical school, one was like another. But that isn't the case how.

Senator DURENBERGM Gan you describe for me, before you
finish, the AMA's role in the accreditation process for medical
schools and all thatas it relates to what you have been testifying
to'?

, Dr. CHAPMAN. Yes. Accreditation of a Medical school is- a volun-
tary act on the part of the school. The school invites review. The
accreditation or the accrediting agency for undergraduate medical
education is the LCME; [Liaison Committee on Medication Educa-
tion.1 It is liaison because it is a combined group of AAMC repre-
sentatives and AMA representatives. That group meets to reyiew
the reports of on site examination of the program, students, and
faculty of every medical school in the country on a periodic basis.

The reports of the site visitors are reviewed by the LCME. The
LCME takes action to provide accreditation for a particular period
of time. The maximum period is 10 years.,The minimum period is a
matter of weeks or months.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, we are going to have to keep
moving. I just want to indicate to all of you and the associations
that you represent that we need you a lot for the next hearing.
Each of you comes from a slightly different perspective here, but
you are the constimers of thprxidcts of these institutions that we
have been talking about, anNyou are also the _people tIptirthe
American people are looking to to "'satisfy their particularmeeds..So
when we get to viewing this system from the standpoint of what
the consumer needs and is getting, we are going to need to hear
from all of you again

So I appreciatt,t very much the help you -have been to us today,
and look forward to your testimony the next ,

Thank you very much.
Senator DURENBERGER. The final panel consists of: David L. Ever-,

hart, president, Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Chicago, IL, on
behalf of the American Hospital. Association; and Richard J.. Minor,
president of the Grandview Hospital of Dayton, OH, on behalf of
the American Osteopathic Hospital Association,

Gentlemen, I thank you for your patience.
I now have both of your statements in hand. I have had a chance

to read Dave's. but. I guess, Bob, Yours got in late or something and
I didn't have a chance to read it. But both of the written state-
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meaty will be made part of the record_ You may primed to summa-
rize them in any WAy,.including, 'since .yOu have been here for the
last 2 hours.and 20 minutes, any skcific continent you may-want
to have from your own particular looking at it from the users
Of some part of this system: You may react to.some of the questions.
that I haVe raised or some of the comments that have been made'
by some of the previous witnesses.

And, Dave, let me say. your reputation, has Airecedecl you for some
reason around here. And we are looking forwardie great things
from You in your 1U- minute preSentalon:.

STATEMENT OF DAVID L. EVERHART, PRESIDENT, NORTHWEST-
EIIN; MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, IL, ON BEHALF OF THE
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON. DC

Mr-EVERHART. Wen, think you, Mr. Chairman. I'M Dave Ever-
hart. president of the Northwestern Memorial Hospital. It is a 950-
eix4i.teachizig hospital in Chicago, IL: Parenthetieally;.the'purveyor
of crbedical care 'services to the Chicago Cubs: I thought. I would-
throw thatin-' ,

I'm pleasedIo* here this afternoon or i behalf of the AmeriCan
Hospital Issociathon to.Present its views.on the financing of gradu-
ate niedic.31 education... ' 4

And with ydur. permisSion, I arri going to .shiirten this prAsenta-_,

tion scmewhat in the event you might have some questions. you
- would like to throw at me. ..- . - . .

Senator PuRENBEttui!:R. You are the one that gave me the notion
here that it's-important, to recognize that the costs of training 'ave
absorbed, not by the cornmunitieS in which they eventually are lo-.
bated, tut by communities and institutions where th-physicianS

,
train. .

Mr. :r.I' VERIIART. Right.
Senator DURENBERGER. Ckin you start right wii?, that?. . ,

Mr. EVEUHARi'. Why 'don't, I just give you my formal presenta-
tion? ..,

A

S4-matc..)r_DuREEi«;ER. All riiht. . ,
Mr. EVkHART. They .Paid me to come from Chicago to do that. '

[Laughter i :"
i

Paid rhy'expenes, excuse me. [Laughter.'
Actually, they ,only' riot do that after this performance.
Senatdr DURENBERGER. But they will get you back in time fdr, the

game- tot:len-row.
ft.0

EVERILARK. Right. Absolutely.
In eptiorilic terms, graduate medical.' eddcation is a hospital

-.product, along, with patient care. Irt practical terms, it's difficult to
diftereatiatt! between those costs. associated with education and
those costs associated with patient 'care..

Medical education makes a substanthl contribution both tip pa-
tients, treated in teaching hospitals kind,.-obviously,Ato society. Be-

ti .ause of their traditiohal educational mission,tteachit hospitals
Auive access to the Most recent mecitiCal kris ledge and echnology,

4
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and tor the broadest array of medical specyists. Consequently,
teaching hospitals have become institutions to which the most se-
verely ill patients and those with the most baffling conditions are
referred.
- Many the most significant advances in Medical practice and

tkhnolo y can be trace4Ato teaching hospitals. Moreover, teaching
institutions a-re the primary facilities where physicians who even-
ti;ially practiCe in communities of other hospitals, across the country
receive their most intensive clinical training.

It's too soon to determine if the policies adopted by Congress in
19S3 will appropriately compensate for the cost of graduate medi-
cal eduCation in bhe more complex and severely ill case mix of
touching hospitals. Because many teaching hospitals have been op-

** erating ,under the DRG system for less than 3 months, they have
not been able to assess the financial impact of the new system on
their institutions. .

While 'it appears that current policies are working reksonably
well at this preliminary stage, several problems have surfaced that
are outlined in our written-statement. .

The AAIIA believes Medicare payment "policies for the cost of
graduate medical education should be guided by several basic prin-
ciples. First, Medicare, as any other payer, should pay its propor-
tionate share of both direct and indirect cost of medical education.
Unless Medicare and the other payers recognize this responsibility,
teaching hospitals will not be able to compete effectively in an in-
creasingly competiti've market. In fulfilling this responsibility, it
must Pe -recognized this contribution will be vital in determining4 the ("rail. level of support for medical education in this country.

S.,ecoriad, Medicare policy should recognize the value of 'medical
educatibn to patients,. Medicare beneficiaries and the public at
large. Failure to adequately support these institutions will serious-
ly jeopardize continued progress in medical science and practice.

Third, Medicare policies should recognize that at lease,some of
the costs associated with graduate medical education cannot be
easily identified Every effort should be made to more adequately

. , account for the real differences in hospital case mix in refining the
DRG system.

And, igurth, Medicare policy should not produce unfair shifts in
the'distP5butAm of revenues among hospitals. While some realloca-
tion may be apkropriate, it should reflect differences in efficiency
and not differerMes in the types of patients treated in different hos-
pitals. Major reallocations .are likely to bb the result of imperfect
knowledge or data- and will be highly unstable as the quality of
data-improve.

Mr. Chairman, hospitals with-graduate medical education pro-
grams play a pivotal role in the training of physicians and in ex-

'ploring the frontiers of medical research. Moreover, these institu-
tions provide highly sophisticated health care services. Providing
-proper planning and financing for graduate medical education is
cruciiil to ,maintaining the highest quality health care in this ,

Natioik
We look forward to working with you and with the subcommittee \\

in developing a fair and equitable policy that addresses these
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issues.. Obviously, I would be glad to try to- answer some of your
questions.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
[The prepared wiFitten statement of Mr. Everhart follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE ANGLICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE SUECOMITTEEON HEALTH

OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
ON FINANCING MEDICAL EDUCATION

October 1,

,SUIMARY

Though one of,the,primary purposes of teaching hospitals is to train
physACians, tdeselinstitutions also play other important roles in the health
care delivery.system, serving as referral and tertiary care centers in which
the most difficillt medical cases and most severely ill patientsare,treated.
Therefore, costs in teaching hospitals are consistently higher than in their
non- teaching caunterpartt. Other reasons for higher costs associated with
these institutions include: the direct costs of educational programs; case -mix
differences not reflected in diagnosis-related groups (E04); the effect of
educatiogal programs on lepsth of stay and ancillary services utilization; and
the availability of highlybpecialiaad services not found in nob-teaching
community hospitals.

A policy on Medicare payment for graduate medical education should be based on
four principles:

O as any other payer, Medicare should contribute its proportionate
share of the costs of graduate medical education;

O Medicare should recognize the value of graduate medical education to
Medicare patients as well asto the public at large;

Medicare should recognize that At least some of the costs associated
with graduate -medical educatiorrtannot be identified; and

R Medicare payment policies that recognize costs associated with
graduate medical education should not produce radical shifts in the

4
distribution of revenues among hospitals.

Policies that are not consistent with these principles could lead to
potentially serious reductions in the services that are available to patients,
Hedicare beneficiaries, and the general public:
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a

Mr. Lhairman, I ark David Everhart, presider of the Northwestern Memorial -

Hospital, a 447-bed teaching hospital to Chicago, Illinois, that is affiliated'

with Northwestern University Medical School. I an pleased to be here on

behalf of the American Hospital Association (AI4A) to present its views on

financing graduate medical eduCation. The Association represents over 6,100

member itals and health care institutions, is well as more than 38,000

personal m rs.

The committee has indicated that it 1.rould like to address three issues:

the adequacy' and appropriateness of Medicare's current payment

policies in regard to the recognition of graduate medical

education costs;

the potential, or actual, problems with and benefits of

Medicare's current policies; Lid

the objectives that should guide Medicare's policies on payment

for the Costs of gradualve medical education.

An understanding of the nature of graduate medical education costs is

essential it we ate to properly address these issues. In economic terms,

graduate medical education is a hospital product, along with patient care. In

praitical terms, it is difficult to differentiate between those costs
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associated with education and costs associated with patient cart'. because

patient care and educational costs are inseparable, Medicare traditioqelly has

reimbursed for costs associated with graduate medical eduCation as well as for

patient care costs. This policy is both,a practical necessity and, more

important, appropriate from the perspective of the public interest. As we

crave toward a fully implemented prospective pricing system, it will be

important chat we not interrupt funding for educational activities, and

recognize that the Medicare payment system influences the determination of

appropriate levels of medical training.

CONTRIBUTION OF:MEDICAL EDUCATION

Medical education makes a substantial contribution both to patients treated in

teaching hospitals cad to society. Because of their educational mission,

teaching hospitals have acCeas to the most recent medical knowledge and

technology and the broadest array of medial specialists. ,Consequently,

teaching hospitals have becoZze institutions in which the most severely ill

patients, and to which the patients with the most baffling conditions are

referred. Kin), of the most significant advances 1n medical practice and

technology can be traced to teaching hospitals. Moreover, 'teaching

4
institutions area the primary facilities where physiciansvwho eventually''

practice in communities and other hospitals across the country receive their

most intensive clinical training. It is importatt to recognize that the costs

a this training are absorbed not by the communities in which physicians
(

'eventually locate, but by the communities and the institutions in which the

physician Italns.
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COSTS OE MEDICAL EDLCATION

For many years, researchers, hospital administrators, and those involyed in,

the development of health policy have attempted to identify and isolate the

"costs" of graduate medical education. Clearly, costs in teaching hospitals

are consistently higher than in non-teaching hospitals. Part of that

difference can be readily identified as stipends for interns and residents,

and wages and salaries for faculty. But, after accounting for these costs,

substantial. differences remain. The factors that contribute to thi

discrepancy include:

\

8 , longer lengths of stay, more in ensive use of ancillary services, and

higher staffing lgpvels resulting from the.training of interns and

residents;

ti

longer lengths of stay, more intensive use of ancillary services, and

higher staffing levels resulting from differences in the mix of

patients treated in teaching versus non-teaching hospitals;

di.iferences in the apparent "efficiency" with which special unit and

regionalized resources are used- -for example, "idle" time or

:standby" cApaciry for particular technologies; and

ditferences in wages 'and prices paid for other resources stemmingr

tram greater skill levels or loCation.

X 4-.
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Most of these factors are related to differences between the case mixes of

teaching hospitals and non -teaching community hospitals. Though the Dili;

system currently used by the Medicare program is intended to measure

differences in case-mix, substantial evidence is Accumulating that many

case-mix differences are not reflected in Dais. Until these variatons can be

measured, it will be difficult, if not virtually impossible, to accurately

pinpoint the costs of graduate medical educatton.

CURRENT MEDI POLICY

The costs of graduate medical education are treated in two separate components

under current Medicare policy: direct costs and indirec costs. Pirect costs

include the salaries and stipends of faculty and house siatf enrolleein

residency training programs, as well as the overhead costs associated w$Olk

these programs. Indirect costs include the higher patient care'costs that

result fie residency training, such as longer hospital stays, more intensive

0

use of anAllary services, and higher staffing levels. The adjustment for

indirect medical education costs is designed to cover these costs as well as

other costs that are not fully compensated by the DRG system.

*hen t.ongress des:ped the prospective pricing system, both the direct and the

indirect co is of medical educatiogowere recognized. Medicare's share of the
'S

ts reimbilised to the hospital, and a lIrcial allowance based on

11.

1

I

1
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the relative size of the hospital's teaching progrwprovides reimbursement

for the indirect costs. The direct education cost pass-through is relatively

well established and appears to adequately recognizeAo direct costs of

graduate medical education, as it has for the past 10 years. The indirect

education allowance is more troublesome.

In implementing the system of cost-per-case limits created by the Tax Equity

and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, P.L.98 -248, the Health Care Financing

Administration (HCFA) estimated that costs increased by 6.06 percent for each

increment of 0.1 in the ratio of interns and residents to beds. In other

words, HCFA estimated Chat costs in a 500-bed hospital that had SO interns and

residents would be 6.06 percent higher than in a non-teaching hospital. This

adjustment was part of Administration's original proposal for a Medicare

prospective pricing iyst . the DRG prices pald to a teaching hospital would

have been raised 5.8 percent fox each increment of 0.1 in the ratio of

interns and reside ts to beds.

A Congressional Budget Office (CEO) analysis of this proposal, however,

w'indiceted that such an adjustment would .be inadequate, and that most teaching

hospitals would have operated at a loss under this system unless substantial
f ,4

'reductions in costs were achieved. Two key points were raised. by CB0's

anaaysTs:

the higher costs of teaching hospitals were the result of a higher

level of severity of illness among the patients tin those

institutions -- differences that the DR6 system did not adequately

retlett; and
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the reduction in costs'that-would be required to. operate under the

Adainistration'b proposal would result in the elimination of many

needed specialty services.

The solution adopted by Congress to address this problem was to,double the

indirect education factor proposed by the Administration and to establish

separate price sarIedules for urban and viral hospitals. The doubling of the

indirect education factor substantially reduced the penalty that teachlng

hospitals would have Suffered, making the adoption of uniform-national pricing

appear more feasible.

ASSE$SMENT OF CURRENTTOLICIES'

It is too soon to determine if the policies adopted by Congress in 1983 will

appropriately compensate for the costs of both graduatirel edutation and

the more complex and severely ill casemix of teaching hospitals. Becauie

many teaching hospitals have beets operating under the OW system for less 'than

three sonths, they have not yet been able to assess the financial impact'of

the new system on their institutions.

While it appears that current policies are working reasonably well at this

preliminary stage, several problems have surfaced.

18 8 j,
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Although relatively few teaching hospitals are located in rural

areas, those few are heavily penalized by' Medicare's urban/rural

price differences despite the indirect education factor. This

arbitrary penalty stems frdM the typical rural hospital's operating

50 or fewer beds and not offering, the comprehensive scope of services

found in a teaching facility.. In fact, many small, rural hospitals

depend on rural teaching hospitals As a source of care for patients

who require referral for specialized services. Provisions of the

recently enacted. Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, P.L.94-369, attempt

to addres; this issue and should solve many of these problems.

Because a substantial part of the teaching adjustment stems from

case-mix differences not reflected by DRGs, teaching hospitals with

high severity levels, but relatively small teaching programs, are not

adequately compensated by the current policy. Moreover, non-teaching

institutions that serve as, referral hospitals and treat severely ill

patients, and have case mixes comparable to those of their teaching

-counterparts, do not benefit from the education adjustment.

Therefore, these hospitals receive unfairly low payments for not

having educational programs.

4.

The teachtng factor is based on the costsof an "average" teaching

hospital. Those hospitalS with education programs or hospital cases

fixes that differ substantially from the "average-teaching

hospital's will receive an adjustment that does not necessarily

.reflect their leglt;mate costs.
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OBJECTIVES FOR EDUCATION POLICIES

The ARA believes Medicare payment policies for the cost of gradUate medical

education programs should be guided by several principles:

O. First, Medicare, as any other payer, shOuld pay'its proportionate .

share of troth diiect and indirect medical education costs. Unless

Medicare and other payers'tecognize this ,responsibility, teiching:

hospitals will not be able tocompete 'effectively in.inincreasinglY

competitive market: In fulfilling this responsibility, it must be

recognized that this contribution will be vital in determining the

overall level of support for graduate medical education n this

country.

Second, Medicare policies should recogrkize the value bf graduate

medical education to patients, Medicare beneficiaries, and tile public

at large. Ai::idomic medical centers are the institutions where new

technology is developed and often serve to diffuse new medical

Lnowledge throughout the country. Failpreqd adequAtely support

these institutions will seriously eopardize:continued p ogreis in

medicel-ScienCe and practice.

19u
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Third, Medicare policies should recognize that at least Some of the

Costs associated with graduate medical edUcation cannot be easily

identified. Avery effort should be made tamore-adequately account

fOr real differences in hospital case-mix in refining, the DRG system

Fourth. Medicaftpaicies should not pr e unfair shifts in the

distribution of revenues among hosp.i s While some reallocation

may be appropriateit should reflect differences in efficiency andNN,

not differences in thst '.5 of patients treated in different

hospitals. Major 4allocati ns, however; are likely to be the result

of imperfect knowledge or data:, and will be highly unstable as the

1

quality of data improves.
i

If these principles are not kept in mind as the effects of current policies

._are evaluated, the consequence may Wmll be the denial of certain costly, but

valuable, servicestomany communities.

CONCLUSION

Hospitals with graduate medical edikation programs play a pivotal role in the

traini4 of physicians and in exploring the frontiers Of medical research.

Motoever, these dnstitutions provide highly sophisticated health care services

to patients, Medicare beneficaries, and the general public. Proviiling proper

financing fpr graduate medical education is crucial to maintaining the highest

qualVy health care in this nation. The Association looks forward to working

with this subcommittee in developing 4 fair and eoWitable policy that

add reSses the issues we have outlined.
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STATEMENT'a RICHARD J. MINOR, PRESIDENT OF THE GRAND.
, 'VIEW HOSPITAL, DAYTON, OIL i)N M.:II...V..1i' OF THE.AME/tICAN..

OSTEOPATILICIIOSPITAL,ASSOCIApo$,:wASIIINOTON, Dc ' ',.

Senator POWNSEIctfill,.Mi.'MinPr, W000141e. ' .' : . . , '.

Mr. IVIitsthICThank you, Mr:,Chairman. .','. , _
,I'm Riehard-Josiph Minor, presiclent. and chief .executive officer

afGrandvieW .Hospital, a 452-13ed osteopathic teaching.hospitai in
Dayton, OH, not too far from Chicagq. I'm also president. 'And cliTZT
executive offICer of GrandOor, our parent holding company. .. . ,. '.1'

Currently, I'm chairman of the American Osteopathic Hospital '4,-
Association s Committee on Hospital with Teaching Programs. Ac-.
coinpanying me in the audience is 'Mr. Martin A. Wall; vice: presi- , ,,:.:
dent of government affairs for the 'American .Osteopathic Hospital., ..:.-
Association. . - . . , _ . -

In 'that .capacity, I -aril:here' speaking for the American Osteo-
pathic' Hospital, AsSociation today. I. would like to thank you, MI'. . ..-

-, Chairman, far.: giving us that opportunity, and I promise to keep.
my-Ternarks short. .

. . . ,

I'm going to try, to suminariie some of the important points that
are contained in our teStimony.'

The ;American Osteopkthic- HosPital Assocation considers .th.
treatment Of-inedicaleducation under Medicare as top public policy
priority'. , .,q-'. .

'1

If' major changes werk.t.b. be. made in that, we feel that it Might. 7.
have an adverse effect'bii-the teaching programs Set aside for the ,

osteopathic profession. And we consider the osteopathic profession ,..

the only comprehensive alternati've...m,edical system.a'vailable to the
Americanconsumer toaY. . 'T . . . . ... , .

You have heard Dr. Cohen talk about the ostkopathic medical'
education model earlier so k won't repeat that. HoWever, we feel its
distinction in several. ways. The mass Majority of our teaching hos-
pitals are relatively small community institpfions.Only.;41of the 15' ....

medical colleges offer' operating hospitals: All..Osteopathic hospitals
of more than 200 beds are.teaching.institutions. And 74 percent of '
those between 100 and .49 beds have- teaching programs. Of dui-
20 hospitals, 111 are teaChing hospitals.

. These community programs are producing mostly primary care
physicians. You have prohably in previous hearing heard how
many family practitioners or eralepractitioners the-osteopathic
profe n has generated over the years. They did it before the
word WT populark . .. . .

As was observed earlier today, these physicians are going tO be
the first .) for the care of an aging population which is expected
to expand'Ionsidevibly in the years to come. . .

Our Ilh'ysiciaris are ,practicing hands-on or wholistic care. Now;
nearly half' of our physicians are in communities of les'S than 50,000
population. Thus, osteopathic medical education is prodUcing physi-
cians that Weral policy 'advocates.. ,

The han on aspect of the education extends down to the clini-
cal clerk level also Although as you heard earlidr today in totimo-
ny, that has not been included in the current method of reimburr-
ment.
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While it's too early to judge finally the.111eilicare rospi;ctive
ent system overall, we are facing' some. very realistic proble
that are associated with that. We have all experienced drops n
census, reduced lengths of stay, increasing outpatient activities. It's

. affecting our hospital's ability to meet,increasing demands for Med-
ici/pi/ education needs.. ..

....." We have all heard about elle intern crunch which is supposedly
upon us. We have been approached by the various schools to, 41
effect, accept more interns. As on of the panelists observed today,

willy -nilly

ere is a negotiation and an act of negotiation going pn between
e management of the institution and the diritcters of medical
ucation or the deans of the various apartments. There is not a

willy-nillY movement to increase those programs without consider-
ab e thought and foresight. . - ,-e AOHA supports the current payment mechanism for gradu-

'Jae medical education and urges that any changes await- studies
which are already underway. Under any policy changes; such as a

grant mechanism; we would urge that the principle of sepaiste but.
.,;dual for the osteopathic profession be preserved as it is in the

presenrcertificate of need legislation.
We also urge that the type of physician that we are training, the

general practitiotlitr and primary care physicians, considered in -

any .policy scenatiO. And we are really confident hat that will be
done. , ..

We. pledge our data and assistance in participation- with this-
committee in its endeavor's. . .

; Thank you for thee t plaortunity to present our views.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very Much.
[The prePared written statement of Mr. Minor follows:].'
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Hr. Chairman, I saLEichard D. Minor] Priaidsat, GrAdAckew

Hospital, Dayton, Ohio, a 45.2.bed.cetoopathif teaching hdspital,

I am also Chief laecutiva Ofilifer of.GrandCo; (Grandview

Hospital's parent organisation), as Well as the current Chairman

of the American Osteopatbie Hospital Associatida's (sholnA's)

.Committee on. Hospitals with Teaching Progress. Today / as

speaking on behalf of the AMA, the national organisation

representing the more than Go osteopathic hospitals in Ale United

Sdates. Acco*panying me is Martin A. Wall, AOHA's Vice President

for Government Affair*.
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It is.my pleasure -to be with you today to present.the osteopathic

hospital perspective on .issues pertaining to medical e4ucation -
A

_ the most critical policy area facing our profession.

Osteopathic Hospital Profile

esteqathic hospitals serve as the primary institutional,cara\

facilities for those individual consumers who choose to receive'

their care from the 21,600 Rracticing osteopathic physicians in

the United States. 'Osteopathic hospitals have nearly 25,0.00 beds.

available and in 1983, treated about 845,000 inpatients and nearly

4 million outpatients. In:ibis era of competition, osteopathic

medicine represents the only recognized comprehensive alternative

to traditional medical.,;Oare.

Our institutions and medical profession emObasise wellness ant

preventive care resulting in a "patient oriented'approach" to

medical treatment. Osteseathic hospitals provide a health care

choice to the American people based on a distinctive medidal

philosophy offering patients a personalized, wholistic, "hand on

approach. With Many of our hospitals located in rural. and

semi-rural areas, and with nearly hail' of our institutions having

less than 100beds.and 80% having lose than 200 beds, the

011

osteopathic hospital profile reflects a very special commumity

*14
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orientation: The'fact that nearly 90% of practicing osteopathi!

" physicians 4elilier primary care with half practicing in

1communities of lens than 50,000 parsons, is further evidence that

our profession if on the cutting edge of community alth cars'

needs. With this backdrop, it is our pleasure to c voy to the

SubcoMmittes :12414trands we see developing in osteopathic teaching

hospitals; a descripAion of the osteopathic model; an explanation

of.,the vital role medical education playa in our hospitals; and,

the effects of current Medicare policy on'the osteopathic teaching

institution. We will also present our evolving thoughts on

options under 6oneicieration in the federal policy arena.

The Osteopathic Teaching Hospital,

'the training of tomorrow's general Practitioners and family

physicians is a top priority for osteopathic hospitals. Federal

policy regarding the treatment of medical education costs was the

Association's major policy concern during the deliberations on

Medicare prospective patment and continues to be today. The

reason for this is evident when examining the role osteopathic

hbspitals play in training osteopathic physicians. Of the 200

osteopathic hospitals in the United States, Ill are osteopathic

teaching institutions. The overwhelming najority,of our teaching

196
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hotpitals are community facilities and not academic health

centers In fact, all of our community hospitals with 200 - 299"

beds are teaching institutions, while 70% with 100 - 190 beds Wive

teaching programs. Only four of the fifteen osteopathic medical

coneTas,currently operate teaching hospital'.

When considering policy regarding the financing of medical
0

edUcation under Medicare, AMA believes'that the needs bf the

smaller community hospital with a teaching emphasis should be

reflected.

The, Osteopathic Teaching Model

The osteopathic teaching hospital role in training general
A

practitioners and specialistshogins during the osteopathic

medical student's undergraduate. training. Our educational model

'stresses clinical exposure through externships and clinical

.alerkships: This type of hands on education is an

asaAntial ingredient to train the osteopathil physician; As

recent news-reports have indicated, traditional medical education

is being criticized for not emphasizing *hands on" exposure.

unfortunately, current federal policy is,already having a negative

impact on the further developrent of these needed clinical

experiences. The Health Care Financing Administration has defined

w-
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such clinical training of students enrolled in medical education

programs as a normal operating expenditure of hospitals. Thus,

the funding of such undergraduate clinical clerkships must be

supported directly from the prospective payment rates. With the'

census dropping in osteopathic hospitals nationwide, and pressures

to curtail certain services growing, our institutions are finding

it increasingly difficult to support these essential undergraduate

medical programs.

The osteopathic hospital has tVaditionally had primary responsi-

bility for conduct of internships and residencies. Under the

osteopathic graduate medical education model, all osteopathic

physicians must engage in a one-year rotating internship during

which they receive clinical expoeUre in a multitude of medical

'areas. This builds the foundation fox the generalipractitioner -

the-backbone of the osteopathic profession. Completion of the

rotating internship allows an osteopathic physician, to practice

,general medicine under all .federal statutes and all state statutes

'with tie exception of New Hampshire, where two years of

post-graduate training is required for all physicians.

Residency training, especially in the primary care specialties, is

playing an increasingly important role in our teaching hospitals.

while our general practice.model consists of a one-year rotating
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internship followed by a one-year residency, other specialties

require from two(to six years additional trainimg. The averige

lenoth of osteopathic residency programs is 2.5 years.

There are currently 1408 approved osteopathic iptern positions

and 1,688 approved residency 'training positions. These positions

are approved 'by the Bureau of Professional Education of the

AmericadOsteoPathic Association (AOAK`the accrediting arm of our

profession.

The 'Intern "Crunch"

110

The osteopathic profession is now facing a crisis regarding the

long term ability of our osteopathic teaching hospitals to provide

the necessary intern andreSidency programs needed fbr our new

physicians. Our hospital system is not growing and, in fact, will

likely be reconfigured as the pressuvits of Medicare and other

fOancing programs take further hold. Osteopathic hospitals are -

faced with the dilemma of reacting quickly to external demands to

constrain programs while meeting an increasing demaad to train

needed osteopathic physicians. This has resulted in an intern

"crunch" in our hospitals.

sit
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Historically, bout 6-70 of AAA approved intern positions

nationally remain unfunded in put hospitals. In 1984, that figure

has reached 13% due to declining census, shorter lengths of stay,

a shift 'toward ambulatory service, and concerns about future

funding. Our profession is attempting to work out these prOblems

within the Osteopathic family, but the options are limited.
I

Obviously, any federal or state policy initiatives that limit

payment for teaching purposes Will further exacerbate our

pr4lems.

' Current Federal Policy

,k

Under the present Medicare prospective payment law,,pettopathic

teaching hospitals are treated no differently than other teaching

hospitals. It is really too eerily to fully evaluate bow the

current payment system is working in our hospitals, however, the

effect on graduate medical education is being felt. III order to'

rem. competitive, it is becoming increasingly difficult to

'provide qUality internship, progsamswith a significantly reduoed

census and.an' inadequate case load for teaching imrposes.

.
The Association continues to support the exclusion of direct

medical education expenses from the prospective payment system lend

'thee additional payment foi indirect education expenses. We

S.

S.'

...
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believe that this adjustment is still needed for the same reasons

that the Congress saw fit to include it when enacting the

prospeCtiv payment system. 'Tests and procedures ordered by

interns and:residents, the demands placed on other staff as they

participate in the educatiaW process, and Other related expenses

continue to be legitimate costs:

AOHA believe: that eny change in federal policy should await

further study. Hopefully, the five-year federally funded study of

the cost of graduate medical education currently underway will'be

helpful in evaluating these issues. One question the study may

answer-is how ken current case mix indexes meaiture the severity

or intensity of cases treated in teaching hospit',41s. While

severity of_cases should be a factor in determining whether

teaching hospitals should, be treated differently under any payment

aystemwe do not belieVe it should be the only criterion. Our

hospitals are community institutions, and ninety percent of our

physicians are being trained in primary care. Federal policy

emphasizes the need for primary care physicians. We feel the

training we are providingip_consistent with that aim and should

be reflected in any formula for payment to teaching hospitals. ,

201



Perspectives on Potential Policy Optiens

.

Mr. Chairman, during this early'examinatiOn of poseible

.alternatives to the current reimbursement formula for graduate

medical education, AOHA would like to otter our preliminary

perspectives on several general policy thrusts that have been

discussed and debated informally. We realise that nolformal

proposals have been pitroduCed On reviewed by the Subcommittee,

one alternative to the current, payment system iss.the'establishment

of amedical education grant program; poesibli4.in therfore of a

block grant to states. Under this concept, ,states would 'receive*

an.allocation of - money,based. on the number'of filled intern and

residency positions at hospitals.,, Staterwould disseminate the

bulk of funding directly to homipitals beat& on the number of

.tiiiining positions available. From the psteopathic hospital

teaching perspective, the great disadvantage to this approach
. ,

the fact that our hospitals hive.* relatively small nuipbor of

training slots. This couldpreaenta 'serious problem to such

hospitals if thesixe of a hospital program waathe basic faetor.

considered in determining payment. -We are alpo'ocncerned-thii

politics could play a large part at the state level in determining,

which teaching hospitali, would get grints. we would urge that the

established federal principle recognizing that the needs'of
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)osteopathic hospitals be considered on.* aspirate but equal basis

be a fundamental aspect of onSr'such program. This principle is a

component of the certificate-of-need prograM and requires

proposals of osteopathic hospitali to be judged solely on thei need

for osteopathic services and facilities in& given community.

Another xcenario would be to Fund medical education programs
.7

through tax revenues. It could be 'argued that this is a fair

approach since all tax payers would be subsidizing medical

educatipa.However, this would necessitate the acceptance of the

principle that the country as whole would be willing to accept
7

tho.traininq of physicians as a national need. Again, politics

could play a part in such an approach eepecially inlight of
N.

shifting moods regarding tax policy., "

5

Another proposal would utilize a professional peer review process

to award federal funds for mediealeducation activities. The key

for osteopathic teaching hospitals under this notion would be the

identified criteria utilized in deciding which hospitals receive

federal fundtog. Again, we feel there might be a built-in bias

against the osteopathic teaching hospital in favor of the'larger,

academic institution. Our hospitals would need to be assured that

our applications would be treated in a distinct fashion ava in

terms of the need for osteopathic services.
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Concluiien,

Mr. Chairman, the American Osteopathic Hospital Associati on

understands that this hearing is a preliminary view of the overall

issues facing medical education under Medicare. We urge that the

osteopathic trainin model he considered in any future

:?deliberations on t se critical issues. We strongly feel that our5
teaching programs are producing the types of physicians that this

country needs. The emphasis on primary care and providing service.

in medically underserved areas is a historical role of the

osteopathic teaching hospital. We hope the Subcommittee will
,

continue to consider how our alternative medical system is

Providing a real health care choiceJor the American people.

We thank you again very much for the opportunity to present our

perspectives on thiNitical issue.

X1)4
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'Senator DURENRERVAR. On -page 7 of your timony, Mr. Minor,
I 'noted that 1:i percent. of Sfouri:Approved r rn positions are tin.
fundedA I wncloet if you could:ex ain that a-little further. Do your
institutiens not receive payment ,for stipends and salaries,,and so
forth that result from internship? ,

Mr. Mir*oR. No, we do. It's.t;he question of the intern crunch and-
-an increasing -demand for positions. And there have been seVeral.
Vistitutiorig in the pilsotessionI probably shouldn't say several. It
would be more accurate if I shbuld say a couplewhich have n-iade
the decision to discontinue their -medical education programs 4ae-
cause of the economic environtnertehatt t4y. feel they face;. And as
a,result of that, with the increasing nuibors of interns coming,
onto the marketplace,,and with a couple of institutions.ceasing
participate, institutions such as ours arevwked to expand 'their prq-
grams. And some'are declining to do so-Tor a variety of reasons.

ti Andrthat'leaves unfunded positions. , .

Senator 'DURENBERGER. You don't, I take it, then have the game
sort of claim to high intensity in,the patient care requii-emeRk4t
your teaching institutions that we would hear from Mr. EtergiArt
and some of the other hospitals.

Mr. MINOR. Well, there might bvin two observations oh that, Mr.
Chairman. One is that in the sma r hospitals, you will probably
see a trend to keeping patients longer that norrpillty used to be
sent' to the larger teaching institutions, for obvious moons. In ad-
dition to that, in institutions -Such' as the one that I manage, I.ithink we have eictly the same problems, although we don't have
the same number of very large institutions.

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Everhart, I take it the American
Hospital Association position right now is sort of a no position. It is
sort of too early to say that there- is anything wrung with the cur-
rent system, and also too early to say that there ought' to be some
Changes and specifically what those changes might be. Is that cor-

, .

Mr. EVERHART. I think that's quite accurate, Mr. Chairman. The
fact is that a lot of hospitals in the country have just gone on the
DRG prospective rating system the laNt 3 months-. I think that is
inadequate to really judge what impact that is going to have on a
lot of hospitals. I, for example, just went on DRG's at the first of
September. We were fortunate to have a fiscal year that begins en
September 1, so we have a bit of a grace period.

But I think the other point that I would make is that we as an
association are very much a part,bf and concerned with the study
that the .AAMA and COTIlliareidoing and thd newly created com-
mittee.tliere isime which is supported totally by the AAHA. And I
think we are wt ting what comes out of the deliberations of that
group as well as what finally comes out of the Arthur Young study.
We are very interested in that study, and We have seen prelimi-
9ary results which certainl are not extensive enpugh to reach any
conclusions from them.

Senator DURENBERGER. But your association represents users as
well as providers. And is there something going on within. the
American Hospital Association to address what could at some point
be a potential for conflict between the institutions that are educa-41.
tors and the institutions that are users of services? Or is it just--1.

4e.
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I'm trying to lead up to asking you to respond to some of the ques-
tions that were proposeil earlier to some of.the people:about what's
the marketplace out there for residents and interns, and who is in
control of the marketplace right now, and what'is this negotiating
process that I have heard about. And in whose favor does it work.

And my probIRTh is that I sit here believing that I-have been
pretty generous with medical education. Although'it's only 25 pet-
cent this year,, you can't feel the generosity yet, but by next year
and the'year after you cqtainly will. [ Laughter.]

Senator DURENBERGER. And: I wouldn t want you to get the
notion that it is going to get more generous or for the association
to get the notion that it might get more generous beyond that
period of time.

Is. there not some potential for difference within the hospital as-
sociation his between the providers?

Mr. EVE.RHART. Oh, absolutely. The American Hospital Associa-
tion represents over 6,000 instittitions in this country, only 400,ar
so Of which are the biggies in terms of the teaching hospitals, Ts
being 'defined by the numbers of house officers and so on. So there
is a real potential withilk the AHA for all kinds of conflict. But
then there always has been because it has represented the inter-
city; it hils represented rural institutions; it has represented
chains; it has represented the for profits. It is all things "for all
people. And I think they do an amazingly good job of synthesizing
the heeds of those various institutions and assisting Congress and
other public agencies in the country to arrive' at some reasonable
policy..

But within the AHA there are all kinds of factions, each one of
hich is concerned about its future, and each one of which is

fit pending a lot of time deliberating on--N;
Senator DURENBERGER. I didn't want to take in factional politics

because I assume that exists and that all the folks that we see do
an excellent job of communicating _without letting us know there
are those factions. [Laughter.]

Senator DURENBERGER. But I would like for you to describe for
.us, without describing the factional politics, in an economic sense
the need that the 6,100 have or the 5,700 have for the 400. And just
how that interrelationship is working today.

Mr. EVERHART. OK. I think that interrelationship is a traditional
one, and I believe it is one that is generally -ficceptepi. The fact is
that the teaching hospitals are the institutions which do, in fact,
educate and train the physicians which staff and populate the bal-
ance of those institutions around the country. And that's part of
our mission. Its part of our goal. It's part of the purpose that
teaching hospitals have.

Sure, we transport our product. There are seven medical schools
through the city of Chicago. There is no way that the graduates of
those schools and the graduates of the teaching hospitals associated

%with those schools are going to stay in Chicago or Illinois terprac-
tice medicine. They are, in fact, exported to the rest of the country,
and that's part of our function.

On the other hand, Ithink hospitals around the country do, in
fact, accept and recognize that teaching institutions, such as those
that are represented by COGA or such as' those which are reffe-

2 0 6,
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sented by me, have a function of education of physicians uponivhich they are quite dependent. And that's recognized within AHA
and it's recognizkd within, I thi.Rk, the. family gf institutions that
are our hospitals 'in this country.

S011401"..DUR.ENBERGER. Two things are happening, of course...O.ne
is we are changing the prospective payment system and we are hit-
ting harder at the 5,7(X) theA we are hitting ,at the 400. And, also,
thter-e- is this element of choice of health plans out there. Anethe
increase in preferred provider drganizations and so forth.

At some point, it seems to me,. even in Chicago that, right have
an impact on the way Blue Cross or somebody else buys hospitdiservices. At that point in time, it strikes Me that it becomes anissue for this 5,700 to address in some way because I take it they
need some of the rest of Theses people. And yet they don't want tohave to participate in. paying foil those services directly if they can

Nt, help it. Some States, when they see this competition coming andthey see the cost of graduate medical education or the cost to the
poor staring the politicians in the face, turn right around and say,well, we ought to solve that one. We will just add a tax to-everyvisit to a hospital, or a tax to every visit to the doctor, or a premi-
um tax on insurance. Aid then right away the cost of getting into
hoSpitals increases in order to keep seven hospitals in Chicago
going.

Is that a likely scenario`? And, if so, do you know how the AHA is
going to be able to respond to it?

Mr. EVERHART. Well, to answer the second question first, I do not
know how the AHA will respond to it. I'm not sure it's an accurate
scenario. Certainly -hospitals such as mine are increasingly con-
cerned about our competitive position. You are flimiliar with this
dilemma in the Twin Cities certainly. The University of Minnesota
hospital has been slow to respond to some of the pressures for cost.reduction and new alternative delivery systems. And as a result, its
occupancies- are a problem. Arid its costs are a problem.

The same thing is tre_Avith reaching hospitals around the coun-try. I think all of us a're experimenting with the new alternative
systems, with PPO's, with HMO's. And we are inindful that wehave got to be more competitive with community institutions interms of our pricing policy.

This .means that there has got to be a certain amount of downsiz-
ing. h means that we are going to have to reduce current levels of
expenditure. It's going on in every teaching hospital that I'm
aware of.

And at the same time, we have to continua- to offer programs
which continue to attract patients into our particular kind of envi-
ronment. You do that with cost competition. You also do it withquality. An4 one of the things that doesn't get said perhaps be-
cause it's politically difficult to enunciate is the fact that a good
teaching hospital attracts good physicians who in turn provide good
medical care. And I think generally people in the communities that

ft, we are serving understand and' appreciate that. And, hopefully,
over time will be able to pay some premium for that kind of qual-ity.

I don't know it' that answers your question. I think the AHA, asa body, has a real problem with its variegated constituency in ad-
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dressing that. issue because -there is one group that is working on.
teaching problems and anothit that is- working on innercity prob-
lems and so bn. e

Senator DURENBERGER. Two other qu'estions, and it pro5ably ap-
plies to both of you. Do hospital administrators see residents as
prLisenting payroll expense problems, collective bargaining prob-
lems, malpractice premium problems, ancillary test add-on prob-
lems? Axe they perceived as having a down side- as well as all upside? 4

Mr. MINOR. Dave wants me to tak that one first. 1 thinIcin all
candor the answer to that, generally leaking, is "yes." I think all
thse issues come to bear in either every, element,or specific ones
over a period of time. -

I don't think that those thia are contrdllablejtre going ,without
attention, though. I know that in many orouf institutions today
you will find specific educational programs designed and developed
to make the intern and resident stay More responsible and.respon-
sive to controlling this phenomena of "over-ordering tests," to the
degree that that can be, done while they are still in a learning envi-
ronment. In fact, in preparation for this meeting I read 'an article
in the New England Journal of Medicine which was a highly statis-
tic& approach toward that very phenomena. Obviously, they are an
expense. We see them as an expense.,

. I think our challenge, along with that ieveryone, is to get the
most bang for the buck, if you will excuse the expression, out of the

. product that we produce. And this is why it's important to us that
some of the studies are in part zeroing in not just on-the intensity
or the severity of care, but are considering such elements as what
types of physicians should be trained and What spetific environ-
ment should they be trained in, and in what specialty should they
be trained, or family practice emphasis.

iSo I think in answer to your question, if. I have answered it, is
that al.1 of those are a factor, but are being dealt with as individual
elements of emphasis.

Senator DURENBERGER. Right.
Mr. EVERHART. I think I would answer a little differently. I think ,

on balance those problems whiCh you enunciated are on the down
side or are balanced on the pos'itive side by the contributions that
house officers make. And on balance, I am_stilt, as a hospital direc-

' tor, very much concerned in trying tofind the resources to support
that process of teaching and learning in a hospital that we know as
graduate medical education.

Now, sure, we have to be concerned about were to find inon.ey
to meet a pawn and the numbers,game. And we do exercise con-
trol on numbe7s and growth. -

Ae are very much concerned about, utilization review in utiliza-
tion of ancillary services. But I-think the same utilization concerns
apply frequently even more arduously to senior staff than they do
to house staff. ,

Malpractice, our experience, has not indicated that although they
get involved in malpractice actions, they are not the target nor the
cause of malpriictice as nearly as frequently as other more mature
physicians.
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So I think., on balance, even as.a manager and a-guy concerned

with the budget of our institution, they are a .positive asset.
Senator DURENBERGER, All right. Thank you both very much for

your testimony, your written testimony as well as your response to
the quesiions.
- I believe that concludes the hearing. The hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at; 4:49 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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